
Toyota’s president is expected
to step down next year to as-
sume the chairman’s post, stir-
ring speculation over a succes-
sor as the Japanese car maker
reels from the downturn in the
global auto market. Page 1

n Vitol Group is coming under
scrutiny in an investigation
into oil-price gyrations over
the past year and a half. Page 1

n Sales of new and existing
U.S. homes tumbled in Novem-
ber and prices continued to fall
as the recession drove consum-
ers out of the market. Page 2

n Poland cut rates by an unex-
pectedly aggressive three-quar-
ters of a point amid signs of a
deepening slowdown. Page 3

n U.S. stocks fell after another
round of weak economic data.
European shares were little
changed. Page 18

n Airlines argued that an EU
court ruling giving passengers
compensation for flight cancel-
lations for technical problems
could jeopardize safety. Page 9

n Manpower cut its fourth-
quarter financial forecast, a
sign of the weakening U.S. and
European job markets. Page 5

n An ex-broker was arrested
in a fraud case connected to
New York attorney Marc S.
Dreier, prosecutors said. Page 17

n A woman filed a claim against
the SEC alleging the U.S. agency
was negligent in failing to detect
an alleged decades-long fraud by
Bernard Madoff. Page 19

n Taylor Wimpey will breach
its interest-cover covenants in
January, but the builder expects
to reach a deferral pact with
lenders by year end. Page 5

n Notebook-computer ship-
ments outpaced desktops in the
third quarter, largely because
of ballooning sales of the cheap
mini-personal computers
known as netbooks. Page 7

n Pay-TV firm Premiere plans
to sell stock and restructure its
debt with the help of News Corp.,
its biggest shareholder. Page 5

Vitol discusses
role in market
as oil surged

Britain’s economy shrank 0.6%
in the third quarter, more than
previously thought, and was
the biggest quarterly contrac-
tion in 18 years. The data in-
creased the likelihood that a
major recession is under way.
Also, the euro-zone economy
slowed further in December,
and Italy prepared to forecast a
recession for all of 2009. Page 3

n Iraq’s Parliament speaker
resigned, ending a long-running
power struggle and allowing
lawmakers to authorize British
and other non-U.S. foreign
troops to remain through July.

n The death of Guinea’s long-
time dictator triggered a politi-
cal vacuum that threatened fur-
ther instability in the resource-
rich West African nation. Page 8

n Russia’s new sea-based bal-
listic missile failed in a test
launch for the fifth time, signal-
ing serious trouble with the ma-
jor future component of the na-
tion’s nuclear forces. Page 9

n China is considering adding
a first aircraft carrier to its navy
fleet, an indication of its growing
military profile as it prepares
for a deployment abroad. Page 9

n A court in China rejected a
lawsuit filed by parents of chil-
dren killed when a school col-
lapsed in May’s massive earth-
quake in the southwest. Page 10

n U.S. Vice President-elect
Biden said a report would show
“no inappropriate contact” be-
tween Obama’s staff and embat-
tled Illinois Gov. Blagojevich.

n India’s Singh sought to re-
duce tensions with Pakistan in
the wake of the Mumbai attacks,
saying “nobody wants war.”

n Zimbabwe’s Mugabe called
the U.S. and Britain “stupid”
for thinking he shouldn’t be
part of a unity government.

n A 5.2-magnitude earthquake
shook northern Italy, causing
only minor damage to buildings.

Toyota succession looms
at critical time in market

Editorial&Opinion

Forest Gov
London should get out of its
90-year-old Christmas tree
business. Page 13

Global economic slump
lessens Gazprom’s clout
Gas cartel’s creation
doesn’t provoke fear
as demand decreases
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What’s News—
Business & Finance World-Wide

— NOTICE TO READERS —
The Wall Street Journal Europe
won’t publish Thursday and Fri-
day due to the Christmas holiday.
News updates during this time
will be available to subscribers of
the online Journal at WSJ.
com/Europe.

Gazprom's deputy head Alexander Medvedev, center, at a news conference 
last week warned Gazprom could raise the price of gas to Ukraine. Some in 
the west worry the row could disrupt Russian gas supplies to Europe.

Close to the brink

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream. Photo: Associated Press Note: figures through Dec. 22
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Gazprom share price
down 73% year-to-date

t

Russian Urals-blend oil price
down 55% year-to-date t

The financial crisis hasn’t
spared U.S. churches
NEWS IN DEPTH | PAGE 14

Some European real-estate
stocks have solid bases
MONEY & INVESTING | PAGE 17
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By Guy Chazan

If, a year ago, Russia’s OAO Gaz-
prom had threatened to turn off
the taps to Ukraine and create an
OPEC-style gas alliance, it would
have provoked panic in Western
capitals. But now, with oil prices at
their lowest in four years, Moscow
is having trouble getting the
West’s attention.

The global economic slowdown
has cut demand for oil and gas the
world over, curbing the strength of
big energy companies that once
seemed unassailable. Gazprom,
the gas supplier long feared in Eu-
rope as an all-powerful monolith,
is heavily in debt and hurting from
a steep decline in energy prices.

So a meeting of gas producers
in Moscow on Tuesday that might
have rung alarm bells in the past in-
vited little Western comment. En-
ergy ministers from 12 countries
decided to turn what had been an
informal club into a permanent or-
ganization, to be named the Forum
of Gas Exporting Countries. Dele-

Please turn to page 28

Norihiko Shirouzu

And John Murphy

Toyota Motor Corp. President
Katsuaki Watanabe is expected to
relinquish his post next year and be-
come chairman, stirring specula-
tion over a successor as the com-
pany reels from the downturn in the
global auto market.

The development doesn’t indi-
cate a need to change strategic di-
rection, according to people famil-
iar with the matter, but rather
stems largely from the health sta-
tus of Toyota’s current chairman,

Fujio Cho. Nonetheless, a manage-
ment shuffle opens up a horse race
for Toyota’s top job at one of the
most critical times in the auto mak-
er’s recent history.

In Japanese companies, the pres-
ident typically wields the most
power over operations. The chair-
man’s role is more honorary and fo-
cused on external relations.

Earlier this week, Toyota pro-
jected its first annual operating
loss since 1938—a loss of 150 billion
yen, or about $1.7 billion, in the year
ending March 31—amid slumping

Please turn to page 27

By Ann Davis

Federal investigators trying to
pinpoint what is behind gyrations in
the price of oil in the past year and a
half are scrutinizing a series of
moves by Dutch-Swiss physical oil
trader Vitol Group.

Enforcement attorneys at the
U.S. Commodity Futures Trading
Commission are dissecting trades
of a single oil trader at a six-person
hedge fund in Houston run by Vitol.
His open bets on the New York Mer-
cantile Exchange, where the world
oil benchmark trades, at one point
in July constituted 11% of all crude-
oil bets outstanding on Nymex
around the time oil was reaching un-
foreseen heights.

The investigators also are look-
ing at Vitol’s use of oil tankers for
floating storage as part of a broader
inquiry into so-called physical oil
trading and its impact on the fu-
tures markets. Physical trading in-
volves the actual commodity, rather
than futures contracts. Vitol is the
largest independent physical oil
trader in the world.

There has been no accusation
that any Vitol trades in question
were improper, and it isn’t clear
where the CFTC’s multifaceted in-
quiry will lead. The CFTC declined

Please turn to page 27

Markets 4 p.m. ET
NET PCT

MARKET CLOSE CHG CHG

DJIA 8419.49 -100.28 -1.18
Nasdaq 1521.54 -10.81 -0.71
DJ Stoxx 600 193.05 -0.27 -0.14
FTSE 100 4255.98 +6.82 +0.16
DAX 4629.38 -9.64 -0.21
CAC 40 3128.41 -22.95 -0.73

Euro $1.3942+0.0008 +0.06
Nymex crude $38.98 -0.93 -2.33
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Can we save the U.S. nat-
ural-gas industry? Yes, we
can, sort of.

Many of America’s natu-
ral-gas producers have
drilled themselves, literally,
into a hole. Surging produc-
tion has left the market
oversupplied by 4 billion or
5 billion cubic feet per day
(0.12 billion or 0.15 billion
cubic meters), according to
Houston-based investment-
banking boutique Tudor,
Pickering, Holt & Co. TPH
forecasts a 2009 price of
$5.50 per million British
thermal units, compared
with almost $9 this year.

Meanwhile, companies
such as Chesapeake En-
ergy, America’s biggest nat-
ural-gas producer, have
overstretched themselves
to fund all that drilling,
helping to wreck their
stock prices.

In keeping with the in-
vestment theme du jour, sal-
vation may come from
America’s politicians. Fa-
mous for producing vast
quantities of hot air, they
now look serious about lim-
iting the output of others.

President-elect Barack
Obama’s green-tinged picks
to fill environmental and

energy posts in his new ad-
ministration suggest fed-
eral measures to curb the
production of greenhouse
gases, including carbon di-
oxide, are coming rela-
tively soon.

Putting a price on car-
bon dioxide emissions could
help rebalance the natural-
gas market by changing the
economics of power genera-
tion, which accounts for
30% of U.S. demand for the
fuel. Consider this: At cur-
rent fuel prices, the vari-
able cost of generating one
megawatt hour of electric-
ity from the average natural-
gas fired plant is $45, calcu-

lates Hugh Wynne, analyst
at Sanford Bernstein. For a
coal-fired plant, it’s $30.

But burning coal emits
roughly double the amount
of carbon dioxide than natu-
ral gas. Put a price of $25
per ton on these emis-
sions—in line with average
prices in Europe since trad-
ing of allowances began—
and the economics change
significantly. The gas
plant’s costs rise to $54 per
MWh, but the coal plant’s
costs rise to $52. Older, less
efficient coal plants will
cost even more.

If emissions trading be-
comes a reality, therefore,
natural-gas-fired electricity
will likely take some market
share from coal. This is es-
pecially the case if Mr.
Obama’s plan for a better
electricity grid, enabling
more competition between
plants, also comes to frui-
tion. At $6.50 natural gas
and $20 carbon dioxide, Mr.
Wynne estimates genera-
tors might burn extra natu-
ral-gas equivalent to 8% of
current demand or 4.7 bil-
lion cubic feet per day.

For natural-gas produc-
ers, such a scenario repre-
sents the sunny uplands.

But it is still at least a cou-
ple of years away. First,
they must traverse the val-
ley of 2009. Investors
should target those with
stronger balance sheets
and lower unit costs, such
as EOG Resources. These
“survivors” should also ben-
efit as less well-capitalized
competitors curb drilling
or go under, reducing ex-
cess supply.

Potential losers are
those generators with a
high proportion of older,
coal-fired plants operating
in regional U.S. markets
where gas-fired plants set
the price of electricity.

Unmitigated winners
from carbon dioxide pric-
ing, meanwhile, would be
those power generators
with a large amount of nu-
clear capacity, such as Ex-
elon. Nuclear plants don’t
produce carbon dioxide, so
they would capture the full
benefit of higher electricity
prices, including the cost of
emissions, in their margins.

That math, unfortu-
nately, points to one other
constituency likely to see its
cash flow crimped by put-
ting a price on carbon diox-
ide: bill-paying consumers.
 —Liam Denning

Japan’s unlearned lesson
I told you so.
That about sums up the

appropriate response to Ja-
pan’s plan to back a fund,
worth as much as $225 bil-
lion, that’ll buy stocks held
by banks.

The fund was actually
created in 2002. Then, as
now, falling stock prices
were destabilizing the bank-
ing system. And then, as
now, lawmakers had a
chance to resolve the under-
lying problem—excessive
stock ownership by banks.

Clearly, they didn’t do
enough. When the decision
to revive the Banks’ Share-
holdings Purchase Corp. be-
comes law, early next year, it
should carry stiff require-
ments for banks to unload
their stockholdings.

Japan’s financial institu-
tions owned about $190 bil-
lion worth of stock at the
March fiscal-year end.
Largely a legacy of Japan’s
keiretsu system, these hold-
ings are often of companies
within the bank’s own con-
glomerate. Advocates argue
that the stakes allow busi-
nesses to concentrate on
longer-term management
goals.

This may be, but they’ve
brought considerable trou-
ble for the banks: Falling

stock prices are eating
away at capital bases. Con-
verting those stakes into
cash is one way to ensure
things don’t worsen as
share prices fall.

Japan had some success
with the initial effort. The
biggest banks have cut
down the size of their posi-
tions—relative to their capi-
tal base—from above 100%
to about 50%. The potential
damage is lower than it was
six years ago.

But not low enough. The
Topix index of first section
stocks currently sits at
around 849. If it falls to
800, banks will be sitting
on $40 billion in unrealized-
equity losses, according to
Barclays Capital.

Unloading stock will miti-
gate this. But selling to the
state-backed fund isn’t man-
datory, and it could be diffi-
cult to encourage banks to
sell during a bear market.

When a bull market re-
turns, the will to transform
what some dub the corner-
stone of Japan’s capitalist
system will surely evapo-
rate. If lawmakers want to
avoid a repeat of this sce-
nario every time stock
prices fall in Japan, they
know what to do.
 —James Simms

Rebalancing natural-gas sector

gates adopted a charter and agreed
the group would be based in the Qa-
tari capital of Doha—a defeat for
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir
Putin, who had lobbied for St. Pe-
tersburg, his hometown.

Energy ministers at the Mos-
cow meeting said their
aim was to stabilize prices
and monitor the gas mar-
ket. Some gas-consuming
countries fear the group is
seeking to model itself on
the Organization of Petro-
leum Exporting Countries,
and would, like OPEC, try
to manipulate prices by im-
posing production quotas.

But with most natural
gas sold under long-term
supply contracts that are
indexed to the price of oil, analysts
said the new organization won’t
have OPEC’s clout. A report com-
missioned by the gas forum and re-
leased Tuesday said it would be im-
possible to abandon the current
crude-based pricing mechanism,
though other “non-crude indica-
tors” could be used in the future.

The new group was formed as
OPEC’s power appears to be wan-
ing. Last week, the organization
made its biggest production cut
yet—trimming by 2.2 million bar-
rels of oil a day—yet the move
failed to stop the slide in the price
of crude. Neither did an announce-
ment by Russia that it might con-
sider joining OPEC.

The comparisons drawn be-
tween the gas forum and OPEC
come as Europe is already jittery
about its reliance on Russia, which
supplies a quarter of the Conti-
nent’s gas. Those worries were rein-
forced this week when Gazprom

threatened to cut off gas supplies
to Ukraine over an unpaid debt,
and warned European customers
that the dispute could jeopardize
their deliveries, most of which
pass through Ukraine. The warning
evoked memories of January 2006,
when Gazprom turned off the tap

to Ukraine, disrupting gas
supplies in Western Eu-
rope.

Gazprom says Ukraine
owes it more than $2 bil-
lion for gas supplied in No-
vember and December,
and is refusing to sign a
new supply contract for
2009 until the bill is set-
tled. Ukrainian state oil
and gas company Nafto-
gaz Ukrainy denies it
owes anything, saying

that under an earlier agreement
with Gazprom it’s allowed to pay
for gas a month in arrears.

A Naftogaz official said he ex-
pected a breakthrough in the talks
with Gazprom by year end, and pos-
sibly as soon as Wednesday. The
head of Naftogaz, Oleg Dubina, is
scheduled to meet Gazprom Chief
Executive Alexei Miller in Moscow
on Wednesday.

Even if the dispute isn’t solved,
there’s little likelihood of supply
problems this time. Ukraine has re-
assured the European Union that
transit shipments of gas across its
territory won’t be affected. Domes-
tic supplies are also unlikely to be
hit: Ukraine has been hoarding
stockpiles of gas in underground
storage, enough to cover domestic
demand till the end of the winter
heating season, officials say.

Analysts say it wouldn’t be in
Russia’s interests to halt exports to
Europe. Russia has been hit hard

by the global financial crisis: Fall-
ing oil prices have decimated state
revenues, and the government has
been forced to spend billions of dol-
lars from its oil windfall fund to
shore up the weakening ruble and
bail out domestic industry.

Gazprom has also been hit. Last
summer, Mr. Miller boasted it
would be the world’s biggest com-
pany by market value within seven
to ten years, with a capitalization of
$1 trillion. At the time, Gazprom’s
market cap was $360 billion. Now
it’s around a quarter of that.

Worse lies ahead. Natural gas
prices tend to follow oil prices with
a six- to nine-month lag: With
crude down more than $100 since
reaching a record high of $147 a
barrel in July, gas prices are ex-
pected to fall steeply next year.
That will mean a sharp decline in
Gazprom’s export revenues from
mid-2009.

Still, Mr. Putin, addressing the
gas exporters’ forum, warned that
the price of gas would inevitably
rise again in coming years. Produc-
ing gas fields are in decline, he
said, and most untapped resources
are in remote areas. Russia will
need to invest billions of dollars to
develop new fields in places like
the Yamal Peninsula and the Bar-
ents Sea, which lack basic infra-
structure and will need to be con-
nected by pipeline to areas where
gas is consumed. Gazprom said
Tuesday its board had approved in-
vestments for 2009 of $32.5 bil-
lion, up 12% from this year’s levels.

“That means that despite the
global financial crisis...the era of
cheap energy, including cheap gas,
is ending,” Mr. Putin said.
 —Alexander Kolyandr

contributed to this article.

Continued from first page

Downturn cuts Gazprom’s clout TPG to let clients trim
cash pledges by up to 10%
By Peter Lattman

Buyout firm TPG built one of the
biggest war chests in all of private eq-
uity. Now it is giving some of it back.

Some clients of TPG, the former
Texas Pacific Group, are strapped to
fund some $20 billion of commit-
ments first raised earlier this year.
With markets worsening, TPG said it
will allow clients to reduce their
pledgesbyasmuchas10%,oratotalof
$2 billion.

Themoveisthefirstofitskindbya
big U.S. buyout firm. It underscores
theliquidityproblemsfacinglargein-
stitutional investors. Earlier this
month,London-basedPermiraletcli-
ents off the hook for some of the
money they had promised to invest.

In a Monday letter to investors—
including the California Public Em-
ployees’ Retirement System, Gen-
eral Electric Co.’s pension fund and
the government of Singapore—TPG
said it recognizes that “in the cur-
rent highly challenging environment
the global market declines have
placed significant stress on many of
our limited partners.”

The firm, whose portfolio in-
cludes luxury retailer Neiman Mar-
cus and casino operator Harrah’s En-
tertainment, has offered several con-
cessions. It will cut annual manage-
mentfees—rangingfrom1%to1.5%of
assets—by about one-tenth, regard-
lessofwhetherinvestorschoosetore-
duce commitments. The firm also
said it won’t call more than 30% of an
investor’s total commitment during
2009, unless approved by the firm’s
advisory committee.

“The deal with private-equity in-

vesting is that you’re in it for the
long haul,” said Mario Giannini,
chief executive of Hamilton Lane, a
TPG investor. “And with the markets
struggling, TPG is saying we’re all in
this together.”

The market for multibillion-dol-
lar leveraged buyouts is dormant.
Private-equity deal activity totaled
$188 billion in 2008, down 71% from

$659 billion in 2007, according to De-
alogic.

TPG’s$19.8billionbuyoutvehicle,
its sixth flagship fund, has stumbled
out of the gate. The firm put a total of
$1.35 billion into collapsed thrift
Washington Mutual, including $475
million out of the latest fund. The
fund also bought distressed bank
loansearlierthisyearthathaveplum-
meted in value.

Despite these woes, TPG and its
private-equity peers enter 2009 in
better shape than hedge funds, their
cousins in the battered alternative-
investment arena. TPG co-founder
David Bonderman described the dy-
namic at a conference in Hong Kong
in October. He said that, unlike
hedge funds, which allow investors
to withdraw money in as little as 45
days, “private equity all has long-
term lockups.”

Alexei Miller

Burned out
Natural-gas futures, 
daily settlement price 
per million BTUS

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream
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The move, the first
of its kind in the U.S.,
follows a similar step
by Permira in the U.K.
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Resona Holdings Inc. said it
would buy back 660,000, or 5.79%,
of its own common shares for as
much as 110 billion yen, or $1.22 bil-
lion, by March 31, 2009. An Interna-
tional Investor article Dec. 19 incor-
rectly said the bank bought back the
same number of shares for as much
as 10.2 billion yen between Dec. 1
and Dec. 18.

U.S. housing deteriorates
Sales, prices plunge
as recession deepens;
GDP is unrevised
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By Sudeep Reddy

A deepening recession and tight
credit conditions are compounding
problems in the U.S. housing market,
suggesting that declines in home
prices may continue well into 2009.

Sales of existing homes tumbled
8.6% in November from the prior
month to an annual pace of 4.49 mil-
lion units, the National Association
of Realtors said. The figure reflects
contract closings, which lag behind
sales activity, and as a result capture
thecredit-marketturmoilthathitthe
economy starting in mid-September.

New-home sales declined 2.9% to
an annual rate of 407,000 units, the
Commerce Department said, con-
tinuing a nearly three-year decline.

The housing sector has been hit
hard throughout the year by an over-
supply of homes that gradually
forced high prices to fall. Tumbling
prices, in turn, hurt the overall econ-
omy by battering financial institu-
tions, reducing the wealth of home-
owners and prompting job cuts in
the housing sector.

Now, the worsening recession is
further damaging the housing mar-
ket. Consumers who lose their jobs
are adding to homeowner defaults,
pushing forecasts for when the sec-
tor will hit bottom into the second
half of 2009 or later. Until the hous-
ing market turns around, the overall
economy is unlikely to grow much.
Economists calls this cycle an ad-
verse feedback loop.

“What will be a significant num-
berofforeclosuresovercomingquar-
ters will only add to the inventory
overhang and keep downward pres-
sure on house prices,” said Richard
Moody, chief economist at real-es-

tate firm Mission Residential, which
expects prices to stop falling in 2010.

There is one glimmer of good
news not reflected in the latest fig-
ures: a sharp drop in mortgage rates
in recent weeks tied to the federal
government’s efforts to support the
housing market. Though tighter
credittermsarerestrictingmanypo-
tential borrowers, lower rates could
pull some potential buyers off the
sidelinesand slowthe pricedeclines.

A broad measure of home values
by the Federal Housing Finance
Agency, released Tuesday, showed
prices nationwide dropping 1.1% in
October from the prior month and
7.5% from a year earlier. The agen-
cy’s index, built on purchase prices
of houses backing mortgages sold to
or guaranteed by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, is down 8.8% from its
April 2007 peak.

The Realtors group said the me-
dian sale price of an existing home
declined to $181,300 in November,
down 13.2% from a year earlier. That
is the largest drop in the four-de-
cade history of the survey and likely
the sharpest decline since the De-
pression. The group estimates that
45% of existing-home sales are
linked to foreclosures. The inven-
tory of unsold existing homes rose
0.1% to 4.2 million in November, rep-
resenting an 11.2-month supply, up
from 10.3 months in October.

The Commerce Department’s
sales figures showed the median
price of a new home at $220,400 in
November, down 11.5% from a year
earlier. The average price declined
9.2% to $287,500. The inventory of
unsold new homes declined 7% to
374,000 at the end of November.
That represents 11.5 months of sup-
ply at the current pace, down from
11.8 months in October.

“Home-building activity has de-
clinedsomuchthatthebacklogofun-
sold units is starting to be absorbed
atafairlyrapidclipeveninthefaceof
such a slow sales environment,” said
Morgan Stanley economist David
Greenlaw, who added that invento-
ries won’t drop to “manageable lev-
els” for six to nine months.

Separately, the Commerce De-
partmentleftitsestimateofgrossdo-
mestic product unrevised to show an
annualized decline of 0.5% in the
third quarter. Economists’ forecasts
have the economy declining at a pace

of 4% to 6% in the fourth quarter.
The University of Michigan’s fi-

nal December reading of consumer
sentiment edged up slightly to 60.1
from 59.1 earlier in the month. It has
improved from its 55.3 reading in
November largely due to continued
declines in gasoline prices. But the
figure is expected to remain rela-

tively low due to the weakening job
market and tumbling stock values.

In the survey, consumers’ expec-
tations for annual inflation declined
to 1.7% from 2.9% in November. Over
a five-year horizon—a figure closely
watched by Federal Reserve policy
makers—the expected pace of infla-
tion slowed to 2.6% from 2.9%.
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*At a seasonally adjusted at an annual rate

Source: Commerce Department

The slide is confirmed…
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Housing weighs heavily on the U.S. economy
As the housing decline continues
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demand in the U.S., Europe, Japan
and other major markets, as well as
a strengthening of the yen. Analysts
say the outlook likely will remain
very tough in the following year.

The 66-year-old Mr. Watanabe,
who has been president for four
years, is set to become chairman in
part to assume a leadership role at
Keidanren, one of Japan’s most pow-
erful business lobbies, the people fa-
miliar with the matter said. Toyota
presidents in recent times have typi-
cally served four or six years.

Both positions are currently
held by Mr. Cho, Toyota’s former
president. But the 71-year-old Mr.
Cho suffers from a back ailment
that makes it difficult to fulfill his
responsibilities, these people said.

Officials at Toyota declined to
comment on the company’s succes-
sion issues.

The race for Toyota’s next presi-
dent is mainly between Mitsuo Ki-
noshita and Akio Toyoda, both cur-
rently Toyota executive vice presi-
dents, according to individuals who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
Mr. Toyoda, a grandson of Toyota
Motor founder Kiichiro Toyoda, es-
tablished beachheads for Toyota in
China earlier this decade and ap-
plied the company’s lean produc-
tion techniques to improve the pro-
ductivity of dealers in Asia. Mr. Ki-
noshita, 62, is a shrewd executive
adept at behind-the-scenes maneu-
verings within and outside the com-
pany.

Some knowledgeable individu-

als said they believe a group of influ-
ential Toyota elders, including
former president and chairman and
current board member Hiroshi
Okuda, 75, honorary chairman
Shoichiro Toyoda, 83, and Mr. Cho,
are inclined to pick Akio Toyoda—
Shoichiro Toyoda’s son—as Mr. Wa-
tanabe’s successor. But the current
crisis may prompt the elders to
pass on the 52-year-old Mr. Toyoda,
who is considered “young,” and
choose Mr. Kinoshita or another
candidate with more experience,
they said.

To be sure, no matter who takes

over at Toyota, it may not make a
huge difference. Unlike a more per-
sonality-driven company, where a
new executive may take the organi-
zation in an entirely new direction,
Toyota has historically taken a
more cautious approach in its man-
agement style. Toyota values mak-
ing decisions slowly and building
consensus among all employees be-
fore moving forward.

Mr. Watanabe, the current presi-
dent, rose through Toyota’s ranks
overseeing everything from a com-
pany cafeteria to car plants. He be-
came president in 2005 at the

height of the company’s breakneck
growth that began in the
mid-1990s. The fast-paced expan-
sion came with a cost: an increasing
number of quality problems in
North America, Japan and else-
where that threatened to tarnish
Toyota’s image. Mr. Watanabe’s
leadership has since been character-
ized by his aggressive efforts to tap
the brakes on expansion and attend
to the quality issue. For example, he
has delayed introductions of some
models by as much as half a year
and postponed the launch of next-
generation lithium-ion battery tech-

nology by more than a year.
One person who recently met

with some of Toyota’s elders said
there was frustration that Mr. Wa-
tanabe didn’t set a long-term vi-
sion. It wasn’t clear, however, how
much this was a factor in the ex-
pected management change.

The names of both Akio Toyoda
and Mr. Kinoshita were mentioned
as candidates the last time Toyota’s
upper echelon picked its top execu-
tive in 2005. In the end, they chose
Mr. Watanabe, a reserved, unassum-
ing executive that few people had
expected or mentioned.

There are dark horses this
time, too, including 62-year-old
Executive Vice President Takeshi
Uchiyamada, the main executive
behind the Prius, a gas-electric hy-
brid car. There is even a sleeper
within the Toyoda family: Shuhei
Toyoda, son of Eiji Toyoda, the
95-year-old former Toyota presi-
dent in the 1980s, who left Toyota
in 2004 to lead an affiliated auto-
motive-interiors company. Eiji
Toyoda is the uncle of Akio’s fa-
ther, Shoichiro.

The Toyota seniors are likely to
pick Mr. Watanabe’s successor by
spring, when Mr. Cho’s term at the
Keidanren ends, people familiar
with the matter said. They said the
decision was initially expected by
the end of this month, but the glo-
bal economic crisis has caused a de-
lay. Management changes at Toyota
are typically announced each year
in early spring and become final-
ized in June.

Continued from first page

to comment.
But privately held Vitol, influen-

tial in the trade of oil cargoes but
largely out of the public eye, is now
speaking out about what it calls
“misperceptions about Vitol’s role
in the oil markets,” from its trad-
ing motives to its mix of business.

There isn’t any enforcement ac-
tion “signaled or intimated by the
CFTC and, from our perspective, ex-
pected or justified,” the company
says in response to questions.

Low-profile Vitol finds itself in
the unusual position of being at
the heart of a debate about what
role speculators, rather than com-
mercial players, have played in the
volatile oil market lately. In Au-
gust, Vitol emerged as the mystery
trader that U.S. regulators reclassi-
fied as a large “noncommercial”
trader. The news came not long af-
ter oil prices had peaked and pub-
lic officials were clamoring to
know whether speculators were be-
hind rising gasoline prices for U.S.
consumers. Oil has since reversed.

Vitol now acknowledges, in a de-
velopment previously unreported,
that the reclassified trades were
made by Vitol’s hedge fund. They
came on top of other trades that Vi-
tol’s industrial operations regu-
larly make on Nymex, meaning Vi-
tol Group’s share of open oil con-
tracts on Nymex was even higher
than 11%. The exchange declined to
comment.

Today, Vitol President and
Chief Executive Ian Taylor says the
trades that were reclassified
weren’t one-way bets that could
have pushed oil up, as many in Con-
gress assumed when they de-
manded more information from
the CFTC about the reclassifica-
tion. In fact, CFTC data show that
the reclassified trades were

roughly balanced between long
and short trades.

Instead, Mr. Taylor described
the hedge fund’s oil-trading strat-
egy as making pennies millions of
times over on price anomalies
among contracts to deliver oil over
a series of months and years.

Mr. Taylor also points out that
much of Vitol’s futures trading is
done outside its in-house fund and
is meant to hedge risks in Vitol’s
main commercial oil-handling busi-
ness, rather than speculate. Hedg-
ing is a practice used by refiners,
airlines, oil producers and others
that move or use actual commodi-
ties.

“If we had a choice, we’d actu-
ally much prefer low prices be-
cause we’d have lower working cap-
ital costs,” Mr. Taylor, a 52-year-
old Scotsman, said in an interview.
Since Vitol buys fuel from produc-
ers and sells futures to lock in prof-

its before reselling it, he says, Vitol
is “basically short at the ex-
changes,” a position that would ex-
ert downward pressure on oil
prices.

The CFTC generally looks for
moves intended to influence prices
in any direction, not just up, and at
whether a market participant has
the market muscle to do so. The
CFTC itself hasn’t publicly identi-
fied the reclassified trader, but it
has said it is interested in examin-
ing oil-market players that both
speculate and have physical-oil
trading businesses.

Its interest in Vitol’s leasing of
tankers is part of a broader investi-
gation into whether holding petro-
leum offshore could have made sup-
plies on land appear less plentiful,
changing some key market dynam-
ics during oil’s price run-up. Vitol’s
hedge fund also was trading in the
oil market when it leased some of
the tankers, people familiar with
the matter say.

Mike Loya, 53, president of Vi-
tol Inc., the North and South Ameri-
can arm of Vitol, says traders
quickly hear about tankers being
leased and keeping it secret is
nearly impossible. Rather than
withholding oil or unloading it to
influence prices, he says, “we sell
oil when it is most economical to
sell it.” Plus, he says, markets
move on so many factors that “I
don’t think anyone could do it.”
Other industry players have ex-
pressed similar skepticism about
the regulators’ tankers theory.

Founded by Dutchmen in the
1960s to move barges up the Rhine
River, Vitol is headquartered in
Geneva and Rotterdam. It is one of
the largest charterers of ships in
the world. It owns a Middle East-
ern refinery and oil-field assets
from Nigeria to the Philippines. It

sells gasoline to customers around
the world, including Iran, and
trades natural gas, coal and even
sugar.

Vitol made an estimated $1 bil-
lion to $1.5 billion on its record
$146.7 billion in reported 2007 rev-
enues, say traders familiar with
the company. That works out to an
average of $4.5 million to $6.8 mil-
lion for each of Vitol’s 220 equity
partners, although the top seven
partners get a larger share of the
spoils. Vitol reports its equity
value at more than $5 billion.

Last year, Vitol’s Swiss arm, Vi-
tol SA, pleaded guilty in New York
state court to a criminal charge for
supplying kickbacks to the Iraqi re-
gime of Saddam Hussein in return
for oil contracts. It had to pay more
than $17 million as part of the plea.

In interviews, Vitol executives
say the overwhelming majority of
the company’s earnings come from
its oil-handling business, not from
the financial bets by its six-trader
hedge fund.

Vitol acknowledges, though,
that it allowed a perception to per-
sist for months that a large chunk
of its earnings came from a single
oil trader in its Houston office, An-
drew Serotta—the trader whose
bets were reclassified.

Trader Monthly magazine ear-
lier this year quoted estimates
from Vitol rivals that Mr. Serotta
had brought in $200 million in
2007, in what the magazine
dubbed the “commodities trade of
the year” while Vitol declined to
comment to the publication.

Mr. Serotta got a standing ova-
tion from Houston colleagues the
morning the article came out, Vitol
executives say. But they add that
the applause was meant as a joke
because the article exaggerated
his haul. In fact, Mr. Serotta’s prof-

its were “a tiny fraction of what
has been reported,” they say.

People close to the matter say
$12 million was closer to what the
trader made last year. Moreover,
these people say, the hedge fund
lost money in 2007, because losses
by other traders eclipsed Mr. Serot-
ta’s gains.

Through a Vitol spokesman, Mr.
Serotta declined to comment.
Trader Monthly executive editor
Rich Blake says the magazine gave
Vitol “every opportunity” to com-
ment on, corroborate or dispute its
story and the firm never did so be-
fore or after the article ran.

Mr. Loya, Vitol Inc.’s president,
recently met with CFTC market of-
ficials to explain how Mr. Serotta
was limiting both his upside and
downside with hedged trades
called “butterflies.” Mr. Loya says
trading records that Vitol has
given to the CFTC show that Mr. Se-
rotta would make only tiny
amounts on a rise in the price of oil
compared with someone betting
on an outright price rise.

Continued from first page

Toyota succession looms at critical time for auto industry

U.S. scrutinizes Vitol; company denies leading oil surge
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Ian Taylor, president and chief
executive officer of Vitol Group.
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Bible business
Year after year, the Good
Book remains a terrific
seller > Page 15

Source: Toyota

Candidates for Toyota’s top job

Mitsuo Kinoshita

n Executive Vice President, 
Toyota Motor

n Born in 1946

Akio Toyoda 

n Executive Vice President, 
Toyota Motor

n Born in 1956

Shuhei Toyoda

n President, 
Toyota Boshoku

n Born in 1947

Takeshi Uchiyamada

n Executive Vice President, 
Toyota Motor

n Born in 1946
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U.K. data show deeper downturn
GDP’s quarter slide
is biggest in 18 years,
as momentum grows

LEADING THE NEWS

By Joe Parkinson

And Nicholas Winning

LONDON—Britain’s economy
shrank in the third quarter by more
than previously thought, increasing
the likelihood that interest rates
will be slashed to record lows and
feeding fears that a major recession
is under way.

The news was also grim in the 15
countries that share the euro. An in-
dicator released by the Center for
Economic Policy Research showed
that the currency bloc’s economy
contracted in December, and the Ital-
ian government prepared to fore-
cast a recession for all of next year.

Britain’s Office for National Sta-
tistics issued revised figures for
third-quarter gross domestic prod-
uct showing a 0.6% contraction
from the second quarter, versus a
0.5% contraction estimated previ-
ously. It was the biggest quarterly
contraction in 18 years.

The service sector, which contrib-
utes about three-quarters of Brit-
ain’s economic output, contracted
0.5% during the quarter—the steep-
est decline since 1990. Manufactur-
ing output dropped at its fastest
pace since 2001, registering a 1.4%
decline on the quarter.

The British Bankers’ Associa-
tion, meanwhile, said mortgage ap-
provals sank to a record low in No-
vember as the housing market re-
mained throttled by the credit
crunch and by concerns about a
looming recession that is likely to
keep activity low for the next few
months. Seasonally adjusted mort-
gage approvals slumped to 17,773
from a revised 20,767 in October,
the weakest level since the BBA
started tracking the data in 1997. Ap-
provals were nearly 61% lower than
in November last year.

Economists warned that the
grim data increase the chances that
the U.K. economy is poised to enter
its worst recession in generations.

“The numbers show that the
downturn has more momentum
than we previously thought and
what’s more, it is accelerating; 2009
is shaping up to be pretty nasty,”
said Jonathan Loynes, an economist
at Capital Economics. “We envisage
a 2.5% contraction, which would be
the sharpest since 1947.”

Traders noted that the weak U.K.
data would refocus attention on the
Bank of England to reduce rates fur-
ther or to take other steps to get
more credit to customers. The cen-
tral bank cut interest rates to 2% in
December, the lowest level since the
bank was founded in 1694.

The deteriorating data come as a
new poll showed U.K. Prime Minister

Gordon Brown losing ground in pub-
lic opinion about his leadership and
his response to the financial crisis.

A survey of 1,000 adults for the In-
dependent newspaper by ComRes
showed Mr. Brown’s governing La-
bour Party slipping in public support
by two percentage points, to 34%,
with the opposition Conservatives
gaining two points to 39%. Last
month, the same poll showed Labour
just one point behind the Conserva-
tives. Mr. Brown’s popularity had
been at historic lows until this past
fall, when the public began giving
him higher marks for his handling of
the banking bailout.

The euro-zone economy has
slowed further in the final month of
2008, with occasional pockets of re-
silience likely to be overwhelmed in
2009. The Center for Economic Pol-
icy Research said its EuroCoin indi-

cator fell to -0.15% from -0.14% in De-
cember, indicating that the 15 euro-
zone economies are contracting.
The EuroCoin index is based on
1,000 data sets from across the euro
zone and is closely watched by the
European Central Bank.

Meanwhile, the Italian govern-
ment will slash its 2009 GDP fore-
cast in the near future, predicting
that a deep recession next year will
lead it to break European Union bud-
get rules, a person familiar with the
matter said.

At one of its next cabinet meet-
ings, expected in January, the govern-
ment will forecast GDP to contract
around 1% next year as Europe’s
fourth-largest economy is hit by the
global downturn, this person said.

In France, consumer spending un-
expectedly rose 0.3% in November
from October, national statistics of-

fice Insee said. But analysts cau-
tioned against reading too much into
the data, noting that October’s sales
were revised lower, and that sales of
autos and clothing are still falling.

 —Luca Di Leo, Geraldine Amiel
and Ilona Billington

contributed to this article.

Poland cuts rates
in move to ease
slowing economy

Contracting
The U.K.'s gross domestic product 
fell a revised 0.6% in the third 
quarter. Seasonally-adjusted data.

Source: Office for National Statistics, U.K.
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By David McQuaid

And Marek Strzelecki

WARSAW—Poland’s central
bank cut its benchmark interest
rates by three-quarters of a percent-
age point, in an unexpectedly aggres-
sive response to signs the country’s
economy is rapidly decelerating.

The bank’s Monetary Policy Coun-
cil cut the discount rate to 5.25%
from 6%. It said the economy would
slow more than expected in coming
quarters on a deepening recession in
the euro zone, a domestic credit
crunch and falling confidence among
Polish businesses and consumers.

It also cited a battery of weak eco-
nomic indicators showing that
wage and inflationary pressures are
likely to ease. The rate-setting panel
said it now expects Poland’s annual
inflation rate to fall within the cen-
tral bank’s 1.5%-3.5% tolerance
range within the next few months.

In the medium term, the council
said the probability is greater that in-
flation will run below the central
bank’s 2.5% target as effects of the glo-
bal slowdown spill over into Poland.
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Wii Music plays new tune with old songs
It’s no competition
for Guitar Hero;
fun, unintimidating

By Katherine Boehret

T
HIS HOLIDAY SEASON, in-
stead of gathering around
the piano for traditional
sing-alongs, some families
will gather around their

television sets and game consoles to
make music—by playing games like
Guitar Hero and Rock Band.

Now, there’s a new option for
these digital performers: Wii Music
from Nintendo. This $50 game was

designed for Ninten-
do’s hugely popular
$250 Wii gaming
system, of which
there were more

than two million sold in November
alone, according to the company.

Wii uses motion-sensitive con-
trollers to move characters in games.
A game of tennis in Wii Sports, for ex-
ample, works when you swing the
Wii remote like you would a tennis
racket. The Wii’s simple graphics and
adorable Miis (on-screen cartoons
designed to look like you) appeal to
the non-gaming set, inciting parents
to challenge their kids to games of
Wii Golf and spurring senior centers
to start Wii Bowling leagues.

Nintendo carries this cutesy,
user-friendly style of video gaming
over to Wii Music, where the remote
works as a musical instrument,
cheerful songs abound and a white-
wigged character named Sebastian
Tute gives instructions. If Sebastian
isn’t enough, the Tutes—a musi-
cally gifted group of Miis that would

give the Von Trapps a run for their
money—appear and demonstrate
how to play various types of music
and instruments.

Though it’s comparably priced,
Wii Music differs from games like
Guitar Hero and Rock Band in many
ways, and there are understandable
reasons why a frequent user of
those games would shun Sebastian
and the Tutes. For starters, teenage

fans of Guitar Hero and Rock Band
who like the games’ variety of popu-
lar songs may gripe about Wii Mu-
sic’s selection, which includes the
likes of “My Grandfather’s Clock”
and Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy”; none
of Wii Music’s songs are more re-
cent than the late 1980s.

Perhaps the biggest difference is
that, in Wii Music, you aren’t using a
few fake instruments like a guitar or

drum set. You are instead manipulat-
ing the Wii controller to simulate
one of many instruments depicted
on screen. There’s even one “instru-
ment” called Dog Suit—a dog suit
that, when worn by a Mii, uses ca-
nine barks in place of notes. An-
other key difference is that, aside
from one game, Wii never penalizes
you for playing an incorrect note in
a song, because you can’t play a bad
note—every press of an imaginary
key or strum of an invisible string
plays the correct note.

This “no mistakes” environment
is a little bit like a sports league in
which every kid gets a trophy. Wii Mu-
sic got a bit too saccharine at times,
like when I scored a lousy 43 out of
100 points in a game and Sebastian
Tute assured me that points didn’t
much matter so long as I played the
way I wanted to play. But for people
who are learning about music and
don’t want to worry so much about
playing the right note, Wii Music fos-
ters a freedom to experiment with
style by allowing users to improvise
and explore variations of songs.

Outside of the Games section,
you are the judge of your own per-
formance, rating it however you see
fit, or not at all. Wii Music is divided
into Jam, Lessons, Videos and
Games. My favorite section was
Games, which included conducting
a song in Mii Maestro, hitting the
right note at just the right moment
in Handbell Harmony and arranging
Miis from lowest to highest note in
Pitch Perfect. The more activities I
completed, the more instruments
and songs were unlocked and avail-
able for me to use; off the shelf, each
copy of Wii Music starts out with 27
instruments, but more than 60 can
be unlocked in the game. In Lessons,
Sebastian Tute explained the impor-

tance of each instrument in a song
and the role that it played. Before I
played drums in a reggae song, he ex-
plained that reggae drums lay down
an eight-beat rhythm.

If you’d like, you can opt to save
your performances as music videos
when you’re finished. These include
your mistakes—err, improvisations—
and some other funny effects like
views of the audience members as
they bob their heads listening to you
play “Twinkle,Twinkle,Little Star.” Al-
bum covers can be made for these vid-
eos, and the finished product can be
sent to other friends’ Wiis if they also
have Wii Music. Those friends can play
overparts of yoursong and sendthe re-
vised video back to you. While you’re
playing songs, small black notes with
faces on them called Be-Bops appear
in the bottom right of the screen and
work as a metronome would.

But cool accessories like guitars
and microphones that are used to
play music with other games aren’t
available for Wii Music; instead, you
must use your trusty Wii remote
and Nunchuk to make one of four
motions: piano-type, guitar-type,
trumpet-type or violin-type. These
four motions work to play a variety
of instruments in different music
styles, but some are easier to pre-
tend to use than others.

Wii Music isn’t meant to replace
a music lesson, but it’s intended to
get people thinking about music and
their own music style, without fear
of making mistakes. It’s fun, unin-
timidating and will even teach you a
thing or two. Just steer clear of the
Dog Suit, if you can help it.

Edited by Walter S. Mossberg.
Email: mossbergsolution@wsj.com.
The Mossberg Solution will return
Wednesday, Jan. 14.
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Prophet sharing: The Good Book is a best
seller. The Bible, long a commercial hit, is
repackaged for market niches. Page 15

Balancing families’
holiday traditions
WSJ.com/Juggle

Who should pay the fees when litigants mount attacks?

When people play Wii Music, top photo, a group of Miis—on-screen personas
representing players—play various types of music and instruments.

By Dan Slater

Who should foot the costs of a
lawsuit? It’s a question that splits
the legal world.

Should each side bear its own
lawyers’ fees and other costs, as
they do in the U.S.? Or should the
loser pick up the tab for both par-
ties, as they do in Canada, the U.K.
and Germany?

The debate simmers across the
international divide. In the U.S., the
plaintiffs’ bar generally cheers the
“American rule” status quo, saying
it is the only way to ensure that
even the poorest litigants can ac-
cess the courts. Tort-reformers say
adopting the “English rule” would
cut down on frivolous lawsuits
while encouraging defendants to
settle meritorious claims.

A recent trade article zeroed in
on a long-overlooked component of
the loser-pays system: insurance
that covers legal fees. That article,
penned by Marie Gryphon, an attor-
ney and a fellow with the right-lean-

ing Manhattan Institute’s Center for
Legal Policy,isreframingthedebate.

Canada, the U.K. and Germany
use a system of insuring legal ex-
penses so that those with modest re-
sources can still sue. Individuals
can buy such insurance as an
add-on to their homeowners’ poli-
cies. If people need to file suit, they
know their costs are covered—even
if they lose.

In England, citizens also can buy
a more limited kind of “after the
event” insurance, which can be pur-
chased by a plaintiff before a suit is
filed. Often the premiums are ad-
vanced by the plaintiff’s lawyer.

Legal experts think a loser-
pays system cuts down on frivo-
lous suits. Those clearly hurt the
U.S. The nation’s tort system cost
$245.7 billion in 2003, amounting
to about 2.2% of total gross domes-
tic product, according to a report
from professional services firm
Towers Perrin. The percentage of
GDP spent on litigation was at
least twice those in the U.K. and

Germany.
At the same time, say experts,

the insurance helps mitigate the pit-
falls of a loser-pays system. “Insur-
ance does move in to fill the gap for
those suits that might not other-
wise be brought in a loser-pays sys-
tem,” says Paul Lomas, a London-
based litigator at Freshfields Bruck-
haus Deringer.

When confronted with the insur-
ance arguments, plaintiffs’ lawyers

largely fall back on objections that a
system of contingency fees—in
which they finance the suit in ex-
change for a cut of their client’s po-
tential recovery—is preferable be-
cause it requires no upfront money
from the plaintiff. “If we didn’t have
the contingency-fee system, only
people with a lot of money would be
able to pursue their rights in court,”
says Susan Steinman, director of
policy for the American Association

for Justice, a membership organiza-
tion of the plaintiffs’ bar.

But some U.S. academics em-
brace the idea. “Insurance defi-
nitely strengthens the argument for
‘loser pays,’ ” says Richard Nagar-
eda, a professor at Vanderbilt Uni-
versity Law School. Mr. Nagareda
says that interest-group politics
might explain the suspicion of the
plaintiffs’ bar toward a loser-pays
system. Under the “American rule”
and the conventional contingency-
fee arrangement, the plaintiffs’ law-
yer is accustomed to being the exclu-
sive financier of litigation. A move
to “loser pays,” with the addition of
an insurance component, would
bring another entity to the table.

In her paper, Ms. Gryphon ad-
dresses the concern over making in-
surance companies the courts’ gate-
keepers. However, she argues that
if a lawsuit is denied insurance cov-
erage, “it would be because it was
highly unlikely to succeed, making
it the very type of claim that ‘loser
pays’ was designed to discourage.”

Slide in eBay visitors
makes for not-so-jolly
holiday. Page 4

Source: Towers Perrin

When the loser pays legal fees, everyone pays less
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Advertising firms feel the weight of recession in U.S.

Comedian Jerry Seinfeld, left, and Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates teamed up for an
ad campaign that largely flopped with viewers and ad experts.

By Suzanne Vranica

It took a year for economists to
call the recession. Yet Madison Ave-
nue felt the pinch earlier than most
industries.

Despite an ad-rich presidential
election and the Olympics, U.S. ad
spending this year is expected to de-

cline 3.8% to $172.5
billion, according
to Publicis Groupe

SA, as sharp pullbacks in the second
half by auto makers and others put
an end to routine annual gains.

General Motors Corp., for in-
stance, has asked its agencies to
slash fees by as much as 20% this
year and next.

An industrywide ad-spending de-
cline of an additional 6.2%, to $161.8
billion, is forecast for 2009.

In response, big agencies such as
Omnicom Group are resorting to
layoffs. Omnicom this year cut loose
almost 5% of its 70,000 employees,
and more pink slips are expected at
other agencies early in 2009.

Ad companies continued to buy
digital shops and other types of mar-
keting concerns to help offset the
slowdown. WPP paid £1.1 billion
($1.63 billion) for Taylor Nelson Sof-
res, a market-r esearch firm.

Marketers also continued to
shift resources to the Web, as
brands such as Gatorade relied on vi-
ral videos to grab attention.

Still, the Internet won’t offer a
safe harbor. WPP PLC predicts on-
line ad spending will increase just
5% in 2009, down from an estimated
16% increase in 2008.

The ad industry never stopped
trying to surprise.

From reviews of major cam-
paigns and interviews with advertis-
ing executives, here are our choices
for the best and worst ads that
made headlines this year.

Some of the advertising can be
viewed at WSJ.com.

The Best

Political Hip-Hop
Content: “Yes We Can,” a music
video produced by will.i.am of the
Black Eyed Peas, showed footage of
a speech by President-elect Barack
Obama as musicians and celebrities
echoed his words.
Feedback: In a bitter advertising
war, the ad managed to take the
high ground—and vividly demon-
strated the treatment of politicians
as brands. The video, which wasn’t
commissioned by the Obama camp,
was viewed more than 20 million
times on sites such as YouTube and
fueled “yes we can” as the rallying
cry for supporters.

Fast-Foodies Get Punked
Client: Burger King Holdings
Agency: MDC Partners Inc.’s
Crispin Porter + Bogusky
Content: The burger baron resorted
to a hoax dubbed “Whopper Freak-
out” that snatched the Whopper
from the menu at two stores and
used hidden cameras to film custom-
ers’ dismay.
Feedback: The campaign received
enormous attention on and off the
Internet, boosting Whooper sales,

the company said. People created
their own versions of the ad and
posted them online.

Believe It or Not
Client: PepsiCo Inc.’s Gatorade
Agency: Omnicom’s Element 79
Content: An online video showed a
ball girl for the Fresno Grizzlies mi-
nor-league baseball team scaling
the wall to make a stunning catch of
a foul ball. A bottle of Gatorade ap-
peared briefly at her feet.
Feedback: Made to look like a home
video, the ad had viewers believing
it was a real catch. It never aired on
TV but was viewed by more than six
million people online, according to
Gatorade, and generated buzz on
outlets such as “The Ellen DeGe-
neres Show.”

The Worst

Odd Couple
Client: Microsoft Corp.
Agency: Crispin Porter + Bogusky
Content: Microsoft shelled out
about $10 million for pitchman
Jerry Seinfeld and paired him with
Bill Gates for a massive Windows ad
campaign. In one spot, the pair
shopped for shoes; in another, they
bunked with a family.
Feedback: The much-anticipated
ads were largely panned by viewers
and ad experts. A Microsoft spokes-
man says, “The only thing worse
than being talked about is not being
talked about. We’re thrilled.”

Sledgehammer Marketing
Client: Toyota Motor Corp.

Agency: Publicis Groupe’s Saatchi &
Saatchi
Content: A car ad pushing zero-per-
cent financing featured a version of
the 1983 Fixx song “Saved by Zero.”
Feedback: Toyota’s ad appears tone
deaf. A Facebook fan club that urged
“Stop Playing Toyota’s ‘Saved by Ze-
ro’ Commercial” was able to recruit
about 10,000 members. TV watch-
ers were sick of seeing the ad. “Our
objective was to drive traffic to our
dealers who were experiencing a
dropoff,” says a Toyota spokes-
woman, adding, “The ad performed:
showroom traffic increased.”

A Strong Message
Client: American International

Group Inc.
Agency: Omnicom’s BBDO
Content: Ads for the troubled in-

surance company carried the slo-
gan “The Strength to Be There.”
One ad featured cute children con-
cerned about complex financial is-
sues. They told their worries to
their parents, who quickly reas-
sured the moppets that everything
was indeed OK, because “We’re
with AIG.”
Feedback: Even as the insurer was
awaiting its government bailout, it
was airing ads that carried the self-
assured slogan. The company even-
tually cut corporate ads that car-
ried the tag line. The slogan “did
get pulled off, because it was a dis-
traction to our businesses, which
continue to be strong,” says Char-
lie Armstrong, an AIG advertising
executive.
 —Emily Steel

contributed to this article.

Holiday season is not-so-jolly for eBay
Auction Web site makes tweaks to reverse slide in visitors and deteriorating traffic, but everyone isn’t pleased
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By Christopher Lawton

For eBay Inc., this Christmas
isn’t turning out to be so merry.

In its first holiday season under
new Chief Executive John Donahoe,
eBay is suffering a slide in visitor
traffic and deteriorating sales. Cus-
tomers are leaving for fixed-priced
sites where eBay has less of an edge,
and because of continued problems
with unscrupulous sellers.

Weekly traffic to the auction site
fell 16% between Nov. 3 and Dec. 14
from a year ago, according to re-
search firm comScore Inc. In con-
trast, Amazon.com had 6% more
unique visitors during the period.

The weakness is showing up in
the sales of eBay sellers such as
Gary Meyer. Mr. Meyer owns Gem
Enterprises Inc. in Merchantville,
N.J., which lists more than
$300,000 in tech equipment such as
printers on eBay. So far this holiday
season, Mr. Meyer’s sales on eBay
are down 30% to 40% from a year
ago, he says. “We’ve geared up our
Web site more and started listing on
Amazon.com and other venues,” Mr.
Meyer says.

Lorrie Norrington, president of
eBay Marketplaces, declined to com-
ment on eBay’s holiday sales. She
noted eBay was the most visited
Web site on the Monday after the
U.S. Thanksgiving holiday near the
end of November—a popular online
shopping day—with a 45% increase
in unique visitors, according to com-
Score.

“We are still three times the vol-

ume of the competition and driving
hard to make aggressive deals in a
tough environment,” she says.

EBay performance this quarter
could be a referendum on the
changes Mr. Donahoe has made this
year. Since taking over for former
CEO Meg Whitman in March, Mr.
Donahoe has sought to rev up
growth and reclaim buyers who had
stopped visiting the Web site.

His most significant move has
been to make eBay less of an auction
house and more like Amazon or Wal-
mart.com, selling fixed-priced
goods, which consumers now prefer
for speed and convenience. Among

other changes, Mr. Donahoe has cut
the fee to list fixed-price items on
eBay and boosted the fee charged
when an item sells, a model that
helps fixed-price sellers better set
profits.

Yet the changes have so far had
little financial impact—and have an-
gered many loyalists. Transaction
revenue per listing between Octo-
ber and the end of November
plunged 28% from a year ago to
$1.44, according to Majestic Re-
search. Wall Street analysts now es-
timate the San Jose, Calif., company
will post its first year-over-year rev-
enue decline when it reports fourth

quarter earnings next month. Seat-
tle-based Amazon has forecast an at
least 6% increase in fourth-quarter
revenue over last year.

“We haven’t observed…any mate-
rial positive changes on the buyers’
side of the equation,” at eBay, says
John Aiken, managing director with
Majestic Research.

Some long-time sellers say
eBay’s new fee structure has in-
creased their costs and made unfair
ratings more difficult to resolve. Un-
der rules implemented by Mr. Dona-
hoe, when buyers leave negative
feedback, seller ratings are lowered
and their future listings are pushed

lower in eBay’s search results.
The move to fixed prices has

made its Web site confusing for buy-
ers who have to navigate combined
auction and fixed-price listings, say
analysts and sellers. In September,
eBay rolled out new search algo-
rithms that mingle auction-search
results with fixed-price results.

The technology changes have re-
ceived poor reviews from sellers
such as Debbie Imlay, a seller of
women’s lingerie on eBay. Ms. Imlay
says many of Mr. Donahoe’s revi-
sions have made the site confusing
to surf, turning off shoppers. “They
are making it too difficult,” says the
Chatsworth, Calif., merchant.

Ms. Imlay, who sells over $3,000
a month in lingerie on eBay, says the
site is moving to fixed-price sales
too quickly at the expense of auc-
tions. She says her customers want
to purchase items for the lowest
price and auctions are still the best
way to get bargains. By staying with
auctions, Ms. Imlay says she pays
15% more fees to eBay than she did
before Mr. Donahoe’s fee changes.
Overall, she says her holiday traffic
and sales on the site are down 10%
from a year ago.

One large auction-based seller,
B&H Factory Outlet Inc., is now ex-
perimenting with fixed-price sales.
The discount apparel company gen-
erates $800,000 a month in sales on
eBay and plans to add up to 5,000
fixed-priced items to its eBay store
next month.

“We want to test both markets,”
says Stacie Sefton, B&H’s CEO.

CORPORATE NEWS

Source: comScore Media Metrix

Slower holiday
Traffic to eBay for the five weeks ending Dec. 7 
as compared to similar period in 2007. Unique 
visitors, in millions
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DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 19.80 $27.72 –0.41 –1.46%
Alcoa AA 16.00 9.57 0.34 3.68%
AmExpress AXP 9.60 17.96 –0.46 –2.50%
BankAm BAC 64.90 12.75 –0.78 –5.76%
Boeing BA 4.90 40.15 –0.97 –2.36%
Caterpillar CAT 6.20 41.13 –0.65 –1.56%
Chevron CVX 13.40 69.20 –0.19 –0.27%
Citigroup C 102.50 6.52 –0.23 –3.41%
CocaCola KO 9.30 43.97 –0.69 –1.55%
Disney DIS 8.80 21.85 –0.08 –0.36%
DuPont DD 6.50 24.50 –0.49 –1.96%
ExxonMobil XOM 30.70 75.10 0.19 0.25%
GenElec GE 62.40 16.43 0.36 2.24%
GenMotor GM 30.10 3.00 –0.52 –14.77%
HewlettPk HPQ 9.70 34.55 –0.20 –0.58%
HomeDpt HD 12.90 23.62 –0.11 –0.46%
Intel INTC 32.00 14.07 –0.27 –1.88%
IBM IBM 5.90 80.60 –1.39 –1.70%
JPMorgChas JPM 24.60 29.11 –0.71 –2.38%
JohnsJohns JNJ 9.70 58.68 –0.25 –0.42%
KftFoods KFT 5.90 26.27 –0.30 –1.13%
McDonalds MCD 6.80 60.65 –0.75 –1.22%
Merck MRK 17.60 29.41 0.32 1.10%
Microsoft MSFT 45.20 19.28 0.10 0.52%
Pfizer PFE 30.30 17.03 –0.15 –0.87%
ProctGamb PG 9.80 59.83 –0.63 –1.04%
3M MMM 3.00 55.44 –0.93 –1.65%
UnitedTech UTX 5.50 50.62 –1.12 –2.16%
Verizon VZ 11.70 32.79 –0.63 –1.89%
WalMart WMT 12.20 55.29 –0.70 –1.25%

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 18
LAST: 8419.49 t 100.28, or 1.18%

YEAR TO DATE: t 4,845.33, or 36.5%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 5,129.84, or 37.9%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Tracking
credit
markets &
dealmakers

Follow the markets throughout
the day, with updated stock
quotes, news and commentary
at WSJ.com/Europe.
Also, receive email alerts that
summarize the day’s trading in
Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to
WSJ.com/Online Today

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Xstrata  "1,486" –64 –71 480 ArcelorMittal Fin "1,516" 7 107 597

TUI "1,028" –41 –18 169 KBC Bk 235 7 10 59

Contl "1,219" –22 –130 302 Metso  495 8 –4 82

Tomkins  761 –20 –62 158 Eircom  248 9 6 5

Seat Pagine Gialle  "1,551" –16 –109 –226 Rank Gp  592 9 –47 –69

Scania 399 –14 –63 –42 Cie de St Gobain 460 10 –49 54

Porsche Automobil Hldg 684 –14 –128 26 Smurfit Kappa Fdg  987 19 11 174

Nielsen  992 –13 –31 –66 Ld Secs  752 20 1 117

Daily Mail & Gen Tr  879 –12 –13 284 Man Gp  947 23 17 117

CIR SpA CIE Industriali Riunite 600 –11 –8 10 Gecina "1,671" 89 51 568

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Tuesday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

Royal Bk of Scot U.K. Banks $25.1 0.43 4.59% –88.3% –91.3%

UBS Switzerland Banks 37.9 14.02 3.85 –69.6 –74.8

Rio Tinto U.K. General Mining 20.7 14.00 3.32 –74.0 –46.9

GDF Suez France Multiutilities 101.6 33.26 2.97 –17.9 33.5

ArcelorMittal Luxembourg Iron & Steel 34.0 16.82 1.85 –67.5 ...

Sanofi-Aventis France Pharmaceuticals $81.6 44.51 –4.33% –31.3 –41.1

AXA France Full Line Insurance 44.0 15.09 –3.76 –44.0 –44.9

Soc. Generale France Banks 27.0 33.35 –3.61 –63.8 –66.0

Vodafone Grp U.K. Mobile Telecom 110.0 1.29 –3.53 –31.9 4.0

France Telecom France Fixed Line Telecom 72.7 19.95 –2.47 –19.6 –5.1

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

Deutsche Bk 20.3 25.49 1.53% –71.0% –69.2%
Germany (Banks)
Diageo 38.3 9.46 1.45 –12.7 12.7
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
Barclays 18.1 1.47 1.31 –70.8 –75.4
U.K. (Banks)
HSBC Hldgs 109.5 6.20 1.27 –27.6 –33.7
U.K. (Banks)
Koninklijke Philips 19.3 13.67 1.26 –54.7 –48.6
Netherlands (Consumer Electronics)
Anglo Amer 28.6 14.51 0.97 –52.9 –26.3
U.K. (General Mining)
Allianz SE 46.2 73.25 0.71 –50.0 –43.5
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
ING Groep 20.5 7.08 0.70 –73.4 –76.2
Netherlands (Life Insurance)
E.ON 73.8 26.46 0.61 –44.7 –7.6
Germany (Multiutilities)
BP 153.3 5.05 0.55 –18.2 –18.8
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Astrazeneca 57.9 27.11 0.41 22.7 –3.0
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Iberdrola 43.0 6.17 0.33 –41.2 6.8
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
Banco Santander 74.5 6.68 0.30 –51.3 –35.7
Spain (Banks)
BNP Paribas 37.8 29.75 0.30 –59.7 –56.4
France (Banks)
Daimler 33.5 24.91 0.18 –62.3 –41.8
Germany (Automobiles)
Bayer 41.8 39.25 0.13 –36.8 9.3
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya 44.7 8.55 0.12 –48.8 –43.5
Spain (Banks)
Intesa Sanpaolo 41.3 2.50 ... –53.2 –43.6
Italy (Banks)
ABB 31.9 14.89 ... –52.7 21.2
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
Credit Suisse Grp 30.3 27.74 ... –59.3 –58.5
Switzerland (Banks)

GlaxoSmithKline 103.0 12.26 –0.08% –5.0% –16.1%
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Nokia 58.9 11.11 –0.18 –58.9 –29.5
Finland (Telecom Equipment)
Nestle 143.8 40.76 –0.20 –21.5 4.9
Switzerland (Food Products)
Unilever 41.4 17.31 –0.26 –32.1 –11.0
Netherlands (Food Products)
British Amer Tob 51.7 17.39 –0.34 –12.7 36.0
U.K. (Tobacco)
Assicurazioni Genli 37.7 19.16 –0.47 –37.7 –28.6
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
Telefonica 103.5 15.78 –0.57 –30.0 24.4
Spain (Fixed Line Telecom)
BHP Billiton 39.5 12.04 –0.66 –23.7 30.2
U.K. (General Mining)
UniCredit 30.9 1.66 –0.72 –70.4 –71.6
Italy (Banks)
BASF 33.3 26.00 –0.95 –48.6 –20.2
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
SAP 41.2 24.10 –1.21 –32.5 –37.6
Germany (Software)
Total 126.0 38.10 –1.30 –31.7 –27.8
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Deutsche Telekom 64.7 10.65 –1.34 –29.1 –24.1
Germany (Mobile Telecom)
Siemens 64.8 50.83 –1.40 –53.3 –30.0
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Roche Hldg Pt. Ct. 103.9 160.50 –1.53 –17.9 –18.0
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Novartis 125.7 51.60 –1.53 –17.5 –24.6
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Royal Dutch Shell 91.4 18.49 –1.57 –35.9 –28.5
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
ENI 90.5 16.21 –1.76 –34.4 –31.1
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Tesco 39.9 3.45 –1.82 –27.8 5.7
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 22.0 58.80 –1.84 –23.5 –57.2
Sweden (Telecom Equipment)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group
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Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Convertible Arbitrage -0.27% -2.38% -40.3% -48.9% -49.1%
Merger Arbitrage 0.54% 0.78% -5.1% -7.4% -7.2%
Event Driven -0.48% -6.91% -23.8% -28.1% -27.9%
Distressed Securities -3.15% -8.19% -26.9% -36.9% -36.8%

*Estimates as of 12/22/08, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average
Europe: 10/1 1.81 97.29% 0.01% 2.17 1.18 1.61

Eur. High Volatility: 10/1 4.74 90.01 0.02 5.57 2.16 3.60

Europe Crossover: 10/1 10.43 84.55 0.06 11.20 5.74 8.40

Asia ex-Japan IG: 10/1 3.53 93.60 0.02 6.63 1.99 3.70

Japan: 10/1 2.95 93.60 0.02 3.75 1.58 2.58

 Note: Data as of December 22

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.

Behind global deals: Bank revenues from equity capital markets

Behind every IPO, 
follow-on or 
convertible equity 
offering is one or 
more investment 
banks. At right, 
investment banks 
historical and year-
to-date revenues 
from global equity-
capital-market 
(ECM) deals

Source: Dealogic
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Taylor Wimpey will breach
debt terms, expects deferral

Venetian Macau cuts jobs
Las Vegas Sands unit
trims 500 employees
as gambling drops off

Manpower sees demand
for temporary staff drop

News Corp. to back Premiere issue

NASA picks companies to ship cargo
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China’s tightening of travel restrictions to Macau has taken a toll on business at
its hotels and casinos. Above, the Sheraton Macao Hotel.

By Archibald Preuschat

And Shira Ovide

Germany’s biggest pay-televi-
sion operator, Premiere AG, said it
plans to sell Œ450 million ($627 mil-
lion) in stock and restructure its
debt with the help of News Corp.,
the company’s biggest shareholder.

The deal with News Corp.,
which owns The Wall Street Jour-
nal, throws a lifeline to Premiere,
whose prospects have been in
doubt as it wobbles under more
than Œ300 million in debt. News
Corp. will stand behind the new
stock sales, allowing Premiere to
swap its existing borrowings for
Œ525 million in new debt.

News Corp. paid $666 million as
it built up a roughly 25% stake in Pre-
miere earlier this year. Investors
have expressed concern about News
Corp.’s foray into the German mar-
ket, which in the past has been a

money-losing proposition for the
media conglomerate.

News Corp. said it would buy
shares that didn’t sell in the two-
stage issue, but its agreement to
guarantee the larger of the two

stock sales hinges on a waiver of Ger-
man regulations that require it to
launch a full takeover offer for Pre-
miere if News Corp.’s stake climbs
above 30%.

A spokeswoman at German mar-
kets regulator BaFin said it is possi-
ble to waive the requirement if a

company is considered a restructur-
ing case and it has a feasible turn-
around plan.

Premiere Chief Executive Mark
Williams, a former News Corp. exec-
utive who took the helm at Premiere
in September, said Premiere will use
its fresh funds to invest in pro-
grams, technology, marketing and
customer service. He said Tuesday
the company will continue to lose
money for the next two years.

Premiere’s shares dropped 11%
Tuesday to Œ3.78 on the Frankfurt
market. The first batch of stock will
be offered at Œ3.19. Premiere’s stock
price has declined 70% this year.

“This injection of fresh money is
necessary to give the company the fi-
nancial tailwind to rebuild the busi-
ness almost from scratch,” Uni-
Credit analyst Friedrich Schell-
moser said in a research note.

The capital increase will be Pre-
miere’s third since its listing in 2005.

By Andy Pasztor

LOS ANGELES—U.S. space-pro-
gram officials have chosen Orbital
Sciences Corp. and closely held
start-up Space Exploration Tech-
nologies Corp. to ship cargo to the
International Space Station starting
in 2011, according to people familiar
with the decision.

Slatedto be announced by the Na-
tionalAeronauticsand Space Admin-
istration, the initial contracts are ex-
pected to total hundreds of millions
of dollars but the overall cost of the

station resupply effort could top $3
billion through 2015 or so. The com-
panies beatout larger NASA contrac-
tor Alliant Techsystems Inc. in a
competition that was closely
watched in the industry.

Once the U.S. Space Shuttle is re-
tired sometime after 2010, these
commercial cargo-delivery con-
tracts will be the only way for the
U.S. to reach the station until NASA
launches its proposed Constellation
program in the middle of the next de-
cade. The decision marks the first
time NASA has opted to sign com-

mercial-style contracts, under
which contractors pay for much of
the development with their own
funds and will receive payment de-
pending on delivery of material to
the station.

The awards are designed to save
NASA time and money in complying
with international agreements to
support the space station. The con-
tracts also have been viewed as a
precedent-setting change from tra-
ditional NASA programs and a ma-
jor boost to commercial investment
in space.

CORPORATE NEWS

By Jonathan Cheng

HONG KONG—Las Vegas Sands
Corp.’s Venetian Macau Ltd. laid off
500 employees, including 100 man-
agers, and said it plans to shave
staff working hours, in another re-
flection of the hard times hitting the
Chinese gambling enclave.

Those cost-cutting measures rep-
resent a reduction of about 2% of
the company’s staff in Macau,
though the company said it would of-
fer most of the workers jobs in Sin-
gapore, where it has another casino
project under way that has become
a bigger priority.

Business at Macau’s casinos and
hotels has suffered amid a drop-off
in visitors from mainland China,
where authorities earlier this year
began tightening travel restrictions
to the former Portuguese enclave,
now a special administrative region
of China. The new restrictions have
raised concerns that ambitious
growth projections for Macau based
on forecasts for Chinese traffic may
need to be revised.

New York-listed Las Vegas
Sands, which operates three casi-
nos in Macau, has had a particularly
bad year. Its stock price has fallen
more than 90% so far in 2008 as it
struggles to manage billions in debt
that it took on to fund expansion
plans and contends with a sharp

downturn in gambling revenue.
The company’s balance-sheet

woes forced it this fall to suspend
construction at two sites in Macau’s
Cotai area, where the Venetian
Macau is located. The construction
delay means the company will no
longer transfer a planned 1,000 em-
ployees to operate those two
projects, it said this week.

“Despite the slowing of our devel-
opment program, we remain com-
mitted to our vision of building inte-
grated resorts to facilitate Macau’s
economic transformation,” the com-
pany said in a statement, noting that
the job cuts were specifically tar-
geted at nonresidents of Macau, in a
bid to comply with local government

requests to retain local workers.
Macau’s economy relies overwhelm-
ingly on the gambling industry.

Even as Las Vegas Sands and a ri-
val, Galaxy Entertainment Group
Ltd., scale back in Macau, others have
been announcing new initiatives.

Earlier this month, a company
controlled by Macau’s Ho family said
it would develop a five-star hotel in
Cotai in partnership with Dubai-
based Jumeirah Group, slated for
completion in 2013. Last week, casino
operator Harrah’s Entertainment
said it would launch its first Caesars-
branded project in Macau with a golf
course and golf school, with accompa-
nying spa and gourmet restaurant.
The project is set to open in 2009.

By Joann S. Lublin

U.S. temporary-staffing giant
Manpower Inc. lowered its financial
forecast for the fourth quarter, in the
latest sign that the job market is
weakening rapidly and the troubles
are spreading to Europe.

The Milwaukee-based concern
cited decreased demand in most mar-
kets. “Many of our light industrial cli-
ents are taking prolonged plant shut-
downs around the holidays com-
pared to last year,” Jeffrey A. Joerres,
Manpower’s chief executive, said in a
prepared statement. Some clients
have indicated their shutdowns may
extend an extra week, until Jan. 12,
Mr. Joerres told analysts on a confer-
ence call.

Manpower is one of the world’s
largest staffing companies, recruit-
ing roughly five million permanent,
temporary and contract workers
each year. Although it is based in the
U.S., Manpower derives two-thirds of
its revenue from Europe, one third
from France alone.

Manpower executives said its Eu-
ropean business had deteriorated
rapidly in recent weeks. Mr. Joerres
said French auto makers PSA Peu-
geot Citroën SA and Renault SA had
been using 10,000 temporary work-
ers and eliminated all of them in
about a week.

Businesses typically shed tempo-
rary workers ahead of permanent
staffers. Employment at temporary-
help agencies fell 15.4% in November
to 2.2 million from a year earlier, ac-
cording to the U.S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics. That’s far steeper than the
1.3% decline across the economy.

Manpower trails Switzerland’s
Adecco SA, the world’s biggest staff-
ing company by sales. In early Novem-
ber, Adecco warned it won’t meet
next year’s profit target.

Mr. Joerres predicted demand for
Manpower’s services in January and
February will “be softer than we saw
in November and December.”

As a result, “the number of layoffs
of regular employees is going to be
deeper than anyone thought,” said
Daniel P. O’Meara, a senior fellow at
University of Pennsylvania’s Whar-
ton School of Business and a Berwyn,
Pa., attorney who advises manage-
ment about employment issues.

Manpower withdrew its forecast
for the fourth quarter, just two
months after it had projected a fourth-
quarter revenue decline of 9% to 11%.

Revenue actually fell 20%, or 11%
in constant currency, from the year-
ago period during the two months
ended Nov. 30, the company said. In
addition to the global economic
downturn, Manpower executives
said revenue was hurt by the recent
strength of the U.S. dollar. That latest
revenue decline represents roughly a
10% decrease in the number of tempo-
rary staffers employed by Manpower,
according to Mr. Joerres.

The company also said it is cut-
ting costs to reflect lower revenue
and intends to take a fourth-quarter
restructuring charge for employee
severance and office closures.
 —Shirleen Dorman

contributed to this article.

Premiere said it will
invest in programs,
marketing and
customer service.

By Jonathan Buck

LONDON—House builder Taylor
Wimpey PLC said it will breach its
interest-cover covenants in Janu-
ary, but added that it expects to
reach a deferral agreement with
lenders before year-end.

The company, which has debts of
£1.9 billion ($2.8 billion), said it is
confident it will achieve “a robust,
stable medium-term financing solu-
tion” before announcing its prelimi-
nary results. A date for the results
hasn’t been set.

Taylor Wimpey has been in talks
with lenders to reset its covenants
since July, when it failed to raise
£500 million from shareholders. Its
debt is made up of a revolving credit
facility, privately placed notes and
Eurobonds. At that time, the com-
pany said it would breach one or

more of the covenants in 2009 if
they weren’t reset.

The U.K. house-building indus-
try is enduring one of the worst
downturns in its history. It has been
rocked by turmoil in financial mar-
kets, as low confidence and a lack of
mortgage liquidity have sent house
prices and sales sharply lower.

In November, mortgage approv-
als sank 61% from a year earlier to
17,773, the weakest level since the re-
port was launched in 1997, according
to the British Bankers’ Association.

All U.K. house builders have felt
the impact, but few more than Taylor
Wimpey: The company’s shares have
lost 92% of their value in the past 12
months, and it posted a loss of £1.42
billion for the first half of the year,
largely because of write-downs.
 –Nicholas Winning

contributed to this article.
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Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

3.69% 10 World -a % % 166.29 –0.35% –44.8% 5.72% 10 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 561.84 –0.19% –35.5%

3.12% 11 Global Dow 1001.20 –0.60% –45.3% 1482.42 –0.46% –47.0% 4.85% 12 Infrastructure 1169.40 –0.63% –37.8% 1558.98 –0.20% –39.6%

4.60% 8 Stoxx 600 193.00 –0.14% –47.1% 201.01 0.00% –48.8% 2.66% 4 Luxury 589.30 0.37% –46.9% 698.53 0.82% –48.4%

4.69% 8 Stoxx Large 200 210.80 –0.22% –46.7% 218.28 –0.07% –48.4% 9.64% 8 BRIC 50 243.10 –1.41% –56.4% 323.79 –1.05% –57.7%

3.94% 9 Stoxx Mid 200 164.40 0.27% –48.2% 170.27 0.41% –49.9% 3.73% 3 Africa 50 567.80 0.14% –49.0% 503.91 0.58% –50.5%

4.49% 8 Stoxx Small 200 98.50 0.21% –51.5% 101.97 0.36% –53.0% 6.78% 5 GCC % % 1423.92 2.21% –47.6%

4.75% 8 Euro Stoxx 217.20 –0.24% –47.5% 226.14 –0.10% –49.2% 4.48% 9 Sustainability 640.00 0.53% –43.7% 755.01 0.90% –45.3%

4.83% 8 Euro Stoxx Large 200 235.00 –0.35% –47.6% 243.16 –0.20% –49.2% 2.96% 10 Islamic Market -a % % 1425.23 –0.44% –41.1%

4.15% 9 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 190.70 0.36% –47.0% 197.30 0.51% –48.7% 3.26% 9 Islamic Market 100 1429.30 0.23% –33.3% 1708.99 0.59% –35.3%

4.90% 8 Euro Stoxx Small 200 112.90 0.05% –49.0% 116.66 0.20% –50.6% 6.68% 5 Islamic Turkey -c % % % %

9.00% 5 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1125.10 –0.60% –62.0% 1342.40 –0.45% –63.2% 2.85% 12 Wilshire 5000 % % 8791.61 0.46% –41.8%

6.92% 7 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1323.60 –0.51% –58.3% 1585.38 –0.36% –59.6% % DJ-AIG Commodity 108.60 –0.85% –37.9% 109.99 –0.71% –39.9%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 2 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.4672 2.1572 1.3515 0.1843 0.0516 0.2060 0.0162 0.3820 2.0456 0.2745 1.2052 ...

 Canada 1.2174 1.7899 1.1214 0.1529 0.0428 0.1709 0.0134 0.3169 1.6972 0.2277 ... 0.8297

 Denmark 5.3461 7.8600 4.9243 0.6716 0.1882 0.7506 0.0590 1.3918 7.4532 ... 4.3914 3.6436

 Euro 0.7173 1.0546 0.6607 0.0901 0.0252 0.1007 0.0079 0.1867 ... 0.1342 0.5892 0.4889

 Israel 3.8410 5.6472 3.5380 0.4825 0.1352 0.5393 0.0424 ... 5.3549 0.7185 3.1551 2.6178

 Japan 90.5700 133.1605 83.4247 11.3774 3.1876 12.7160 ... 23.5798 126.2682 16.9415 74.3963 61.7280

 Norway 7.1226 10.4719 6.5606 0.8947 0.2507 ... 0.0786 1.8543 9.9299 1.3323 5.8506 4.8544

 Russia 28.4133 41.7747 26.1717 3.5693 ... 3.9892 0.3137 7.3974 39.6124 5.3148 23.3393 19.3651

 Sweden 7.9605 11.7039 7.3325 ... 0.2802 1.1176 0.0879 2.0725 11.0981 1.4890 6.5389 5.4255

 Switzerland 1.0857 1.5962 ... 0.1364 0.0382 0.1524 0.0120 0.2826 1.5136 0.2031 0.8918 0.7399

 U.K. 0.6802 ... 0.6265 0.0854 0.0239 0.0955 0.0075 0.1771 0.9482 0.1272 0.5587 0.4636

 U.S. ... 1.4702 0.9211 0.1256 0.0352 0.1404 0.0110 0.2603 1.3942 0.1871 0.8214 0.6816

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

WSJ.com

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 394.75 13.00 3.41% 816.00 305.50
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 905.00 14.50 1.63 1,653.50 779.25
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 575.25 6.25 1.10 1,275.00 471.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 86.950 0.700 0.81 117.650 80.600
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,651 89 3.47 3,228 1,884
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 107.45 –0.90 –0.83% 181.60 102.15
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 10.85 unch. unch. 15.85 9.89
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 46.02 0.13 0.28 100.41 39.23
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 1,530.00 –58 –3.65 3,825 1,345
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,832 67 3.80 1,840 992
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,790 –5 –0.28 2,747 1,580

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 128.10 –6.45 –4.79 398.40 127.70
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 838.10 –9.10 –1.07 1,045.00 688.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1026.00 –60.00 –5.52 2,122.50 851.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 1,549.50 32.50 2.14 3,340.00 1,463.50
Tin ($/ton) LME 9,800.00 –505.00 –4.90 25,450 9,800
Copper ($/ton) LME 2,870.00 –85.00 –2.88 8,811.00 2,870.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 900.00 20.00 2.27 3,460.00 880.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,164.50 4.50 0.39 2,840.00 1,065.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 9,900 –200 –1.98 33,600 9,000

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 38.98 –0.93 –2.33 148.17 38.95
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.3452 –0.0167 –1.23 4.3140 1.3470
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 0.8995 –0.0287 –3.09 3.6000 0.8900
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 5.806 0.429 7.98 14.169 4.820
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 40.36 –1.09 –2.63 150.48 39.20
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 426.25 –22.50 –5.01 1,366.25 425.00

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Currencies London close on Dec. 23
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 4.7802 0.2092 3.4288 0.2917

Brazil real 3.3136 0.3018 2.3768 0.4207

Canada dollar 1.6972 0.5892 1.2174 0.8214
1-mo. forward 1.6982 0.5889 1.2181 0.8210

3-mos. forward 1.6971 0.5892 1.2173 0.8215
6-mos. forward 1.6953 0.5899 1.2160 0.8224

Chile peso 872.39 0.001146 625.75 0.001598
Colombia peso 3046.71 0.0003282 2185.36 0.0004576

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.3942 0.7173 1 1
Mexico peso-a 18.4432 0.0542 13.2290 0.0756

Peru sol 4.3609 0.2293 3.1280 0.3197
Uruguay peso-e 34.017 0.0294 24.400 0.0410

U.S. dollar 1.3942 0.7173 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 2.99 0.334039 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 2.0456 0.4889 1.4672 0.6816
China yuan 9.5483 0.1047 6.8488 0.1460

Hong Kong dollar 10.8045 0.0926 7.7499 0.1290
India rupee 67.8812 0.0147 48.6900 0.0205

Indonesia rupiah 15266 0.0000655 10950 0.0000913
Japan yen 126.27 0.007920 90.57 0.011041

1-mo. forward 126.20 0.007924 90.52 0.011047
3-mos. forward 126.03 0.007935 90.40 0.011062

6-mos. forward 125.72 0.007954 90.18 0.011089
Malaysia ringgit-c 4.8384 0.2067 3.4705 0.2881

New Zealand dollar 2.4549 0.4073 1.7609 0.5679
Pakistan rupee 109.929 0.0091 78.850 0.0127

Philippines peso 66.041 0.0151 47.370 0.0211
Singapore dollar 2.0141 0.4965 1.4447 0.6922

South Korea won 1863.98 0.0005365 1337.00 0.0007479
Taiwan dollar 46.036 0.02172 33.021 0.03028
Thailand baht 48.238 0.02073 34.600 0.02890

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7173 1.3942
1-mo. forward 1.0009 0.9991 0.7179 1.3929

3-mos. forward 1.0022 0.9978 0.7189 1.3910
6-mos. forward 1.0037 0.9963 0.7199 1.3891

Czech Rep. koruna-b 26.345 0.0380 18.897 0.0529
Denmark krone 7.4532 0.1342 5.3461 0.1871

Hungary forint 263.68 0.003793 189.13 0.005287
Norway krone 9.9299 0.1007 7.1226 0.1404

Poland zloty 4.1014 0.2438 2.9419 0.3399
Russia ruble-d 39.612 0.02524 28.413 0.03519

Slovak Rep. koruna 30.1889 0.03312 21.6540 0.04618
Sweden krona 11.0981 0.0901 7.9605 0.1256

Switzerland franc 1.5136 0.6607 1.0857 0.9211
1-mo. forward 1.5127 0.6611 1.0851 0.9216

3-mos. forward 1.5101 0.6622 1.0831 0.9232
6-mos. forward 1.5048 0.6646 1.0793 0.9265

Turkey lira 2.1156 0.4727 1.5175 0.6590
U.K. pound 0.9482 1.0546 0.6802 1.4702

1-mo. forward 0.9491 1.0537 0.6807 1.4690
3-mos. forward 0.9496 1.0531 0.6811 1.4681

6-mos. forward 0.9495 1.0532 0.6811 1.4683

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5255 1.9029 0.3769 2.6529
Egypt pound-a 7.6992 0.1299 5.5225 0.1811
Israel shekel 5.3549 0.1867 3.8410 0.2603

Jordan dinar 0.9867 1.0135 0.7078 1.4129
Kuwait dinar 0.3850 2.5976 0.2761 3.6215

Lebanon pound 2094.71 0.0004774 1502.50 0.0006656
Saudi Arabia riyal 5.2300 0.1912 3.7514 0.2666

South Africa rand 13.4605 0.0743 9.6550 0.1036
United Arab dirham 5.1209 0.1953 3.6731 0.2722

SDR -f 0.9034 1.1070 0.6480 1.5433

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-

national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.

Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 8 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 193.05 –0.27 –0.14% –47.1% –47.1%

 8 DJ Stoxx 50 2015.16 –8.91 –0.44 –45.3% –45.5%

 8 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 217.18 –0.53 –0.24 –47.7% –47.5%

 9 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2382.14 –15.51 –0.65 –45.9% –45.7%

 5 Austria ATX 1725.89 26.00 1.53% –61.8% –61.5%

 6 Belgium Bel-20 1863.39 18.31 0.99 –54.9% –55.0%

 6 Czech Republic PX 846.8 26.6 3.24 –53.3% –52.1%

 9 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 225.04 –0.53 –0.23 –49.9% –49.7%

 8 Finland OMX Helsinki 5276.84 4.73 0.09 –54.5% –54.6%

 7 France CAC-40 3128.41 –22.95 –0.73 –44.3% –44.3%

 10 Germany DAX 4629.38 –9.64 –0.21 –42.6% –42.2%

 … Hungary BUX 12404.95 –380.07 –2.97 –52.7% –52.4%

 2 Ireland ISEQ 2347.89 –26.16 –1.10 –66.1% –66.4%

 6 Italy S&P/MIB 19142 –80 –0.42 –50.4% –49.9%

 4 Netherlands AEX 244.50 1.06 0.44 –52.6% –52.6%

 6 Norway All-Shares 258.52 1.67 0.65 –54.6% –53.5%

 17 Poland WIG 26776.29 –48.29 –0.18 –51.9% –52.0%

 9 Portugal PSI 20 6217.00 8.12 0.13 –52.2% –52.8%

 … Russia RTSI 682.37 25.22 3.8% –70.2% –70.2%

 8 Spain IBEX 35 9068.5 –30.4 –0.33% –40.3% –40.7%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 201.86 0.78 0.39 –42.6% –42.4%

 11 Switzerland SMI 5399.58 –19.94 –0.37 –36.4% –36.2%

 … Turkey ISE National 100 26294.15 95.15 0.36 –52.7% –52.5%

 8 U.K. FTSE 100 4255.98 6.82 0.16 –34.1% –34.3%

 10 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 91.28 –0.95 –1.03 –42.3% –41.6%

 … Australia SPX/ASX 200 3531.4 –26.0 –0.73 –44.3% –44.2%

 … China CBN 600 15490.67 –826.76 –5.07 –62.6% –61.7%

 9 Hong Kong Hang Seng 14220.79 –401.60 –2.75 –48.9% –49.4%

 11 India Sensex 9686.75 –241.60 –2.43 –52.3% –51.2%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 8723.78 Closed –43.0% –43.9%

 … Singapore Straits Times 1724.54 –21.09 –1.21 –50.2% –49.5%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1144.31 –35.30 –2.99 –39.7% –40.4%

 10 AMERICAS DJ Americas 216.81 –0.60 –0.28 –42.5% –43.4%

 … Brazil Bovespa 36549.44 –1069.06 –2.84 –42.8% –42.1%

 12 Mexico IPC 22306.26 247.08 1.12 –24.5% –25.3%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of December 23, 2008

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

4.00% 10 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 221.53 –1.66%–45.1% –45.7%

3.90% 10 World (Developed Markets) 892.73 –1.56%–43.8% –44.6%

3.50% 11 World ex-EMU 104.21 –1.52%–42.4% –43.3%

3.70% 11 World ex-UK 895.13 –1.51%–42.9% –43.6%

5.00% 8 EAFE 1,211.56 –1.10%–46.2% –47.5%

4.30% 8 Emerging Markets (EM) 567.34 –2.53%–54.5% –54.3%

5.70% 8 EUROPE 67.72 –1.60%–46.9% –47.6%

6.30% 7 EMU 139.20 –1.79%–50.2% –50.7%

5.60% 8 Europe ex-UK 75.50 –1.41%–45.8% –46.4%

7.90% 6 Europe Value 75.57 –1.81%–50.1% –50.9%

3.60% 10 Europe Growth 58.99 –1.39%–43.5% –44.3%

5.50% 7 Europe Small Cap 98.40 –0.97%–54.3% –55.5%

4.40% 4 EM Europe 163.01 1.12%–66.1% –64.8%

5.80% 6 UK 1,259.82 –0.88%–34.4% –34.1%

5.60% 8 Nordic Countries 96.28 –2.02%–53.3% –54.0%

3.40% 3 Russia 426.54 2.85%–71.6% –70.3%

4.70% 10 South Africa 559.50 –0.49%–21.5% –24.3%

5.20% 8 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 244.84 –2.62%–53.8% –54.4%

2.80% 10 Japan 524.17 1.68%–44.2% –46.1%

3.50% 9 China 41.52 –3.61%–51.4% –53.5%

1.90% 9 India 379.84 –1.94%–55.6% –52.5%

2.80% 7 Korea 324.81 –0.15%–37.2% –37.1%

8.80% 7 Taiwan 171.33 –3.23%–48.7% –49.1%

3.00% 14 US BROAD MARKET 945.66 –1.92%–40.7% –41.2%

2.50% 37 US Small Cap 1,182.06 –2.52%–40.4% –41.0%

3.80% 8 EM LATIN AMERICA 2,056.55 –3.56%–53.3% –52.7%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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Risky maneuver is focus
of probe into U.S. jet crash

Taiwan’s Powerchip seeks
to roll over its bank loans

J.P. Morgan still seeking
castoffs from other firms

Buyout move lifts Shaw
Focus is on plans
for company’s stake
in broadcaster TVB
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Pilots of the jet that careened into a snowy ravine at the Denver airport Saturday
apparently tried to abort takeoff after the aircraft had reached a high speed.

By Lorraine Luk

and Amy Or

HONG KONG—Shares of Shaw
Brothers (Hong Kong) Ltd. soared
as much as 58% Tuesday on news
that its parent company plans to
take it private.

Shaw Holdings Inc., an invest-
ment holding company owned by
Sir Run Run Shaw, and parties act-
ing in concert with it plan to take
Shaw Brothers private by buying
the 25% stake they don’t already
own for HK$1.33 billion (US$171.6
million), the companies said.

Analysts say the buyout could
pave the way for a sale of Shaw
Brothers to parties that may be in-
terested in acquiring its core asset,
its 26% stake in Hong Kong’s domi-
nant free-to-air broadcaster Televi-
sion Broadcasts Ltd. But both Shaw
Brothers and Shaw Holdings said
they intend to continue with their
existing businesses.

Shaw Brothers ended up 56% at
HK$12.68, after hitting a high of
HK$12.86 Tuesday. The benchmark
Hang Seng Index ended the day
down 2.8% at 14,221.

Shaw Brothers shares resumed
trading Tuesday after its stock was
suspended Dec. 15 pending an an-
nouncement on the buyout. Its clos-
ing price before the suspension was
HK$8.13.

Shaw Holdings and its partners
offered to buy the 99.9 million Shaw
Brothers shares they don’t own for
HK$13.35 each, representing a 64%
premium to the share price before
the trading suspension.

Shaw Holdings had previously
sought to sell shares in Shaw Broth-
ers, but aborted that plan in October,
citing unfavorable market conditions.

Analysts said the buyout plan is
highly likely to gain the approval of
minority shareholders given the
support of Shaw Brothers’ second-
largest shareholder, Arnhold & S.
Bleichroeder Advisers LLC, and the
attractive premium. The statement
said the firm, which owns 10.2% of
Shaw Brothers, has agreed to vote
in favor of the deal.

Morgan Stanley said the offer

price implies a market value of
HK$15.4 billion for TVB, which repre-
sents up to a 50% premium over the
broadcaster’s share price. TVB
shares ended up 2.1% at HK$24.30
on Tuesday.

UBS analyst Spencer Leung said
the buyout plan could remove a po-
tential hurdle should Shaw Brothers
decide to sell its TVB stake in the fu-
ture, as minority shareholders’ ap-
proval would no longer be neces-
sary. “However, we do not antici-
pate a bid for TVB in the near term
as interested buyers are likely con-
strained by tight cash flows,” Mr. Le-
ung said.

Merrill Lynch has said ad spend-
ing in Hong Kong could fall 5%-10%
next year, and given TVB’s cost
structure, its earnings would fall
much faster.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Swiss International Air Lines AG,
a unit of Lufthansa AG, said Tues-
day that it lost permission to land in
Libya, which has been cutting links
since Swiss police arrested dictator
Moammar Gadhafi’s son this year.

Swiss had to interrupt its service
to Libya shortly after Hannibal
Gadhafi and his wife were arrested
at a hotel in July on suspicion of
beating two servants. The carrier’s
service resumed on Aug. 10 on one
of its three original weekly connec-
tions.

However, Libya revoked its final
landing permit on Dec. 15, citing con-
struction work at the airport in Lib-
ya’s capital, Tripoli, said a Swiss
spokeswoman.

It was unclear if any other air-
lines were affected. There was no
comment from Libya.

Hannibal Gadhafi was freed on
bail three days after his arrest and
returned home with his wife. Libya
recalled some of its diplomats in
Switzerland and detained two Swiss
nationals who were later released
on bail but ordered to stay in the
North African country.

Swiss Foreign Ministry spokes-
man Lars Knuchel said that both
sides were working to find a solu-
tion to their problems.

Mr. Gadhafi has had previous run-
ins with the law. In 2005, he was con-
victed by a French court for striking
his pregnant companion in a Paris
hotel.

Libya bars flights
by Swiss carrier
amid arrest spat

CORPORATE NEWS

Source: Thomson Reuters Investor via WSJ 
Market Data Group

Shaw Brothers, TVB
Tuesday’s close: 
 TVB: HK$24.30, up 2.1%
 Shaw Brothers: HK$12.68, up 58%
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Shaw Holdings owner Sir Run Run Shaw

By Andy Pasztor

Pilots of the jetliner that ca-
reened into a snowy ravine at Denver
International Airport Saturday ap-
parently tried to execute what safety
expertssaycanbeoneofthetrickiest
maneuversinaviation:abortingtake-
offonceanaircrafthasacceleratedto
high speed on the runway.

Federal crash investigators in the
U.S. are still trying to determine why
Continental Airlines Flight 1404’s
two experienced pilots—each with
atleast7,000hoursofflighttime—al-
lowed the plane to stray off the run-
way’s centerline in clear weather,
and then tried to stop suddenly and
lost control as the jet barreled to-
ward its projected takeoff point.

Over the next few days, the
probe is expected to disclose
whether engine problems, a blown
tire or some other malfunction
prompted those moves. Investiga-
tors also will delve into the role a
stiff crosswind played in the acci-
dent. Judging from the wreckage
and ruts left in the snow, according
to pilots and safety experts, the deci-
sion apparently occurred relatively
close to the spot at which the cock-
pit crew would have been commit-
ted to get the twin-engine plane air-
borne.

Early data suggest the pilots
may have waited to abort just be-
fore losing control of the aircraft, ac-
cording to some people familiar
with the investigation.

By Robin Sidel

And Carolyn Cui

J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., which
snapped up two of the banking indus-
try’s biggest victims of the credit cri-
sis earlier this year, is still on the
prowl for assets being cast aside by
struggling financial institutions.

Monday, J.P. Morgan agreed to
buy the Canadian energy operations
and global agricultural business of
Swiss bank UBS AG. The purchases
will help New York-based J.P. Mor-
gan bulk up its relatively young com-
modities operations at a time when
rivals are scaling back. UBS, for ex-
ample, is selling the units at a time it
is trying to regain its financial foot-
ing following massive mortgage-re-
lated losses.

The move is typical for J.P. Mor-
gan, which has weathered the credit
crisis better than most of its compet-
itors. Amid this year’s wild swings
in oil and food prices, many finan-
cial institutions see potential for
growth in their commodities busi-
ness, as more clients seek to manage
the risk of adverse price moves and
use commodities as collateral for
bank financings.

Despite the financial crisis that
has gripped the banking industry all
year, 2008 has been J.P. Morgan’s
biggest year for acquisitions since
Chairman and Chief Executive Of-
ficer James Dimon joined the bank
in 2004. In March, J.P. Morgan
bought Bear Stearns & Cos. as it ca-
reened toward bankruptcy. J.P. Mor-
gan then acquired the banking as-
sets of Washington Mutual Inc. in
September after the Seattle-based
thrift was seized by federal regula-
tors.

J.P. Morgan’s balance sheet has
also gotten a big boost from the U.S.
government, which pumped $25 bil-
lion into the bank as part of a broad
effort to shore up the banking indus-
try. When asked by an analyst in Oc-
tober whether J.P. Morgan might
use some of that money for acquisi-
tions, Mr. Dimon responded, “I
would be willing to use it for any-
thing that made sense to J.P. Mor-
gan shareholders.”

Analysts have speculated that
J.P. Morgan could make another
large retail-bank acquisition, partic-

ularly since scores of regional banks
are showing signs of distress. Al-
though J.P. Morgan is close to the na-
tional 10% deposit cap, industry
rules would permit the bank to buy
a thrift. Also, federal regulators
could waive the 10% cap if they
wanted J.P. Morgan to save a flailing
institution.

A J.P. Morgan spokesman de-
clined to comment on potential ac-
quisitions.

The latest commodities deals, ex-
pected to close early next year, aren’t
particularly large, but are consid-
ered by the bank to be niche acquisi-
tions that can be easily slipped into
businesses that the company is try-
ing to develop quickly. Financial
terms of the deals weren’t disclosed.

“The issue of energy and com-
modity prices is going to be a very
important matter in terms of im-
pact on global economy,” said
Blythe Masters, who runs J.P. Mor-
gan’s commodities business.

The addition of UBS’s businesses
will give J.P. Morgan a foothold in
Canada’s energy market, where it
doesn’t currently have a commodi-
ties presence. UBS bought the Cana-
dian franchise from now-defunct En-
ron Corp. in 2001.

Wall Street’s presence in energy
trading for years has been domi-
nated by firms like Goldman Sachs
Group Inc. and Morgan Stanley. J.P.
Morgan’s relatively small business
got a boost earlier this year from
the acquisition of Bear, which had a
sizable energy presence.

In August, J.P. Morgan hired Oral
Dawe, a commodities veteran from
Goldman, to head its Asia-Pacific
commodities operations.

The agricultural operation at
UBS is relatively small, with only
seven to eight people based in Lon-
don. That is about the same size as
J.P. Morgan’s fledgling agricultural
operations, which trade grains, cof-
fee, sugar and other farm products
in the U.S.

UBS had previously disclosed
plans to exit most of its commodi-
ties business. The Swiss bank now
only runs a precious-metal and ex-
change-traded commodities arm. It
said Monday it is in talks with other
parties to sell off other commodi-
ties activities.

By Jessie Ho

TAIPEI—Powerchip Semicon-
ductor Corp., Taiwan’s largest mem-
ory-chip maker by revenue, is seek-
ing to roll over its bank loans as the
industry faces its worst downturn
ever, a company spokesman said.

Powerchip has bank loans of be-
tween 60 billion and 70 billion New
Taiwan dollars (US$1.82 billion and
US$2.12 billion) outstanding,
spokesman Eric Tang said, although
he declined to disclose the amount
the company plans to roll over or
what portion of the loans will be ma-
turing in 2009.

He said Powerchip also plans to
reduce its monthly output by as
much as 25%, expanding the 20% cut
it set as a target earlier this month.
It had already reduced output by
15% since September.

Powerchip is the second of Tai-

wan’s top four memory-chip makers
to apply for an extension on its bank-
loan repayments. Smaller rival Pro-
MOS Technologies Inc. is also seek-
ing to extend its loans.

Powerchip, ProMOS and Nanya
Technology Corp. have reported
losses for six consecutive quarters
and are grappling with a cash
crunch as the slowing global econ-
omy further weakens demand for
memory chips.

Powerchip and its Japanese stra-
tegic partner Elpida Memory Inc.
plan to jointly apply for financial as-
sistance from the Taiwan govern-
ment this week, Mr. Tang said.

As part of the plan to get finan-
cial aid, Powerchip and Elpida are
considering asking ProMOS to join
their alliance, Mr. Tang said. Power-
chip and Elpida jointly own Rexchip
Electronics Corp., a Taiwan-based
memory chip maker.
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KBL Key Far East AS EQ LUX 12/19 USD 924.84 –51.6 –49.3 –19.6
KBL Key Major Em Mkts GL EQ LUX 12/19 USD 353.59 –61.9 –60.0 –23.7
KBL Key NaturalRes EUR OT EQ LUX 12/19 EUR 332.89 –46.4 –44.6 –18.5
KBL Key NaturalRes USD OT EQ LUX 12/19 USD 352.75 –48.9 –46.3 –16.2

n LLOYD GEORGE MANAGEMENT (HK) LTD
Suite 3808, One Exchange Square, HK: Tel. 852 2845 4433 Fax. 852 2845 3911
LG Antenna GL EQ BMU 12/19 USD 33.39 –55.4 –54.7 –23.9
LG Asian Plus AS EQ CYM 12/12 USD 36.62 –57.1 –58.0 –19.1
LG Asian SmallerCo's AS EQ BMU 12/22 USD 53.91 –66.1 –64.8 –36.7
LG India EA EQ MUS 12/18 USD 32.76 –64.9 –65.0 –22.9
Siberian Investment Co EE EQ IRL 12/08 USD 16.82 –80.9 –80.5 NS

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 12/22 EUR 25.91 –64.6 –63.8 –36.0
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 12/22 EUR 18.88 –63.0 –62.1 –30.7

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 12/22 EUR 2.02 –77.5 –77.1 NS
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 12/22 USD 8.65 –36.7 –36.3 –18.1
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 12/22 USD 8.93 –71.9 –71.3 –37.5
Parex Ukrainian Eq EU EQ LVA 12/22 EUR 1.67 –83.7 –83.7 NS

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 12/23 USD 107.33 –54.5 –53.8 –20.4
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 12/23 USD 103.04 –55.0 –54.3 –21.0
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 277.18 –16.7 –18.7 –1.7
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 12/22 CHF 123.95 1.6 1.6 1.8
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 12/22 CHF 93.56 –0.7 –0.6 0.7
PF (LUX)-Cnt Eu Eq-I EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 114.11 –48.7 –48.3 –27.1
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 80.22 –41.3 –40.5 –15.1
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 135.62 –73.6 –73.4 –42.9
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts LC-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/23 USD 91.00 –60.6 –59.5 –25.4
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/23 USD 298.27 –59.4 –58.1 –25.3
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 75.13 –45.0 –45.0 –24.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 376.94 4.3 4.4 1.1
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 286.85 1.1 1.2 –0.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 124.50 –5.1 –4.9 –3.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 87.52 –8.5 –8.3 –5.0
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 88.78 –38.0 –37.9 –22.7
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 51.47 –38.0 –37.9 –22.7
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 12/22 EUR 134.56 3.6 3.7 3.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 12/22 EUR 96.97 0.0 0.0 1.6
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 299.23 –50.9 –50.7 –29.7
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 99.45 –46.0 –46.2 –28.2
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 187.73 –6.4 –6.3 –0.7
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 127.71 –10.7 –10.6 –3.0
PF (LUX)-Gl Eq Sel-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 12.54 –48.4 –47.7 –26.2
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 12/23 USD 206.79 –51.7 –50.3 –13.9
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 12/23 USD 191.21 –63.9 –61.4 –21.4
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 8051.11 –43.3 –43.0 –28.5
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 7215.91 –46.1 –45.6 –33.8
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 7044.64 –46.5 –46.0 –34.2
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 3874.09 –43.8 –43.1 –32.1
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 12/23 USD 150.79 –52.7 –51.4 –20.7
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 12/22 CHF 691.45 –18.6 –19.1 –10.2
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 43.88 –42.9 –43.2 –25.4
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca EE EQ LUX 12/22 USD 23.84 NS NS NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 68.88 –38.3 –37.6 –18.2
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 316.16 –48.8 –48.4 –28.5
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 78.49 –39.0 –39.4 –18.7
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 69.90 –39.7 –40.4 –20.5
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 12/22 USD 532.98 12.9 13.6 9.2
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 12/22 USD 391.09 9.7 10.4 7.7
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 12/22 USD 130.20 2.5 2.5 3.6

PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 12/22 USD 85.02 –0.7 –0.7 1.9
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 100.69 –35.5 –36.0 –18.1
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 163.47 11.1 12.7 9.4
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 135.31 11.1 12.7 9.4
PTF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/23 USD 43.01 NS NS NS

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Asia Ex-Japan Fund USD AS EQ IRL 05/20 USD 1.12 –93.7 –93.8 –72.2
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 12/22 USD 7.67 –47.0 –46.6 –25.9
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 12/23 USD 14.26 –15.3 –13.7 –11.6

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Columbus USD A GL EQ CYM 10/31 USD 89.67 –11.1 –13.2 NS
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 123.63 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 11/28 USD 8.03 –50.9 –48.7 –14.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 11/28 USD 123.63 8.2 13.3 6.6
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 176.56 –13.9 –13.7 –0.9
Gl Utilities Abs Rtn USD A OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 100.13 –16.6 –10.7 –1.9
Japan Abs Ret USD A AS EQ CYM 07/31 USD 141.61 –9.5 –17.9 –7.4
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 10/31 USD 13.93 2.2 –4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A EU EQ CYM 11/28 USD 324.09 17.9 22.3 19.8
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 165.65 4.1 3.4 4.3

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 12/17 USD 60.31 NS –56.9 –21.7

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 548.80 –44.2 –43.9 NS
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 643.67 NS NS NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 12/22 EUR 1132.08 –9.4 –9.3 –6.0
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 12/22 EUR 1201.17 –8.8 –8.7 –5.5
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 829.34 –52.9 –52.4 –34.9
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 882.94 –52.6 –52.1 –34.5
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 484.45 –49.4 –49.2 NS
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 692.00 –49.1 –48.8 –27.4
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 12/22 EUR 1185.82 –8.3 –7.8 –4.0
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 12/22 EUR 1250.95 –7.7 –7.2 –3.4
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 12/22 EUR 971.52 –3.6 –3.8 –4.4
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 12/22 EUR 1027.99 –3.1 –3.2 –3.8
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 12/22 USD 651.27 –48.8 –48.0 –30.7
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 12/22 USD 667.30 –48.5 –47.7 –30.2
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 612.38 –47.8 –47.3 –31.7
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 12/22 GBP 57.83 –47.3 –46.8 –30.7
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 12/22 EUR 1110.53 –25.7 –25.6 –13.4
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 12/22 EUR 1181.06 –25.2 –25.2 –12.9
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 10192.00 –45.2 –44.9 –30.2
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 10797.00 –44.9 –44.6 –29.8
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 12/22 USD 1277.19 –51.7 –50.1 –20.5
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 12/22 USD 1354.68 –51.5 –49.8 –20.0
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 697.84 –48.7 –48.6 –28.1
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 12/22 EUR 739.37 –48.4 –48.3 –27.7
US Equity A US EQ IRL 12/22 USD 643.60 –44.5 –45.0 –21.7
US Equity B US EQ IRL 12/22 USD 684.73 –44.2 –44.7 –21.2
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 12/22 USD 960.88 –44.1 –44.9 –23.1
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 12/22 USD 1023.14 –43.7 –44.5 –22.7

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se
SEB Fund 1
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 12/22 SEK 60.70 –48.0 –48.0 –28.4
Choice Japan Fd JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 44.18 –44.1 –43.6 –30.9
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 44.15 –50.7 –50.4 –32.1
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 2.83 –45.9 –45.0 –23.1
Europe 2 Fd EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 0.69 –52.3 –52.0 –30.4
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 12/22 GBP 2.88 –38.7 –37.4 –17.2
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 0.47 –40.2 –40.7 –24.0
Global Fd GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 1.66 –43.9 –43.1 –21.7
Intl Mixed Fd -C- NO BA LUX 12/22 USD 22.78 –31.6 –30.6 –13.4
Intl Mixed Fd -D- NO BA LUX 12/22 USD 16.07 –31.6 –30.6 –12.2
Wireless Fd OT EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 0.09 –50.0 –50.2 –24.6

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan Fd AS EQ LUX 12/22 USD 4.58 –49.6 –48.1 –19.0
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 12/22 EUR 10.91 6.8 6.9 NS
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 12/22 EUR 10.86 6.3 6.4 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/22 SEK 105.68 NS NS NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 12/22 SEK 118.69 NS NS NS
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 12/22 SEK 6.39 –32.4 –32.8 NS
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 48.57 –50.9 –50.1 NS
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 12/22 NOK 59.51 NS NS NS
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 12/22 SEK 56.54 –43.2 –42.2 NS

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 1.40 –42.5 –42.0 –22.2
Ethical Global Fd GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 0.61 –44.5 –43.8 –23.0

Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 12/22 SEK 28.36 –36.3 –36.3 –20.3
Europe Fd EU EQ LUX 12/22 USD 1.61 –54.7 –53.4 –22.0
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 12/22 SEK 13.06 4.5 4.4 3.2
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 2.86 –25.8 –25.4 –10.7
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 12/22 SEK 9.16 3.1 3.2 3.0
Technology Fd OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 1.58 –44.7 –44.2 –19.5
World Fd NO BA LUX 12/22 USD 1.63 –39.0 –37.9 –15.3

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR EU MM LUX 12/22 EUR 1.27 1.9 2.0 2.2
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 12/22 SEK 21.55 2.7 2.8 2.9
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 12/22 USD 2.50 1.8 2.0 3.1

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 10.08 –1.3 –1.4 –0.1
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 9.05 –1.3 –1.4 –0.1
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 25.25 –1.5 –1.5 –0.2
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 8.41 –1.5 –1.5 –0.2
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 12/22 SEK 10.80 2.8 2.9 3.0
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 12/22 SEK 10.13 2.8 2.9 3.0
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 12/22 SEK 21.14 2.7 2.8 2.8
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 12/22 SEK 8.79 2.7 2.8 2.8
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 41.40 9.6 9.6 5.4
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 12.42 8.3 8.4 4.8
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 1.09 –7.7 –8.0 –4.5
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 0.85 –8.1 –8.3 –4.7
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 10.69 –11.4 –11.6 –6.1
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 8.40 –11.2 –11.4 –6.1
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 12/22 EUR 102.93 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 12/22 EUR 102.65 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- NO BD LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 1121.86 NS NS NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 20.83 5.6 5.6 4.0
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 12/22 SEK 11.79 5.6 5.6 4.0

n SEB Global Hedge
Global Hedge I SEK -C- OT OT LUX 12/22 SEK 80.26 –24.4 –23.9 –13.0
Global Hedge I SEK -D- OT OT LUX 12/22 SEK 73.35 –26.6 –26.1 –14.2

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 1.55 –53.3 –52.0 –17.6

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 12/22 SEK 17.41 –47.9 –47.2 –23.2
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 752.31 –55.8 –55.4 –33.0

n SG ASSET MANAGEMENT HTTP://WWW.SGAM.COM
Eq. China A AS EQ LUX 12/22 USD 15.11 –54.3 –53.2 –11.7
Eq. Pacific A AS EQ LUX 12/22 USD 6.34 –54.3 –53.0 –17.6

n SGAM Fund
Bonds CHF A CH BD LUX 12/22 CHF 28.23 8.2 8.0 2.7
Bonds ConvEurope A EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 28.29 –2.7 –2.4 1.3
Bonds Eur Corp A EU BD LUX 12/19 EUR 20.64 –6.0 –5.7 –3.8
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A EU BD LUX 12/19 EUR 13.11 –38.2 –38.1 –22.4
Bonds EURO A EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 39.46 6.8 6.9 3.4
Bonds Europe A EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 37.90 6.0 5.9 2.6
Bonds US MtgBkSec A US BD LUX 12/19 USD 25.91 2.7 3.3 3.7
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A US BD LUX 12/19 USD 31.28 –0.6 –0.2 2.6
Bonds World A GL BD LUX 12/19 USD 40.07 7.8 9.6 8.8
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 20.01 –50.4 –49.2 –29.9
Eq. Eastern Europe A EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 13.46 –69.4 –69.2 –39.7
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 13.55 –46.2 –44.0 –14.8
Eq. Euroland A EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 8.95 –48.2 –47.2 –27.0
Eq. Euroland MidCapA EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 14.09 –51.4 –50.5 –32.3
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 13.38 –47.2 –46.2 –21.5
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 8.21 –55.9 –55.0 –36.8
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 5.92 –56.2 –54.3 –22.1
Eq. Global A GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 20.34 –46.9 –45.9 –25.1
Eq. Global Technol A OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 3.55 –49.8 –49.4 –28.7
Eq. Gold Mines A OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 18.96 –36.7 –30.7 –14.8
Eq. Japan A JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 658.42 –50.3 –50.0 –34.1
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 896.65 –47.4 –46.9 –39.7
Eq. Japan Target A JP EQ LUX 11/26 JPY 1485.42 –26.6 –26.6 –16.3
Eq. Switzerland A CH EQ LUX 04/17 CHF 36.35 –16.6 –21.3 –4.3
Eq. UK A UK EQ LUX 12/22 GBP 9.21 –46.0 –44.4 –28.0
Eq. US ConcenCore A US EQ LUX 12/19 USD 16.15 –39.9 –38.3 –19.1
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 10.55 –47.6 –46.9 –24.0
Eq. US Mid Cap A US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 18.89 –51.7 –51.5 –22.0

Eq. US Multi Strg A US EQ LUX 12/19 USD 15.78 –45.2 –44.1 –24.9
Eq. US Rel Val A US EQ LUX 12/19 USD 15.26 –46.7 –46.6 –29.0
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 12.28 –50.8 –51.4 –32.1
Eq. US Value Opp A US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 12.36 –51.5 –51.2 –32.1
Money Market EURO A EU MM LUX 12/19 EUR 27.09 4.2 4.4 4.1
Money Market USD A US MM LUX 12/19 USD 15.73 2.8 2.9 3.9

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
Email: am@tni.ae Tel:+971 2 619 2300
MENA Real Estate Acc Fund OT OT ARE 11/30 USD 8.04 –45.6 –44.4 –5.5
UAE Blue Chip Fund Acc OT OT ARE 12/11 AED 5.27 –54.8 –52.5 –17.0

n TRIGON CAPITAL
Phone +372 667 9208 Fax +372 667 9221 E-mail invest@trigon.ee Website www.trigoncapital.com

Central and Eastern European EUR EE EQ EST 12/23 EEK 100.21 –62.6 –62.7 –38.4
New Europe Small Cap EUR EE EQ EST 12/23 EEK 47.86 –65.7 –65.6 –40.4
Second Wave EUR EE EQ EST 12/23 EEK 87.08 –68.3 –68.4 –35.9

n YUKI MANAGEMENT & RESEARCH CO., LTD.
Tel: +81-3-5299-3277 www.yukijapan.co.jp
YMR-N Growth Fund JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 8566.00 –48.9 –48.6 –34.4
YMR-N Japan Fund JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 9333.00 –46.3 –45.9 –30.6
YMR-N Low Price Fund JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 12881.00 –43.6 –42.9 –30.6
YMR-N Small Cap Fund JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 6220.00 –49.8 –49.5 –36.3
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4189.00 –54.9 –54.5 –36.1
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro AS EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4462.00 –54.1 –53.6 –38.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 6034.00 –51.8 –51.3 –36.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 7933.00 –48.4 –47.6 –32.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 6233.00 –49.5 –49.1 –34.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 7908.00 –39.7 –39.2 –27.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap AS EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4957.00 –47.5 –47.0 –31.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 11195.00 –38.2 –37.7 –24.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 7578.00 –53.8 –53.6 –34.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 5945.00 –53.1 –52.9 –36.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel AS EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 5194.00 –44.7 –44.4 –31.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo AS EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 2370.00 –58.5 –57.9 –49.2

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 Excellent JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4146.00 –53.1 –52.9 –35.9
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 5835.00 –49.2 –48.9 –33.2
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 5870.00 –52.1 –52.0 –36.6
Yuki 77 Income AS EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 5089.00 –39.3 –39.1 NS

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 6181.00 –46.9 –46.7 –32.9
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 5068.00 –49.8 –49.4 –31.6
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 8126.00 –37.7 –36.5 –23.5
Yuki Chugoku JpnPurGth JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4664.00 –46.7 –46.3 –31.9

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 6715.00 –47.8 –47.8 –33.4

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4520.00 –48.7 –48.3 –32.5
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 5268.00 –37.5 –36.7 –27.0
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4580.00 –46.9 –46.3 NS

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4463.00 –54.0 –53.8 –37.0
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty PurGthJp JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 4344.00 –51.3 –50.9 –35.1

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 12/22 JPY 5035.00 –47.4 –46.5 –33.3
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n 788 ASSET MANAGEMENT LTD.
info@788am.com www.788am.com
788 China Smaller Cap OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 15.43 NS NS NS
788 Gl Asset Alloc. Fd OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 68.65 –52.2 –51.4 –23.5

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Global Inv I OT OT VGB 11/28 USD 36.36 –44.8 –41.2 –20.1

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 11/28 USD 1355.87 –16.8 –16.7 –5.4
CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 1741.08 –9.8 –9.7 –1.4
CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 1244.44 –11.2 –11.1 –2.3
CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 1692.18 –14.3 –13.6 –4.0
CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 962.18 –32.7 –33.1 –14.5

n CARLO SCEVOLA & PARTNERS
Tel +44 (0) 20 7419 5671
www.rescgf.com
Resolute Capital Gth Fd OT OT VGB 09/30 USD 1232.97 9.7 14.5 11.0

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 10/31 EUR 104.59 –19.3 –20.0 –4.1
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 10/31 EUR 1034.84 –24.5 –25.8 –8.5

n HARMONY CAPITAL
email: info@harmonycapitalfund.com
Harmony Cap Ltd A USD OT OT BMU 11/28 USD 2078.33 –11.0 –11.7 –2.7

Harmony Cap Ltd B EUR OT OT BMU 11/28 EUR 2009.32 –10.5 –11.1 –3.1
Harmony Cap Ltd D USD OT OT BMU 11/28 USD 1911.11 42.2 41.1 22.7
Harmony Cap Ltd E EUR OT OT BMU 11/28 USD 1156.71 –10.7 –11.4 –3.5
Harmony Cap Ltd F GBP OT OT BMU 11/28 GBP 1009.64 –10.1 –10.7 –2.2

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 12/12 USD 485.59 –72.7 –72.9 –45.5

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 11/28 EUR 215.75 16.4 18.5 39.7
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 11/28 USD 219.14 14.4 16.4 40.1
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 11/28 EUR 211.32 17.7 19.8 22.3
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 11/28 USD 219.15 16.6 18.8 22.6
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 11/28 USD 476.61 27.0 29.4 33.5
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 11/28 USD 476.61 27.0 29.4 33.5

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
HSBC Absolute Companies
Euro Absolute OT OT GGY 09/30 GBP 1.43 –12.1 –12.2 –0.7
Euro Absolute EUR OT OT GGY 09/30 EUR 2.01 –12.3 –12.6 –2.2
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 11/28 GBP 0.95 –15.4 –14.9 –2.2
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 11/28 USD 1.77 –15.4 –14.9 –2.1

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 11/28 EUR 78.08 –30.3 –29.8 NS
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 11/28 EUR 73.36 –29.9 –29.4 NS
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 83.00 –27.4 –26.8 NS
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 81.89 –27.8 –27.3 NS

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 120.68 –14.8 –14.0 –0.2
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 11/28 CHF 101.26 –17.4 –17.0 –4.3
GH Fund EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 109.75 –16.9 –16.3 –3.0
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V II) OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 97.44 –16.8 –16.2 –2.9
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 109.75 –16.9 –16.3 –3.0
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 11/28 GBP 119.59 –16.4 –15.7 –1.8
GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 84.39 NS NS NS
GH Fund Inst JPY OT OT JEY 11/28 JPY 8515.71 –16.1 –15.7 NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 11/28 USD 99.84 –15.0 –14.2 –0.7
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 11/28 EUR 114.57 –16.2 –15.5 –2.0
GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 11/28 GBP 119.33 –15.3 –14.4 –0.6
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 133.49 –14.5 –13.8 –0.1
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 11/28 USD 246.79 –15.6 –14.9 –1.3
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 09/30 USD 131.95 –10.1 –6.8 3.4
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 11/28 USD 100.87 –33.9 –33.2 –9.9
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 11/28 CHF 85.18 –25.3 –25.6 –11.6
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 91.35 –24.9 –25.0 –10.5
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 11/28 GBP 98.90 –24.8 –24.8 –9.9
MultiAdv Arb Inst USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 98.01 –0.8 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 11/28 EUR 96.67 –24.1 –24.1 –9.3
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 11/28 GBP 101.67 –23.5 –23.5 –8.3

MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 11/28 USD 110.09 –22.2 –22.1 –7.4
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 11/28 USD 171.66 –23.1 –23.2 –8.6

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 11/28 USD 108.04 –18.9 –18.8 –5.1
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 88.10 –25.8 –24.9 NS
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 11/28 USD 160.85 –24.7 –23.7 –3.2
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 11/28 USD 139.93 –32.4 –31.7 –7.5
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 78.26 –34.4 –33.8 NS
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/28 EUR 116.54 –18.3 –18.1 –6.4
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 11/28 USD 123.36 –17.4 –17.2 –5.2
Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 11/28 JPY 7925.12 –15.6 –17.0 –10.9
Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 11/28 USD 91.64 –14.7 –15.7 –8.0
Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 11/28 USD 87.83 –39.5 –39.6 –16.5
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 11/28 USD 150.32 11.8 13.5 17.2
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 11/28 EUR 137.06 12.3 13.9 16.4
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 11/28 GBP 144.24 14.6 16.5 18.6
US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 11/28 USD 105.42 –16.6 –16.5 –4.0

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com
Altipro OT OT FRA 11/20 EUR 246.02 –3.2 –3.9 1.4
Integrated Dir Trading EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 103.47 1.0 7.3 7.8
Integrated Emg Markets EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 83.79 –20.2 –18.9 –3.4
Integrated European EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 151.00 1.6 0.6 4.0
Integrated Event Driven EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 93.78 –12.6 –11.3 1.2
Integrated Lg/Sh Sel F EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 89.88 –10.1 –9.3 2.9
Integrated MultSt B EUR OT OT VGB 09/30 EUR 124.28 –10.9 –9.1 0.0
Integrated Relative Value EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 96.76 –3.7 –3.4 2.4

n KREDIETBANK LUXEMBOURG
www.kbl.lu Fax : +352 47 97 73 911
KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 09/30 EUR 1902.24 –13.7 –12.4 0.9
KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 09/30 USD 1829.54 –14.3 –12.7 1.6
KBL SPOP Long/Short Eq OT OT LUX 10/31 USD 391.27 –40.9 –41.9 –12.3
KBL SPOP Long/Short Eq OT OT LUX 10/31 EUR 371.55 –42.9 –43.8 –14.4

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 12/12 USD 197.28 –76.3 –75.7 –51.0
Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 12/12 USD 292.15 –83.9 –83.2 –51.9

Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 12/17 EUR 87.28 –22.1 NS NS
Meriden Protective Div GL EQ AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 –2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 10/31 USD 1253.68 –15.5 –16.4 –0.8

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 12/16 USD 82.83 73.3 78.2 36.0
Superfund GCT USD* GL EQ LUX 12/16 USD 3640.00 50.0 53.1 22.1
Superfund Gold A (SPC) GL OT CYM 12/16 USD 1111.67 26.5 32.2 28.2
Superfund Gold B (SPC) GL OT CYM 12/16 USD 1287.12 37.5 46.5 33.6
Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 12/16 EUR 8748.00 35.2 36.9 18.9

n WEAVERING CAPITAL
www.weaveringcapital.com chas.dabhia@weaveringcapital.com T:+44(0)2073554720
Weavering Macro F.I. Fd GL OT CYM 11/28 USD 184.23 11.7 13.9 12.6

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR GL OT VGB 11/28 EUR 1279.60 2.3 2.7 9.1
Winton Evolution GBP GL OT VGB 11/28 GBP 1259.30 3.2 3.8 10.3
Winton Evolution JPY GL OT VGB 11/28 JPY 113320.39 –1.4 –1.2 5.4
Winton Evolution USD GL OT CYM 11/28 USD 1250.56 2.0 2.4 9.5
Winton Futures EUR GL OT VGB 11/28 EUR 202.25 19.2 19.4 19.0
Winton Futures GBP GL OT VGB 11/28 GBP 217.41 20.6 21.0 20.7
Winton Futures JPY Lead Series 2 GL OT VGB 11/28 JPY 14458.03 14.9 14.7 15.4
Winton Futures USD GL OT VGB 11/28 USD 718.25 18.5 18.8 19.5

n ZULAUF EUROPE FUNDS
Phone: +353 1436 7200 Fax: +353 1672 5361 www.zulaufeurope.ky
Zulauf Europe Fd EUR OT OT CYM 12/12 EUR 115.85 –18.2 –10.4 –7.0
Zulauf Europe Fd LP OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 173.04 1.2 12.5 6.3
Zulauf Europe Fd USD OT OT CYM 12/12 USD 249.25 –16.9 –9.0 –5.5
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 11/28 USD 1315.66 NS –1.0 –13.7 –15.8 –4.1

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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Shipments of notebook PCs
surpass figure for desktops

Gene variation may foil
major anticlotting drug
Plavix is less effective
in certain patients,
new studies indicate

CORPORATE NEWS GLOBAL BUSINESS BRIEFS

Barrick Gold Corp.

Barrick Gold Corp., the world’s
largest producer of the precious
metal, named Aaron Regent presi-
dent and chief executive. Mr. Regent
will take over from founder and
Chairman Peter Munk, who has been
acting CEO since March, when Greg
Wilkins took a leave of absence from
the Toronto-based company due to a
medical condition. Mr. Regent is cur-
rently senior managing partner of
Brookfield Asset Management Inc.
and co-CEO of its infrastructure
group. He was previously president
of Falconbridge Ltd., a Canada-based
global mining company that Xstrata
PLC acquired two years ago. Mining
companies have been facing a turbu-
lent period as metals prices plunge
from record highs.

—Compiled from staff
and wire service reports.

Ferrero SpA

The French customs service an-
nounced Tuesday that officers at
the giant Rungis market outside
Paris seized nearly 33,000 boxes of
gold-foil-wrapped chocolates, val-
ued at around Œ223,500 ($312,000),
in late November. The officers sus-
pected that the coconut-filled dark
chocolates and milk chocolate balls
were counterfeit Ferrero Rochers, a
popular Italian chocolate brand
owned by Ferrero SpA. Lab tests
and an examination by Ferrero itself
found that the seized candies were
harmless but low-quality copies.
They arrived in France from Turkey.
Recently, counterfeiters have
moved from luxury goods like hand-
bags and perfumes to more day-to-
day consumer goods like food, medi-
cine and car parts, said the customs
office.

By Kerry E. Grace

And Justin Scheck

Shipments of notebook comput-
ers outpaced desktops for the first
time in the third quarter, due
largely to ballooning sales of low-
cost, streamlined machines known
as netbooks.

World-wide shipments of note-
book computers rose nearly 40%
from last year to 38.6 million units as
desktop shipments fell 1.3% to 38.5
million units, technology-research
firm iSuppli reported Tuesday.

The growth was a bright spot
amid bleak electronics sales. But it
was also the latest indication that net-
books—which have little processing
power, screens between nine- and
12-inches wide diagonally and typi-
cally cost less than $500—may be
chipping away at sales of higher-
profit computers.

“Momentum has been building in
the notebook market for some time,”
said iSuppli analyst Matthew
Wilkins.

Overall, world-wide PC shipments
rose 15% to 79 million units, but the
news was mixed for the world’s top
PC makers. While Hewlett-Packard

Co. retained its position as the
world’s largest PC maker, shipping
14.9 million units, its shipment
growth of 13.5% was slower than the
overall market. Dell Inc., which has
the No. 2 spot, saw shipments grow
10.7%. Shipments at Lenovo Group
Ltd., in fourth place, rose 7.3%.

The big winner was No. 3 Acer
Inc., for which shipments rose nearly
80%, thanks largely to demand for
netbooks, iSuppli said. That growth
could raise concerns for companies
like Apple Inc., since it indicates that
consumers will sacrifice some func-
tions in favor of a smaller, cheaper
computer, said Richard Doherty, an
analyst with Envisioneering Group.

Apple lost a bit of market share be-
tween the second and third quarters,
going to 3.2% from 3.7%, iSuppli said.
Apple ended up in seventh place for
total shipments, though it’s third-
quarter shipments rose 21% from last
year. Gene Munster, an analyst with
Piper Jaffray who tracks Apple, said
the company’s third-quarter num-
bers may look worse than they
should, since many consumers
waited to buy Apple PCs until Octo-
ber, when the company introduced
new products.

By Shirley S. Wang

Patients with a particular gene
variant appear to respond less effec-
tively to the anticlotting agent Plavix
than those with the normal version of
the gene, according to studies pub-
lished in medical journals Monday.

Three independent research
groups studied data from patients tak-
ing Plavix over a number of years and
found that individuals with the gene
variation had higher rates of heart at-
tack, death and other cardiac-related
events. The gene variant appears to
reduce the function of an enzyme
needed to activate the medicine.

Plavix, which is sold by Sanofi-
Aventis SA of France and Bristol-My-
ers Squibb Co. of the U.S. and which
has annual sales of $8.5 billion,
doesn’t work for some patients. The
studies offer evidence that at least a
portion of those patients have a ge-
netic variation that reduces their re-
sponse to the medicine.

The three studies, one published
in the Lancet and two in the New
England Journal of Medicine, exam-
ined different patient populations,
and the exact rates of risk varied by
study. In the Lancet study of pa-
tients under the age of 40 who had
previously had a heart attack, the
risk of having a new heart attack or
death was three times greater for
those with the gene variation.

“It’s not that Plavix is harmful;
it’s that it’s not effective” for those
patients at conventional doses, said
Gilles Montalescot, a professor of
cardiology at the Hôpital Pitié-
Salpêtrière in Paris and an author on
the Lancet paper. “Does it mean peo-
ple should not take the drug? Abso-
lutely not,” said Douglas Weaver,

president of the American College of
Cardiology and head of cardiology at
the Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit,
who wasn’t involved in the studies.

Instead, they might benefit from
higher dosages, though research is
needed to determine whether they
would respond or could tolerate a dif-
ferent dose, according to Dr. Weaver.
“It also opens the door for newer, im-
proved drugs that might not be
turned off in this sort of way,” he said.

Such a drug could be Eli Lilly &
Co.’s investigational drug prasugrel,
which received endorsement Friday
for approval in Europe but whose use
in the U.S. has been twice delayed by
the Food and Drug Administration.
Prasugrel appears to work through
different mechanisms than Plavix and
may depend less on the enzyme con-
trolled by the gene under study.

There is some dispute about just
how many individuals are affected by
these findings. About 30% of the pop-
ulation are carriers for one copy of
the nonworking version of the gene,
but only 3% carry two nonworking
copies. One research group from Har-
vard Medical School found evidence
that patients with just one copy saw
decreased effectiveness and those
with two were affected even more.

But researchers from Université
Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris, who
studied a larger and more heteroge-
neous population, found that only
those with two copies had higher
rates of cardiovascular events, ac-
cording to author Tabassome Simon,
an associate professor of pharmacol-
ogy. A test for the gene isn’t readily
available in laboratories yet.

The two studies in the New Eng-
land Journal of Medicine were
funded in part by drug companies.
Multiple authors from all three stud-
ies have served as consultants or re-
ceived industry grants. A Bristol-
Myers spokeswoman said the com-
pany and Sanofi-Aventis carefully
review data on the safety and effi-
cacy of Plavix. Lilly declined to com-
ment.

Fiat SpA

Italian car maker Fiat SpA on
Monday agreed to pay $7 million in
fines to settle U.S. Justice Depart-
ment charges that its subsidiaries
bribed Iraqi officials in exchange for
contracts funded by the United Na-
tions. Three Fiat units paid $4.4 mil-
lion in kickbacks for contracts un-
der the U.N. Oil-for-Food program,
according to documents filed at U.S.
District Court in Washington. The
charges will be dismissed if Fiat
pays the fines and agrees to assist in
the department’s investigation into
the Oil-for-Food program. Fiat set-
tled a similar complaint by the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, agreeing to pay $3.6 million in
penalties and $7.2 million in profits.

GlaxoSmithKline PLC

GlaxoSmithKline PLC and Arche-
mix Corp. said Tuesday they will
work together to develop drugs for
inflammatory diseases in a deal val-
ued at more than $1.4 billion. The
pharmaceutical companies said
they will be studying aptamers,
which bind to disease-causing pro-
teins to stop them from having an ef-
fect. They hope to develop as many
as seven drugs to treat inflamma-
tory diseases such as rheumatoid ar-
thritis and inflammatory bowel dis-
ease, the companies said. Massachu-
setts-based Archemix will do the re-
search into the potential new drugs,
starting with a $27.5 million pay-
ment from London-based Glaxo.
Archemix will then be eligible to re-
ceive up to $200 million in pay-
ments for each of the drugs.

Lufthansa AG

Regulator increases price
for Austrian Airlines stake

Austria’s Takeover Commission
has set the price Lufthansa AG will
pay for free-floating shares in Aus-
trian Airlines AG at Œ4.49 ($6.26) a
share, slightly more than indicated
earlier, Lufthansa’s law firm said
late Monday. Earlier this month,
Lufthansa agreed to buy Austrian
state holding company ÖIAG’s
41.56% stake in Austrian Airlines for
up to Œ377 million. At the time,
Lufthansa said it expected to offer
Œ4.44 for each share not owned by
ÖIAG. It said Monday that the Take-
over Commission’s calculation in-
cluded more data than it had used
originally. Lufthansa’s bid is condi-
tional on reaching a 75% stake.

Deutsche Telekom AG

Telecom giants Deutsche Tele-
kom AG and Vodafone Group PLC
will work together to expand high-
speed VDSL Internet broadband ser-
vices in Germany, the companies
said on Tuesday. The two companies
would begin next year by expanding
in two German cities—Wuerzburg
and Heilbronn—giving about 50,000
households in each city access to the
super-fast network. So far, 50 cities
in Germany have access to VDSL, or
very high bit-rate digital-subscriber
line, a faster version of standard
broadband technology. The network
has been a source of tension be-
tween the German government and
the European Commission, which
has said the German government
should do more to allow Deutsche
Telekom’s competitors access to the
VDSL network.
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Parteners of the Foundation:
A. Lange & Söhne – Antoine Preziuso – Audemars Piguet – Baume & Mercier – Boucheron
Cartier Chanel – Chopard – Corum Daniel Roth – Fédération de l’industrie horlogère suisse
Gérald Genta – Girard-Perregaux – Greubel Forsey – La Montre Hermès – Hublot – IWC– Jaeger-
LeCoultre – JeanRichard – Montblanc – Musée de l’horlogerie et de l’émaillerie, Genève
Musée d’Horlogerie Beyer, Zürich – Musée d’horlogerie du Locle, Château-des-Monts
Musée internationald’horlogerie, La Chaux-de-Fonds – Panerai – Parmigiani – Perrelet – Piaget
Richard Mille – Roger Dubuis – TAG Heuer – Vacheron Constantin – Van Cleef & Arpels
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n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 12/22 GBP 6.47 –31.6 –31.0 –15.1
Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 12/22 EUR 5.72 –40.3 –39.9 –20.8
Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 12/22 USD 10.02 –52.8 –51.9 –19.9
Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 12/22 EUR 10.68 –39.5 –39.6 –19.4
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 12/22 USD 12.00 –40.9 –39.7 –19.9
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 12/22 EUR 6.37 –42.6 –42.3 –22.3
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 12/22 EUR 8.12 –42.3 –42.0 –23.3
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 12/22 JPY 433.15 –43.9 –42.7 –28.6
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 12/22 USD 8.38 –21.8 –21.4 –10.4
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 12/22 USD 10.15 –10.4 –10.3 –4.6
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 12/22 EUR 8.96 –18.9 –18.8 –10.9
Andorfons EU BD AND 12/22 EUR 11.97 –21.8 –21.7 –13.2
Andorfons Alternative Premium OT OT AND 10/31 EUR 97.79 –15.8 –16.5 –4.5
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 12/22 EUR 8.06 –30.5 –30.3 –16.6
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 12/22 EUR 8.02 –39.1 –38.1 –20.7

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 12/05 USD 122453.88 –53.1 –53.2 –23.2

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT OT LUX 12/23 EUR 10.06 –1.1 –1.0 0.3
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 12/23 EUR 173.75 –31.1 –29.3 –12.4
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 12/23 EUR 152.42 –25.5 –23.7 –9.0
DJE-Div& Substanz P GL EQ LUX 12/23 EUR 172.37 –27.7 –26.7 –11.0
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 12/23 EUR 123.52 –34.1 –31.0 –13.0
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 12/23 EUR 119.43 –2.2 –1.9 –0.1
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 12/23 EUR 93.00 –48.6 –49.0 –12.4
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 12/23 EUR 90.89 –49.8 –50.1 –13.4
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 12/23 EUR 14.29 –25.9 –25.0 –7.6
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 12/23 EUR 9.21 –57.1 –56.4 –25.8

n EAST CAPITAL

n website: www.eastcapital.com
Ph: +46 (0) 8 505 88 505, Fax: +46 (0)8 505 88 508
(Lux) E Eur ConvgnceEUR EE EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 38.62 –64.8 –64.6 NS
(Lux) E Eur ConvgnceUSD EE EQ LUX 12/22 USD 41.51 –66.4 –65.5 NS
(Lux) Russian EUR EE EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 31.03 –72.7 –73.2 NS
(Lux) Russian USD EE EQ LUX 12/22 USD 33.33 –74.0 –73.9 NS
Balkan Fund EE EQ SWE 12/22 SEK 11.24 –66.3 –65.6 –30.4
Baltic Fund EE EQ SWE 12/22 SEK 31.81 –56.8 –56.5 –33.3
Eastern European Fund EU EQ SWE 12/22 SEK 20.29 –63.0 –63.3 –31.3

Russian Fund EE EQ SWE 12/22 SEK 566.78 –67.6 –68.1 –35.5
Turkish Fund EE EQ SWE 12/22 SEK 4.66 –59.4 –58.3 –21.4

n HERITAGE FUND MANAGEMENT
info@heritagefunds.ch www.heritagefunds.ch
HF-China Abs Ret OT OT CHE 11/27 CHF 69.68 –53.9 –51.2 –19.2
HF-World Bds Abs Ret OT OT CHE 11/27 USD 71.92 –21.2 –20.7 –9.6

n HERMES FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (EGYPT) LIMITED, AMSALES@EFG-HERMES.COM
Tel: 9714 363 4041 *Middle East & Developing Africa Fund
EFG-Hermes Egypt GL EQ BMU 11/28 USD 31.79 –50.6 –48.5 –7.3
EFG-Hermes MEDA* GL EQ BMU 11/28 USD 19.29 –46.7 –44.0 –8.2
EFG-Hermes Saudi Arabia Equity EA EQ SAU 12/14 SAR 4.88 NS NS NS
EFG-Hermes Telecom OT EQ BMU 11/28 USD 25.11 –34.4 –33.7 –3.4

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 12/22 USD 243.55 –21.9 –21.7 –9.4
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 12/22 USD 130.25 –51.9 –50.8 –20.0
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 12/19 EUR 73.89 –49.4 –48.5 –28.9
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 12/22 USD 134.38 –52.6 –51.7 –27.4
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 12/22 USD 139.41 –48.9 –48.4 –26.8
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 12/22 USD 129.01 –12.1 –10.9 –4.4
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 12/22 USD 86.57 –50.9 –49.6 –20.4
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 12/22 USD 97.00 –43.2 –43.8 –22.9
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 12/22 USD 123.31 –46.7 –47.7 –28.2

n KREDIETBANK LUXEMBOURG
www.kbl.lu Fax : +352 47 97 73 911
DSF 25/75 EU BA LUX 12/22 EUR 291.22 –19.3 –19.2 –9.6
DSF 50/50 EU BA LUX 12/22 EUR 215.02 –27.6 –27.6 –14.4
DSF 75/25 EU BA LUX 12/22 EUR 161.31 –35.8 –35.8 –19.6
KBC Eq (L) Europe EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 376.31 –50.5 –50.3 –29.8
KBC Eq (L) Japan JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 16621.00 –43.8 –43.5 –30.5
KBC Eq (L) NthAmer EUR US EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 440.80 –42.8 –43.4 –21.9
KBC Eq (L) NthAmer USD US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 640.82 –41.2 –41.8 –19.7
KBL Key America EUR US EQ LUX 12/19 EUR 313.54 –46.4 –45.1 –23.5
KBL Key America USD US EQ LUX 12/19 USD 327.12 –45.8 –44.5 –22.0
KBL Key East Europe EU EQ LUX 12/19 EUR 1076.68 –68.3 –67.9 –39.0
KBL Key Eur Sm Cie EU EQ LUX 12/19 EUR 617.42 –55.0 –53.8 –33.5
KBL Key Europe EU EQ LUX 12/19 EUR 513.76 –41.8 –40.7 –23.9
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Taiwan’s exports, industrial output decline

Mergers cause shift in bank hubs
Cleveland no longer
in top 10 after vote
to sell National City
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By Dan Fitzpatrick

Shareholders in Charlotte, N.C.,
and Cleveland voted Tuesday to sell
hometown banks Wachovia Corp.
and National City Corp. to rivals in
San Francisco and Pittsburgh, as the
industry’s geography continues to
be reshaped by aggressive, govern-
ment-encouraged consolidation.

Both Wachovia and National City
were forced to find buyers once reg-
ulators determined they weren’t
likely to survive this year’s financial
crisis if they remained independent.

Already gone from the nation’s
top-10 banking centers as measured
by assets are Seattle and Calabasas,
Calif., formerly headquarters to the
vanquished Washington Mutual Inc.
and Countrywide Financial Corp.

Cleveland was the nation’s fifth-
largest banking center before 2008’s
turmoil began, according to data
from SNL Financial, and will drop
from the top 10 once the year is over.
The other major banks left in that
city, KeyCorp. and Amtrust Bank, re-
main hobbled by loan losses.

Pittsburgh, home to National
City acquirer PNC Financial Ser-
vices Group Inc., would rise to
fourth-largest among U.S. banking
centers, marking a comeback for a
city that gave birth to a litany of fin-
anciers and provided capital for
many of America’s first large indus-
trial enterprises.

In 2007, Pittsburgh lost to New
York the headquarters of Mellon Fi-
nancial Corp., a bank founded by
the Mellon family and once run by
1920s Treasury Secretary Andrew
Mellon.

Charlotte’s hold on the title of
second-largest banking hub outside
New York also will be tested with
the loss of Wachovia to San Fran-
cisco-based Wells Fargo & Co.

Once a sleepy railroad and mill
town, Charlotte became a banking
powerhouse in the 1980s and 1990s
on the backs of two rivals—NCNB
Corp. and First Union Corp.—and
their acquisitions of other banks
across the country.

In 2001, Wachovia emerged from
the combination of First Union and
the old Winston-Salem, N.C.-based
Wachovia. First Union took the
Wachovia name, which is derived
from a moniker given to North Caro-
lina land purchased by Moravians in
the 18th century, “Wachau,” accord-
ing to corporate history.

But Wachovia ran into problems
following its 2006 acquisition of Cal-
ifornia adjustable-rate-mortgage
lender Golden West Financial Corp.,
which exposed it to large mortgage
losses. Last quarter, Wachovia
posted a loss of $23.88 billion, one
of the largest losses in U.S. corpo-
rate history.

A decade ago, NCNB successor
NationsBank, the larger of the Char-
lotte banks, poached San Fran-
cisco’s trademark financial institu-
tion, BankAmerica, in a deal valued
at $43.02 billion. The Charlotte
bank then adopted the name Bank
of America Corp. and folded BankA-
merica into its Charlotte headquar-

ters in the Southeast, prompting la-
ments about California’s loss of in-
fluence in financial circles.

Now San Francisco is returning
the favor, snagging Wachovia from
Charlotte. That “can only be viewed
as banking karma,” said Miami bank-
ing consultant Ken Thomas.

Job cuts in Charlotte are ex-
pected next year once Wells com-
pletes the acquisition. Wachovia em-
ploys about 20,000 in the Charlotte
area, making it a larger local em-
ployer than Bank of America. Only
one of 11 senior officers in the com-

bined Wells-Wachovia will be from
Wachovia and a longtime Wells exec-
utive will be in charge of the bank’s
eastern region, exacerbating local
tensions about a loss of control and
influence in 2009. Wells Chief Execu-
tive John Stumpf told Wachovia em-
ployees earlier this year that he
could make “no promises.”

“The first quarter is going to hit
this city like a ton of bricks,” said
Tony Plath, a finance professor at
the University of North Carolina-
Charlotte.

To be sure, the major bank left in
Charlotte, Bank of America, is a big
one. With the purchases this year of
California mortgage lender Country-
wide Financial Corp. and New York

securities firm Merrill Lynch & Co.,
Bank of America will become the na-
tion’s largest bank in terms of as-
sets. But even Bank of America has
stumbled, given its broad exposure
to consumer credit problems. It is
planning 30,000 to 35,000 job cuts
over the next three years.

Wachovia’s sale to Wells also
ends the scrappy crosstown Char-
lotte bank competition that played a
key role in reshaping retail banking
across the U.S. for more than two de-
cades. But Bank of America Chief Ex-
ecutive Kenneth Lewis now views
Wells Fargo as a tougher competitor
than Wachovia, according to people
familiar with his thinking.

The current leadership of Wells
and Bank of America have been bat-
tling for the top spot in California
since 1998, when Minneapolis-based
Norwest Corp. merged with Wells.

Cleveland also anxiously awaits
its fate. The 163-year-old National
City employs 7,800 workers in the
Ohio city, and the bank was long
viewed as a stalwart lender in the
Midwest. Its gamble to become a ma-
jor U.S. mortgage lender by diving
into subprime mortgages and home-
equity loans outside its Ohio foot-
print led to $2.66 billion in net
losses during the first nine months
of 2008.

Cleveland, with high levels of
foreclosures and unemployment,
“will unfortunately be hurt even
more with this loss,” said Mr.
Thomas, the banking consultant.
PNC has made assurances about
jobs and community programs, but
“the buying bank always publicly as-
sures the residents of the losing
city,” he said.

By Jin-Young Yook

SEOUL—South Korea’s financial
watchdog said it had reached an
agreement with the country’s main
creditor banks to evaluate struggling
construction companies and small
shipbuilders, with the aim of restruc-
turing and consolidating the sectors.

Financial Supervisory Service
Governor Kim Jong-chang said the
banks will conduct credit-risk evalu-
ations for companies facing liquid-
ity problems amid the global finan-
cial turmoil. The banks will support
the viable firms through cash injec-
tions and shepherd the weakest
firms into bankruptcy.

Construction firms in particular
have suffered as demand for hous-
ing units has dropped and more
than 150,000 new apartment units
remain unsold.

The news follows Dec. 9 talks be-
tween the Financial Services Commis-
sion, which develops and implements
financial-sector regulations and poli-
cies, and the FSS, which enforces
them and supervises the system.

Those talks prompted a policy en-
couraging the liquidation of nonvia-
ble companies and reviving the cor-
porate sector through restructur-
ing. The FSS announcement Tues-
day outlined how that policy will be
implemented.

The banks began setting up task
forces Tuesday. The teams will estab-
lish guidelines for industry-specific
credit-risk assessment by the end of
the year, and the banks will begin
making evaluations about compa-
nies early in 2009.

The companies that will come un-
der scrutiny include 26 small and
medium-sized shipbuilders that re-
ceive orders from overseas, as well
as construction companies with
more than five billion won ($3.8 mil-
lion) in loans, Mr. Kim said.

The FSC last week said it would
launch a 20 trillion won bank recapi-
talization fund in January to support
banks that may experience losses re-
lated to corporate-sector restructur-
ing. The fund will help banks raise
their capital bases and access cash
when needed until the end of 2009.

Tuesday’s announcement hurt
sentiment on Korea’s stock exchange,
with the benchmark index falling 3%.

“The government’s official an-
nouncement to soon begin restructur-
ing construction firms fanned con-
cerns about who will be subject to the
restructuring process and how many
firms will fall,” said Lee Jin-woo, an
analyst at Mirae Asset Securities.

South Korea plan
may spur builders
to consolidate

By Perris Lee Choon Siong

TAIPEI—Taiwan reported
record declines in export and indus-
trial production data, underscoring
how the global economic downturn
is hammering the export-reliant
economy.

Data showing plunging demand
from China and the U.S., as well as
plummeting output of all manner of
the island’s technology products,
led economists to warn that Tai-
wan’s economy may bottom out
only in the second quarter of next
year—at the earliest.

Even with the central bank cut-
ting interest rates and the govern-
ment bulking up on spending, “little

or no economic growth in 2009” is
likely, said Tine Olsen, an economist
with Moody’s Economy.com.

Exports orders, an indicator of
export activity in the next one to
two months, plunged nearly 29% in
November to $22.8 billion from a
year earlier, the Ministry of Eco-
nomic Affairs said.

November’s decline was bigger
than the median forecast 10% fall in
a Dow Jones Newswires poll of 11
economists; it widened from Octo-
ber’s 5.6% decline.

Industrial output in November
fell a preliminary 28% from a year
earlier, bigger than the median
15.85% decline forecast by 12 econo-
mists surveyed by Dow Jones.

Corporate job cuts by Taiwanese
tech companies grappling with fall-
ing revenue will only further
weaken the economy and “the weak
data will continue for some time,”
said Alan Liao, an economist with
Chinatrust Commercial Bank.

Among IT companies slashing
costs, chip giant Taiwan Semicon-
ductor Manufacturing Co. has told
employees to take unpaid leave and
flat panel maker Chi Mei Optoelec-
tronics Corp. has laid off some tem-
porary workers while cutting execu-
tive pay by 10%.

Huang Ji-shih, director of the
economic statistics department,
said full-year 2008 industrial out-
put will fall and growth in export or-

ders will be slightly above zero at
best. “There is clearly a domino ef-
fect in the world, as demand from
the U.S. shrinks, that hurts China’s
exports, and consequently Tai-
wan’s,” he said. “Hopefully things
will hit a bottom in the second quar-
ter next year and we’ll be back to
growth again in the third quarter.”

Orders from the U.S. fell a record
29% in November to $5.36 billion; or-
ders from China and Hong Kong to-
gether plunged by 45% to $4.55 bil-
lion, the second biggest monthly de-
cline after a 50% drop in March
1986, Mr. Huang said. Manufactur-
ing output, the biggest component
of the island’s industrial output, fell
29% from a year earlier.

National City was
long viewed as a
stalwart lender
in the Midwest.
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By Sarah E. Needleman

While the U.S. employment land-
scapelookssparse right now,the out-
look for 2009 isn’t uniformly bleak—
and is downright bright in some re-
cession-resistant industries.

Employers that provide neces-
sary products and services—hospi-

tals and insurers,
for example—tend
to always need re-
cruits. And areas
employers deem

critical to their survival, like ac-
counting and information technol-
ogy, rarely get cut. Some fields, such
as bankruptcy law and crisis-man-
agement consulting, are thriving be-
cause of the downturn.

Health care and education are
two industries where hiring is fairly
steady, no matter the economy, says
Brendan Courtney, senior vice presi-
dent and group executive at Mergis
Group, a national staffing firm. “Peo-
ple still keep getting sick, and peo-
ple still keep going to college,” he
says. In some cases, the demand for
candidates outstrips the supply.

In the medical field, there aren’t
enough nurses, home-health aides,
medical assistants and pharmacy
technicians to fill vacancies at
health-care providers, such as hospi-
tals and clinics, says Dennis Damp,
author of “Healthcare Job Explo-
sion.” Medical or teaching degrees
aren’t necessarily required to get a
job in these industries. Like most
employers, hospitals and schools
need professionals in an array of
business areas, including manage-
ment, finance, communications, in-
formation technology and adminis-
trative services.

At Kaiser Permanente, a non-
profit health-care system with 36
hospitals across the U.S., 16,000 to
18,000 positions typically open up
every year and will continue to do
so in 2009, says Jason Phillips, vice
president of national recruitment
services. Though most of those va-
cancies are for medical profession-

als, around one-third are filled with
job hunters with business back-
grounds, he says.

In education, teachers are sorely
needed at public schools throughout
thenation,says MichelleHudgins,se-
nior press officer for the National Ed-
ucation Association in Washington,
D.C.Someschooldistrictsareevenof-
fering to pay recruits’ student loans
to entice candidates, she adds. Still,
low wages deter many professionals
from entering the field.

To be sure, vacancies in even rela-
tively resilient sectors are less prev-
alent today than they were even a
year ago. And while employers have

already eliminated nearly two mil-
lion jobs in 2008, more are expected
to downsize next year. In particular,
the hiring outlook is anticipated to
remain bleak in areas like financial
services, real estate and manufactur-
ing. But by focusing on sectors that
offer the best prospects, job hunters
and career-changers may be able to
boost their odds of success.

Besides education and health
care, insurance is another reliable
industry, says Robert Hartwig, an
economist and president of the In-
surance Information Institute, a
trade group based in New York. “In-
surance is not a discretionary pur-

chase,” he says. People always need
coverage in case of natural disas-
ters, health-care expenses and auto
accidents, for example.

Many insurers will assist re-
cruits in obtaining necessary li-
censes and certifications, adds Mr.
Hartwig. What’s more, many jobs in
the insurance industry use skills
that are prevalent in fields like cor-
porate finance, law and customer
service, making a switch more feasi-
ble. “The industry hires people with
enormously diverse backgrounds
and at all levels of experience,” says
Mr. Hartwig.

Industry experience isn’t re-
quired to land a job at Travelers
Cos., an insurer with 165 U.S. loca-
tions and 33,000 employees. “We
look across the board for people
who are ambitious, collaborative
and have great communication
skills,” says Matt Hamlet, vice presi-
dent of talent acquisition. Based in
St. Paul, Minn., the company regu-
larly has openings for prospective
and experienced underwriters, actu-
aries and claims adjusters, he says.

There are also key areas where
businesses—including those that
are struggling—can’t go without
help, says Jon Zion, president of
eastern U.S. operations at staffing
firm Robert Half International Inc.
“There’s still work to be done,” he
says. “And in bad times, [some] func-
tions become even more essential.”

Information technology is one
such area, says Mr. Zion. Indeed,
there are more than 62,000 employ-
ment ads currently listed on the
technology job site Dice.com. IT po-
sitions are plentiful—even at compa-
nies that outsource jobs overseas.
Systems administrators and help-
desk technicians are still in demand,
says Mr. Zion.

Certain areas of business are
also kept well-staffed. Accountants
in particular are highly coveted,
says Mr. Zion, because employers
rely on them to manage their finan-
cial systems, file their taxes and han-
dle other tasks that are imperative

no matter the economy. A recent
search for accounting jobs at Career-
Builder.com—staff, tax and cost ac-
counting positions—produced
more than 28,000 ads. Internal audi-
tor, credit-collections specialist and
operations analyst are other fi-
nance roles that many employers
place a premium on, adds Mr. Zion.

Engineering is another promis-
ing area for job hunters, says Art Lu-
cas, chief executive officer of Lucas
Group, a global recruiting firm.
“Companies still need people who
can come in and design products,”
he says. “The manufacturing pro-
cess also needs to be efficient, so
people who have those technical en-
gineering skills are always in de-
mand.” Most sought-after are those
who specialize in environmental,
biomedical, civil, aerospace and in-
dustrial engineering, he adds.

More engineering jobs also are
likely to open up in the next year or
so, thanks to a proposed stimulus by
the incoming presidential adminis-
tration that will focus on improving
infrastructure.

Some employers say they plan to
fill more than just vacancies that oc-
cur in these critical areas in 2009.
They also intend to create more posi-
tions and hope to benefit from the
current job market’s vast talent
pool. Among them is SRI Interna-
tional, a nonprofit based in Menlo
Park, Calif., that specializes in engi-
neering, public policy, life science
and technology research. “This is a
really good opportunity for us to
grow,” says Jeanie Tooker, vice pres-
ident of human resources. SRI will
add about 100 new positions next
year, mainly for research engineers,
bioscientists, computer scientists,
education researchers and software
developers, she says.

Job hunters are also likely to find
newly added positions at organiza-
tions that flourish in economic
downturns, such as crisis-manage-
ment companies, universities, ca-
reer-services providers and law
firms that specialize in bankruptcy.

Bauxite-rich Guinea may face instability after long-term dictator’s death
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U.S. economy still has some openings
Stalwarts of previous downturns—health care , education, insurance—are joined by IT and crisis management

By Cassandra Vinograd

The death of Guinea’s longtime
dictator has triggered a political
vacuum that threatens further in-
stability in the resource-rich West
African nation, home to one of the
world’s richest deposits of baux-
ite.

Just hours after government of-

ficials announced the death of
President Lansana Conté—Guin-
ea’s chain-smoking strongman, a
general who seized power and
ruled the country with an iron fist
for nearly 25 years—a previously
unknown group of military offi-
cials declared on state television
and radio Tuesday morning that
the country’s government and con-
stitution were suspended.

Later, the prime minister,
Ahmed Tidiane Souare, said in a ra-
dio broadcast that he was still in
charge. Tanks and armed soldiers—
their allegiance unknown—were
reported headed toward the prime
minister’s office, according to the
Associated Press. Late in the day,
other military vehicles were seen
in the capital, Conakry, and state-
run radio and TV transmissions
were cut.

The moves complicate what
was expected to be a tricky turn-
over of power after Mr. Conté’s
reign. Guinea, a country of nearly
10 million about the size of the
U.K., is rich in resources, including
bauxite used to make aluminum.

But popular unrest has bedeviled
Guinea in recent years, amid soar-
ing prices for imported food and
fuel, which the country has come

to depend on after its economy
wilted under Mr. Conté’s repres-
sive and erratic rule.

The political uncertainty
poses a challenge to Guinea’s big
foreign investors, including alumi-
num giants Rio Tinto PLC and Al-
coa Inc. Rio Tinto currently is dis-
puting the government’s recent
move to strip the miner of a major
iron-ore concession.

A Rio Tinto spokesman de-
clined to comment on political de-
velopments in the country. Alcoa
said it is monitoring the situation
but so far has seen no impact on
its operations.

Mr. Conté assumed power in a
coup in 1984 following the death
of President Sékou Touré, who led
the former French colony when it
gained independence from France
in 1958. Mr. Conté left no clear suc-
cessor, but had cultivated the mili-
tary as his power base. He offered
perks, such as discounted sacks of
rice, to soldiers and provided a
steadier stream of paychecks to
the military than to other civil ser-
vants.

“He judged rightly that sur-
vival was dependent on keeping
the top brass happy and keeping
the lower ranks paid,” said Rich-
ard Moncrieff, West Africa project
director for International Crisis
Group, a group that tracks con-
flicts. “The army [is] worried
about what may happen now that
their great defender is gone,” he
said.

Human-rights groups have ac-
cused Guinea’s armed forces of
abuses, and many critics say the se-
curity services have become in-
creasingly criminalized. Without
a clear leader, factions within the
military could start to fight each
other, Mr. Moncrieff said. At-
tempts to reach government offi-
cials in Conakry weren’t success-
ful Tuesday.

The U.S. and the European
Union condemned the coup at-
tempt Tuesday. The African
Union, a pan-African political and
economic alliance, said it will
meet Wednesday to address the
situation.
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Another U.K. director used shares for loan
ICAP case follows
Carphone Warehouse;
disclosure rule murky

Michael Spencer, ranked among the U.K.’s richest people in the finance sector, also
serves as treasurer for the country’s Conservative Party.
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By Radi Khasawneh

Citigroup Inc. is set to drop out
of the top 10 of the European-bond
league tables for the first time in a
decade, according to data from
Thomson Reuters.

According to the media group’s
preliminary capital markets review,
the bank has fallen from fourth
place last year to 12th place in Eu-
rope, the Middle East, and Africa,
with 110 deals valued at $54.4 bil-
lion. Fellow U.S. banks also lost
ground in the European markets.

Of the big U.S. banks, only J.P.
Morgan Chase & Co. has maintained
a position in the top 10, showing
that they all are losing market share
in European bonds as the credit cri-
sis deepens. They have, however,
performed strongly in providing ser-
vices for European bond issues de-
nominated in dollars, showing that
companies are differentiating by re-
gion and currency.

This year, according to Thomson
Reuters, Deutsche Bank AG main-
tained its top position with 262
deals totaling $125.3 billion. The sec-
ond-, third- and fourth-placed
banks all had more deals than Deut-
sche bank, but the deals were val-
ued less. They were, from second to
fourth, Barclays PLC’s investment-
banking arm Barclays Capital, Royal
Bank of Scotland Group PLC and
BNP Paribas SA.

The last time Citigroup was out
of the top 10 in the preliminary capi-
tal-markets review was in 1998,
when the Russian economy went
into meltdown and the country de-
faulted on its debt. In 1998, it ranked
14th in the Thomson table, with 217
deals worth $20.2 billion.

Citigroup had a similarly momen-
tous year in 2008. Last month, it got
a second capital infusion that left the
U.S. government as the bank’s larg-
est shareholder, with a 7.8% stake.
Data provider Dealogic’s prelimi-

nary rankings for debt capital mar-
kets, which include all book-running
credits, also show that Citigroup has
dropped out of the top 10 in Europe,
the Middle East and Africa.

In Thomson Reuters’s bond rank-
ings for the world, the placements re-
main largely unchanged from last
year. Barclays Capital and J.P. Morgan
Chase still hold first and second
place. They brought $341.8 billion
and $334.4 billion of bonds to market.
Citigroup slipped one place to fourth
behind Deutsche Bank on that table.

Despite steep declines in fees
across the board, Bank of America
Corp. has made solid gains in its po-
sition in both global bonds and syn-
dicated loans. In global bonds, the
bank climbed from 10th to fourth,
with $670.6 million of fees, com-
pared with the $1.1 billion collected
by J.P. Morgan Chase, in first place.
The latter saw its fees halved com-
pared with last year.

On syndicated loans, J.P. Morgan
Chase collected $561 million of fees,
giving it the top spot, but its fees
were down from $1.3 billion. Bank of
America had the second spot with
$515 million, down from $794 mil-
lion last year, which won the bank
fourth place then.

Dealogic’s global book-runner
rankings for debt capital markets
show Barclays Capital at the top with
$356.4 billion of deals, with J.P. Mor-
gan Chase a close second with $345.9
billion. The Europe, Middle East and
Africa table was also close, with RBS
taking first place at $134.8 billion.

By Matt Turner

T HE FOUNDER and chief execu-
tive of the world’s biggest inter-
dealer broker by revenue, ICAP

PLC, said Tuesday he used shares in
broker Numis Securities Ltd., a com-
pany he chairs, as collateral for a loan
to a private investment company in
which he owns a majority stake.

The revelation from Michael
Spencer follows the resignation this
month of the co-founder of Car-
phone Warehouse Group PLC,
David Ross, as deputy chairman of
the U.K. retailer after he failed to dis-
close a similar loan arrangement.
Mr. Ross had used Carphone Ware-
house shares, as well as shares in
three other companies where he had
served on the boards, to secure per-
sonal loans. After the revelation, he
also quit roles linked to prepara-
tions for the London 2012 Olympics.

It’s unclear whether Mr. Spencer
violated any rules. A statement re-
leased by Numis on Mr. Spencer’s be-
half said he had previously believed
it unnecessary to disclose the infor-
mation about his loan. ICAP, which
acts as an intermediary between
dealers of financial instruments, de-
clined to comment.

Advisers of Numis at Pricewater-
houseCoopers said that neither
Pricewaterhouse nor Numis were
aware that the shares had been

pledged, but that after Mr. Ross’s
troubles, Pricewaterhouse checked
with all the directors. Mr. Spencer
made Pricewaterhouse aware of his
position Monday, according to the ad-
visers, and Pricewaterhouse decided
to make a public disclosure. Pricewa-

terhouse said the Financial Services
Authority’s rules weren’t clear on
mandatory disclosure relating to
shares listed on the the London Stock
Exchange Group PLC’s alternative
AIM market.

Carphone Warehouse’s shares fell
4.3% on the day Mr. Ross’s loans were
announced, partly because investors
feared that if Mr. Ross’s lenders
forced him to sell the shares to meet
his loan requirement, that would
hurt the share price. Numis shares
rose 3.4% Tuesday.

According to the Numis state-
ment, Mr. Spencer, who also is trea-
surer of the U.K.’s Conservative Party,
pledged the shares, registered in the
name of Mr. Spencer’s private invest-
ment company, IPGL Ltd., as collat-
eral for a loan from HSBC Holdings
PLC. The loan-facility agreement was
signed on Oct. 6 and replaced a simi-
lar agreement, under which Numis
shares were also pledged, signed on
Jan. 22 this year. Based on Tuesday’s
closing price, the Numis shares were
worth £15.9 million.

IPGL, with its wholly owned sub-
sidiary INCAP Finance, is a private
investment company 55%-owned by
Mr. Spencer, his wife and family
trusts. As such, dealings in Numis
shares by the company are required
to be disclosed under AIM rules.

Numis said in the statement that
it had been advised at the time of
the loan that the “granting of secu-
rity over Numis shares under nor-

mal corporate borrowing facilities
did not amount to a dealing within
the meaning of the AIM Rules.”

According to a mortgage filing
with the U.K.’s Companies House
registry, other IPGL shares pledged
as collateral include those of busi-
ness-park focused property com-
pany Dawnay Day Sirius Ltd., Euro-
pean Derivatives Clearing House
and NYSE Euronext.

IPGL’s most recent results filing,
from 2007, shows that profits on so-
called ordinary activities fell to £34.3
million ($50.9 million) from £48.9
million the year before, and the
amount owed by creditors almost
doubled to £449.8 million. That was
in part due to the collapse of Sentinel
Group Management, a U.S. cash-man-
agement firm that filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy in August 2007.

— NOTICE TO READERS —

The articles on this page on the
securities and investment-banking
industry are provided by Financial
News, a Dow Jones company in
London that publishes the
Financial News Web site (www.efi-
nancialnews.com) and Financial
News weekly newspaper.

Citi loses its top-10 spot
in Europe debt rankings
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Mr. Spencer said he
hadn’t thought it
necessary to reveal
the information.
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Rear Adm. Xiao Xinnian, center, said Tuesday in a news conference that China’s
warships were prepared to fight pirates in international waters off Somalia.

Five convicted in U.S. terror plot
Foiling of plan to kill
U.S. soldiers is cited
as Bush-era success

Faten Shnewer addresses media Monday. Her son, Mohamad Ibrahim Shnewer,
and four others were convicted of plotting an attack on U.S. soldiers at Fort Dix.

By Shai Oster

BEIJING—China’s top military
spokesman said the country is “seri-
ously” considering adding a first air-
craft carrier to its navy fleet, a fresh
indication of its growing military pro-
file as it prepares for its first major
naval deployment abroad.

At a rare news conference Tues-
day, Chinese defense ministry offi-
cials played down the importance of
Beijing’s decision to send warships
to the Gulf of Aden to curb piracy—
China’s first such deployment in
modern history—saying it doesn’t
represent a shift in defense policy.
The two destroyers and a supply
ship are to depart Friday for the Mid-
dle East.

But officials also made clear that
China’s navy, which has been invest-
ing heavily in ships and aircraft,
now has the capability to conduct
complex operations far from its
coastal waters—and that Beijing is
continuing to expand its reach and
capability, perhaps with a carrier.

It is unclear what parts of an air-
craft carrier China would build it-
self and what parts it might need to
acquire from abroad. China has
bought carriers before, but none of
them ended up in the country’s
fleet. In 1985, China purchased a de-
commissioned carrier from Austra-
lia. It was scrapped after Chinese
technicians studied the ship, but a
replica of the flight deck was built
for pilot training. China later ac-
quired three former Soviet carriers.
Two have been turned into floating
military theme parks, while the Pen-
tagon says the third—unfinished
when purchased—has undergone
work; but it remains unclear what
China plans to do with it.

In some of the most direct public
statements on current thinking be-

hind Beijing’s naval policy, military
spokesman Col. Huang Xueping said
Tuesday “China has vast oceans,
and it is the sovereign responsibil-
ity of China’s armed forces to en-
sure the country’s maritime secu-
rity and uphold the sovereignty of
its costal waters as well as its mari-
time rights and interests.”

Col. Huang said China is “seri-

ously considering” adding an air-
craft carrier to its fleet, as “the air-
craft carrier is a symbol of a coun-
try’s overall national strength, as
well as the competitiveness of the
country’s naval force.”

China has stepped up spending
on the country’s navy and the rest of
its armed forces in an effort to mod-
ernize and strengthen them. Much

of the defense push has been driven
by China’s increasingly global com-
mercial interests. The Chinese econ-
omy depends on trade and imported
oil and raw materials.

China says its ships in the Gulf of
Aden will operate under United Na-
tions rules of engagement, includ-
ing a U.N. policy on when to engage
pirates. “We are sending our naval
force as part of international cooper-
ation, according to a specific situa-
tion,” Capt. Ma Luping, director of
the navy bureau of China’s general
staff, said at the news conference.
However, China doesn’t plan to “al-
ways send the navy whenever there
is the loss of Chinese personnel or
Chinese property,” he said.

The new mission includes protect-
ing deliveries of humanitarian aid to
Somalia. China will cooperate with
other navies and commercial ships
operating in the area, Capt. Ma said.
Mr. Ma said piracy has been quickly
growing in the Gulf of Aden—along a
critical international shipping route—
with seven attacks on Chinese ships
this year.

 —Gordon Fairclough in Shanghai
contributed to this article.

China weighs adding aircraft carrier to fleet

By Daniel Michaels

And Adam Cohen

A simmering fight over airline-
passenger rights in Europe threat-
ens to flare up again in the wake of a
European Union court ruling that
puts greater pressure on carriers to
compensate travelers when planes
are grounded for technical reasons.

Monday’s ruling by the European
Court of Justice says carriers must
compensate passengers for flights
that are cancelled or severely de-
layed due to technical or mechanical
problems. The ruling—which stems
from a lawsuit involving Italian flag
carrier Alitalia SpA—focuses on one
aspect of the EU’s Passenger Bill of
Rights, passed in 2004, that estab-
lished compensation levels and pen-
alties for airlines that bump passen-
gers or cancel flights for other than
“exceptional circumstances.”

Representatives for Alitalia
couldn’t be reached for comment.

Airlines said on Tuesday that the
ruling could undermine safety be-
cause it might prompt carriers to
make decisions based on economic
factors rather than safety. “The Euro-
pean Commission is putting passen-
ger rights ahead of passenger safety,”
the European Regional Airline Associ-
ation, a trade group, said in a state-
ment. During the case, airlines had ar-
gued that if a carrier has to make its
decision on whether to operate a
plane that has potential technical
problems on economic factors, it is
more likely that the operator will take
greater risks and push safety limits.

The European Commission, the
EU’s governing body that had been
on the other side of the case, had ar-
gued that aircraft technical prob-
lems cannot be defined as excep-
tional occurrences because it is an
airline’s responsibility to make sure
the planes are technically sound.

Commenting on Monday’s ruling,
the European Commission’s top
transportation official, Antonio
Tajani, said the verdict confirmed
the commission’s view.

The case under dispute involved a
flight in 2005 from Vienna to the
southern Italian city of Brindisi on Ital-
ian carrier Alitalia SpA, which was
cancelled because of engine problems
that took several weeks to repair. An
Austrian passenger took legal action
against Alitalia over the cancellation.
Alitalia is currently in bankruptcy re-
organization and was recently sold to
a group of Italian private investors.

Carriers and air-safety specialists
say one reason that the rate of air ac-
cidents has decreased dramatically
over recent years is that operators
have largely made safety a priority
over profits. EU officials and con-
sumer-rights groups contend that
passengers are entitled to the service
they pay to receive, and if that cannot
be delivered, then carriers should
compensate fliers. The EU and air-
lines have long argued over what con-
ditions are “exceptional” and there-
fore do not require compensation.
Airlines have tried to broaden the def-
inition, while the EU and passenger
advocates have tried to narrow it.

By Evan Perez

A U.S. federal jury found five men
guilty of plotting to kill U.S. soldiers
at the Fort Dix military base, in a high-
profile case that the Bush administra-
tion has cited as part of its record of
foiling terror attacks on U.S. soil.

Four of the five men also were
convicted of weapons charges, but
all five were acquitted of attempted
murder charges at the end of a two-
month trial.

The five men are Dritan, Eljvir
and Shain Duka, ethnic Albanian
brothers from the former Yugosla-
via; Turkish-born convenience-store
clerk Serdar Tatar; and Jordanian-
born cab driver Mohamad Shnewer.
They could face life in prison on the
convictions, though shorter terms
are likely. Sentencing is scheduled
for April.

Authorities arrested the men in
2007 after Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation agents said they foiled an al-
leged Islamist-inspired plot to attack
military installations, including Fort
Dix, located in New Jersey, near Phila-
delphia. The FBI paid informants to
infiltrate the group of men and
record hundreds of hours of video of
them allegedly plotting.

Federal prosecutors said the

men’s plot was serious and their at-
tack was imminent. Defense attor-
neys said the federal informants in-
flated the seriousness of the alleged

plot and said the defendants weren’t
going to follow through on the blus-
ter recorded in the videos.

FBI officials cited the case as an

example of new national-security in-
vestigation tactics aimed at follow-
ing plots in hopes of discovering
deeper terror links. Instead of bring-
ing their case early, as they had done
in previous plots following the Sept.
11, 2001, attacks, the FBI observed
for 16 months and intervened only
when the men allegedly prepared to
obtain weapons from a source the
agents didn’t control.

The men initially were discov-
ered after some of them asked a clerk
at a Circuit City store to transfer to
DVD a video showing the group train-
ing with guns and screaming jihadi
slogans. The clerk called police, who
brought in the FBI. It later emerged
that the Fort Dix plotters were a
clumsy group with no ties to al
Qaeda.

Bush administration officials
have cited the Fort Dix case as an ex-
ample of the fruits of aggressive
counterterrorism strategies, though
some tactics have at times generated
criticism. It followed the 2006 arrest
of seven men in Miami charged with
plotting to blow up the Sears Tower
in Chicago. That case resulted in ac-
quittals and mistrials by juries that
didn’t buy the government’s prosecu-
tion.

The government has won several
other high-profile major cases, in-
cluding one against Richard Reid,
the shoe bomber, and another
against the so-called Lackawanna
Six, Yemeni-Americans convicted of
being part of an Islamist terror cell
near Buffalo, N.Y.

Airlines said
Monday’s ruling
could undermine
safety.

ECONOMY & POLITICS

EU court ruling
on compensation
pressures airlines
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MOSCOW—Russia’s new sea-
based ballistic missile has failed in a
test launch for the fifth time, signal-
ing serious trouble with the highly
advertised major future component
of the nation’s nuclear forces.

The Bulava missile “self-de-
structed and exploded in the air” af-
ter a launch from the Dmitry Donskoy
nuclear submarine beneath the sur-
face of the White Sea, said Russian
Navy spokesman Capt. Igor Dygalo.

Russia has been making an ag-
gressive effort in recent years to up-
grade its missile forces after years of
post-Soviet underfunding and a lack
of testing. The Kremlin has hailed
the missile as capable of penetrating
any prospective missile defenses.

Russian news agencies said Tues-
day’s test was the fifth failure out of
10 launches since 2004. During the
last successful test in late November,
it hit test targets on the Kamchatka
Peninsula, some 5,500 kilometers to

the east of the launch site, less than
15 minutes after the launch.

Washington’s plan to deploy a
ballistic-missile defense system in
Eastern Europe has upset the Krem-
lin and the Russian military, who say
it will undermine Russia’s security.

The Bulava is reported to be de-
signed to fly about 10,000 kilometers
and to carry six individually targeted
nuclear warheads. It is expected to
equip three Borei-class nuclear sub-
marines now under construction.

Russian missile fails in test launch for fifth time
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 7.92 –45.3 –45.7 –24.5
Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 9.25 –44.8 –45.3 –24.0
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 20.42 –42.8 –43.3 –19.3
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 17.35 –43.4 –43.8 –20.1
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 22.45 –42.3 –42.8 –18.7
Am Income A US BD LUX 12/22 USD 7.11 –12.6 –12.0 –4.3
Am Income A2 US BD LUX 12/22 USD 15.04 –12.4 –12.0 –4.3
Am Income B US BD LUX 12/22 USD 7.11 –13.2 –12.7 –5.0

Am Income B2 US BD LUX 12/22 USD 13.06 –13.0 –12.6 –5.0
Am Income I US BD LUX 12/22 USD 7.11 –12.2 –11.5 –3.7
Am Value A US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 6.87 –40.9 –41.7 –22.5
Am Value B US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 6.39 –41.5 –42.2 –23.3
Am Value I US EQ LUX 12/22 USD 7.33 –40.5 –41.2 –21.9
Asian Technology A OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 8.56 –46.7 –45.9 –27.1
Asian Technology B OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 7.57 –47.1 –46.4 –27.8
Asian Technology I OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 9.47 –46.3 –45.4 –26.5
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 11.62 –20.5 –20.0 –7.7
Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 13.85 –20.1 –20.0 –7.7
Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 11.62 –21.2 –20.8 –8.7
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 13.48 –20.9 –20.8 –8.6
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 12/22 USD 11.62 –20.0 –19.6 –7.2
Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 19.62 –57.6 –57.3 –23.8
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 16.80 –58.0 –57.8 –24.5
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 21.58 –57.2 –57.0 –23.1
Eur Blend A EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 8.75 –50.3 –50.3 –29.9
Eur Blend I EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 8.93 –49.9 –50.0 –29.3
Eur Growth A EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 5.36 –48.5 –48.8 –27.4
Eur Growth B EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 4.86 –49.1 –49.4 –28.1
Eur Growth I EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 5.79 –48.2 –48.4 –26.8
Eur Income A EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 5.09 –23.0 –22.7 –13.0
Eur Income A2 EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 9.22 –22.8 –22.6 –13.0
Eur Income B EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 5.09 –23.6 –23.3 –13.6
Eur Income B2 EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 8.64 –23.3 –23.1 –13.6
Eur Income I EU BD LUX 12/22 EUR 5.09 –22.6 –22.3 –12.5
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 6.64 –52.5 –52.4 NS
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 6.74 –52.0 –51.9 NS
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 6.95 –50.0 –50.1 –30.2

Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 6.46 –50.5 –50.6 –30.9
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 12/22 EUR 7.96 –49.6 –49.7 –29.6
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 12/22 USD 12.89 –39.4 –38.7 NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 12/22 USD 12.69 –39.9 –39.3 NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 12/22 USD 12.83 –39.6 –38.9 NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 12/22 USD 13.04 –39.0 –38.3 NS
Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 12/22 USD 12.97 –37.4 –37.2 –18.6
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 12/22 USD 12.46 –38.0 –37.9 –19.4
Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 12/22 USD 13.36 –36.9 –36.8 –18.0
Gl Bond A US BD LUX 12/22 USD 8.51 –4.1 –3.3 0.5
Gl Bond A2 US BD LUX 12/22 USD 14.13 –3.9 –3.3 0.5
Gl Bond B US BD LUX 12/22 USD 8.51 –5.0 –4.3 –0.6
Gl Bond B2 US BD LUX 12/22 USD 12.50 –4.8 –4.3 –0.5
Gl Bond I US BD LUX 12/22 USD 8.51 –3.6 –2.7 1.1
Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 12/22 USD 12.99 –22.0 –21.8 –9.5
Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 12/22 USD 14.37 –22.0 –21.8 –9.5
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 12/22 USD 12.99 –22.7 –22.5 –10.4
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 12/22 USD 13.80 –22.7 –22.5 –10.4
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 12/22 USD 13.01 –21.5 –21.2 –9.0
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 8.60 –54.2 –54.2 –30.1
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 8.16 –54.6 –54.6 –30.8
Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 9.00 –53.8 –53.8 –29.5
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 31.15 –54.9 –55.1 –28.8
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 26.27 –55.4 –55.5 –29.6
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 34.31 –54.6 –54.7 –28.3
Gl High Yield A US BD LUX 12/22 USD 2.92 –34.1 –33.5 –16.2
Gl High Yield A2 US BD LUX 12/22 USD 5.65 –33.7 –33.5 –16.2
Gl High Yield B US BD LUX 12/22 USD 2.92 –34.7 –34.3 –17.0
Gl High Yield B2 US BD LUX 12/22 USD 9.18 –34.3 –34.1 –17.0

Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 12/22 USD 2.92 –33.7 –33.1 –15.7
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 8.15 –53.5 –53.3 –31.4
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 7.56 –54.0 –53.8 –32.1
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 12/22 USD 8.60 –53.1 –53.0 –30.9
India Growth A EA EQ LUX 12/19 USD 61.63 –55.4 –55.1 –10.5
India Growth B EA EQ LUX 12/19 USD 53.22 –55.8 –55.5 –11.4
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 12/19 USD 63.59 –55.2 –55.0 –10.3
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 115.15 –29.8 –30.4 –13.3
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 98.13 –30.5 –31.1 –14.2
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 124.78 –29.3 –29.8 –12.6
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 71.37 –49.7 –50.2 –22.1
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 62.48 –50.2 –50.7 –22.9
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 79.38 –49.3 –49.8 –21.5
Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 5116.00 –48.8 –50.1 –32.4
Japan Blend I JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 5220.00 –48.4 –49.7 –31.8
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 5352.00 –45.9 –47.4 –30.9
Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 5462.00 –45.5 –47.0 –30.3
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 4867.00 –51.8 –53.0 –33.6
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 12/22 JPY 4956.00 –51.4 –52.6 –33.1
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 10.24 –48.7 –48.4 –33.0
Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 9.45 –49.2 –49.0 –33.7
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 12/22 USD 10.91 –48.3 –48.0 –32.5
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 12/22 USD 6.72 –21.5 –21.1 –11.0
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 12/22 USD 8.71 –21.2 –21.2 –11.0
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 12/22 USD 6.72 –21.8 –21.5 –11.4
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 12/22 USD 8.70 –21.7 –21.6 –11.4
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 12/22 USD 6.72 –21.0 –20.7 –10.5

Please turn to page 22

NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQ United Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com
 Phone: +44 (0)203 107 0038; Fax: +44 (0)203 107 0001
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Eurozone Large-Cap Equity
Funds that invest primarily in the equities of large-cap companies from the 12 Eurozone
countries. At least 75% of total assets are invested in equities. Ranked on % total return (divi-
dends reinvested) in U.S. dollars for one year ending December 23, 2008

Leading 10 Performers
FUND FUND LEGAL % Return in $US **
RATING NAME FUND MGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

5 SGAM AI SGAM Alternative EURiLuxembrg –18.77 –15.86 –9.63 5.00
Equisys Fund Euroland R1 Acc Investments

5 AMB Generali Generali EURiGermany –18.30 –16.82 –1.87 NS
Euroland Protect Io A Inc Investments Deutschland KaG

NS Harewood Harewood Asset EURiFrance –20.68 –17.79 –1.91 NS
Covered European Equity A Acc Management

5 UniExtra: Union Investment EURiLuxembrg –24.68 –23.17 –3.80 NS
EuroStoxx-50 Inc Luxembourg S.A.

5 Indépendant Swan Capital EURiFrance –25.31 –23.57 –9.16 NS
PEA Acc Management

5 UFF Union Financière EURiFrance –24.75 –24.25–11.43 1.64
Multitalents LT A Inc de France

5 LuxTopic DJE Investment EURiLuxembrg –27.56 –25.30 –3.41 NS
Flex Acc S.A.

5 Cipango Sycomore Gestion EURiFrance –28.54 –25.43–12.28 NS
Maxima Acc Privée

NS Goupil Acc Performance EURiFrance –27.04 –25.58 NS NS
Gestion

5 Trendconcept-UI-Fds-Aktien-Europa Universal-Investment EURiGermany –27.25 –25.68 –8.65 3.66
Acc GmbH

Foreclosure mitigation
makes little headway in U.S.
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as share sale is halted
Passport Capital
is awarded order
to stop placement
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By V. Phani Kumar

MARKETWATCH.COM

HONG KONG—Asian markets
weathered heavy losses Tuesday as
cautious investors took some prof-
its off the table in light trading
ahead of the holidays, with Chinese
stocks falling hard in Shanghai and
Hong Kong in spite of an interest-
rate cut Monday by the People’s
Bank of China.

“The interest-rate cut was ex-
pected and didn’t provide any posi-

tive surprise. …The
window-dressing
activities are quite
close to being
over,” said Ben

Kwong, chief operating officer at
KGI Asia in Hong Kong, referring to
buying activity by funds to shore up
the value of their portfolios by the
end of the year.

China’s Shanghai Composite was
off 4.6% to 1897.23 as investors wor-
ried about a slowing economy and a
poor outlook for corporate earnings
growth.

Hong Kong’s Hang Seng China En-
terprises Index, a widely watched
benchmark comprised of Chinese
large-capital stocks, slumped 5.1%
to 7720.02. The benchmark Hang
Seng Index lost 2.8% to 14220.79.

The poor performance of Chinese
shares came even after the main-
land’s central bank cut its key lend-
ing and deposit rates by 0.27 percent-
age point each Monday as part of ef-
forts to bolster the economy. The cen-
tral bank said it also would lower the
ratio of deposits that banks must set
aside by a half-point.

Leading losses in Shanghai,
China Life Insurance dropped 4.8%,
Air China shrank 9.1%, PetroChina
gave up 4.3%, and Poly Real Estate
Group skidded 6.4%.

The Hong Kong-listed shares of
Air China shed 6.2%, and those of
PetroChina slid 5.4%, while China
Life gave up 3.8%.

Japanese markets were closed
for the Emperor’s birthday holiday.

Among other indexes to suffer
big losses, South Korea’s Kospi lost
3% to 1144.31, Taiwan’s Taiex ended
2.9% lower at 4405.86 and India’s
Sensitive Index, or Sensex, shrank
2.4% to 9686.75.

Resource stocks lost ground,
with BHP Billiton down 3.9% and
Rio Tinto falling 5.4% in Sydney. Ko-
rea Zinc gave up 2.1%, Aluminum
Corp. of China sank 9.9% in Hong
Kong and 7.3% in Shanghai, and
Sterlite Industries (India) shrank
6% in Mumbai.

Data as shown is for information purposes only. No offer is being made by
Morningstar, Ltd. or this publication. Funds shown aren’t registered with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission and aren’t available for sale to United
States citizens and/or residents except as noted. Prices are in local currencies.
All performance figures are calculated using the most recent prices available.

Profit-taking hits
Shanghai shares;
Air China slides

ASIAN-PACIFIC
STOCKS

By Jeffrey Ng

HONG KONG—ESun Holdings
Ltd.’s share price jumped after the
Hong Kong-listed company said it
put on hold plans to sell shares, a
day after a shareholder obtained a
court order thwarting the place-
ment.

Two units of U.S.-based hedge
fund Passport Capital LLC received
the temporary restraining order
from a Hong Kong court Monday,
preventing ESun from selling 60 mil-
lion Hong Kong dollars (US$7.7 mil-
lion) worth of its shares.

“This regretful action was taken
as a last resort in order to protect
Passport’s shareholder rights and
prevent the disruption of share-
holder value,” a Passport spokes-
man said.

ESun shares, which were sus-
pended Monday morning, rose as
much as 28% Tuesday before clos-
ing up 10% at 74 Hong Kong cents.

San Francisco-based Passport
has a 28.3% stake in ESun, and is the
company’s second-biggest share-
holder after Lai Sun Development
Co., ESun’s parent, which owns 36%.
Passport first bought a stake in
ESun, which is part of a consortium

developing the Macau Studio City
complex, in November 2007.

A person familiar with the situa-
tion said the injunction was Pass-
port’s first legal action taken
against a company in which it in-
vests. Passport was founded in
2000, and has US$2.6 billion of
funds under management.

ESun said it believes the terms
of the share placement are fair and
reasonable and in the best interests
of the company and shareholders.
The company had planned to use
the proceeds from the placement to
finance its media and entertain-
ment businesses and for general
working capital.

ESun had planned to sell 120 mil-
lion new shares, or 8.82% of its en-
larged share capital, at 50 Hong Kong
cents a share, to several independent
parties. In addition, ESun had
planned to issue non-listed warrants,
on a 1-for-1 basis to the placement sub-
scribers, entitling the holder of each
warrant to subscribe for one new
share. ESun would raise HK$118 mil-
lion on the exercise of the warrants.

The share placement would have
followed a HK$1.03 billion rights is-
sue completed in May. The company
sold 413.6 million shares at HK$2.50
each, five times the price on offer
for the placement.

ESun is developing Macau Stu-
dio City, which includes hotels and a
casino, with U.S.-based New Cotai
LLC and Singapore developer Capi-
taLand Ltd.

By Jessica Holzer

WASHINGTON—Intensified ef-
forts to help U.S. borrowers stay in
their homes made only slight head-
way in stemming the growing num-
ber of foreclosures in the third
quarter, a new report by the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency
and the Office of Thrift Supervi-
sion shows.

The number of newly started
foreclosures fell 2.6% to 281,298 in
the third quarter from the second
quarter, partly as a result of state
moratoriums on foreclosures and
increased efforts by mortgage ser-
vicers to lower interest rates or oth-
erwise modify troubled mortgages.

But the number of foreclosures un-
der way during this period rose 11%
to 617,642, according to the report
released Monday, and the number
of foreclosures completed rose
nearly 8% to 127,738.

Credit quality deteriorated
across all loan categories, from
prime to Alt-A to subprime, during
the third quarter, pushing the share
of current and performing loans
down to 91.5% from 93.3% at the end
of the first quarter.

More than half of loans modi-
fied in the first quarter had slipped
back into delinquency after six
months, and were 30 or more days
past due by the end of September,
the report said.

By Mike Barris

ProLogis, a real-estate invest-
ment trust, said it agreed to sell its
operations in China and 20% interest
in Japanese property funds for $1.3
billion to affiliates of GIC Real Estate,
Singapore’s government-owned real-
estate investment company, to raise
funds to help pay off debt

The deal comes a month after Pro-
Logis, a warehouse developer, said it
would halt its aggressive expansion
strategy and cut its dividend by
more than half amid tight credit mar-
kets and a drop in demand.

ProLogis Chief Executive
Walter C. Rakowich called the sale
“a major milestone” in the imple-
mentation of the plan outlined last
month to reduce debt and relieve
near-term financing pressure.

News of the sale drove ProLogis
shares higher. As of midday Tues-
day, ProLogis shares were up about
15%, or $1.42, to $10.58, in New
York Stock Exchange composite
trading.

The heavily indebted company
expects the transaction to close in

January and result in a net loss of
approximately 4% to 6% of the
book value of the assets sold.

The transaction will reduce Pro-
Logis’s development pipeline as of
Sept. 30 by $1 billion, including
$255 million in costs to complete
development of assets owned di-
rectly and within Prologis’s devel-
opment joint ventures in China,
the company said.

“We view Asia as an important
region of the world for industrial
real estate and will continue to
build our business there over
time,” Mr. Rakowich added.

The upheaval at the Denver-
based industrial-property giant re-
flects slowing retail sales and pessi-
mistic outlooks on demand for
warehouse and factory space. And
more than its peers, ProLogis de-
pends on big institutional inves-
tors, many of which are paring
their real-estate holdings.

ProLogis contributed to its trou-
bles by borrowing heavily to ac-
quire rivals and pursue ambitious
speculative construction of indus-
trial properties world-wide.
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By Ian Johnson

And Jason Leow

BEIJING—Already struggling
with the global slowdown, one of
China’s best-known companies, real-
estate developer Soho China Ltd.,
has been hit hard by something less
expected: political missteps.

Soho’s difficulties with a project
in one of Beijing’s oldest districts il-
lustrates how even one of China’s sav-
viest, Western-oriented companies
can fall victim to the opacity of the
country’s real-estate market. Soho
said it went into the project hoping
to save the old district, known as
Qianmen; instead, swaths of historic
buildings have been leveled and Soho
remains locked out of revenue.

Headed by the husband-and-wife
duo of Pan Shiyi and Zhang Xin,
Soho rose to prominence by buying
up old industrial plots and hiring
Western architects to produce glitzy
commercial property that it sold to
newly wealthy Chinese.
Along the way, the media-
friendly couple earned at-
tention and acclaim
around the world, making
them emblems of China’s
economic rise.

Last year, Soho capped
its successes with a public
offering on the Hong Kong
stock market that raised
$1.65 billion. In Beijing’s
Central Business District,
its buildings, topped by
the company’s logo, are
seemingly ubiquitous.

But Soho has been hit hard by
the global downturn. Its stock is
down 68% from its high, as are other
Chinese real-estate companies. In
the first half of the year, the com-
pany reported a loss of $21 million,
compared with a profit of $9.2 mil-
lion for the same period last year.

That mirrors problems at other
Chinese real-estate developers,
such as China Vanke Co., which said
this month that revenue from real-
estate sales in November fell 16%
from a year earlier. Consumers
aren’t buying apartments and com-
panies are cutting expansion plans.

Soho’s problems, however, have
been made worse by longer-term
woes afflicting Chinese real estate.
In China, local governments have
few sources of money; the country
has no property tax, while income

taxes go to the central government.
So local officials rely on real-es-

tate deals, which usually involve
pushing out residents in exchange
for modest compensation and flip-
ping the land to developers for a
profit. Over the past decade, such
deals have resulted in numerous

high-level corruption cases,
as well as protests, but none
involving Soho.

Until last year, Soho had
avoided sensitive projects.
Then it decided to take on
the redevelopment of a laby-
rinth of alleys and lanes in
Beijing’s old quarters.The
Qianmen district was one of
the last functioning old-
town neighborhoods in the
city of 17 million people. So-
ho’s plan was to rebuild the
district into a pedestrian

mall of faux-1920s shops.
But the project quickly ran into

trouble. It had the backing of the local
district government, but contravened
Beijing’s historical preservation
plans, which had called for Qianmen
to be protected. When nongovernmen-
tal activists learned of the project,
they protested. One group, the China
Heritage Foundation, posted an eight-
page critique of Soho’s plans on the In-
ternet, saying it threatened to wreck a
valuable neighborhood.

Soho was involved in the project
indirectly through a company
owned by Mr. Pan, the chairman,
who invested in a company owned
by the district government. The
idea was that Mr. Pan would sell his
share of the company to Soho, ac-
cording to Soho’s stock prospectus.

What happened next is in dispute.
According to preservationists, some

of whom work for local governments,
that transfer has been blocked perma-
nently by the Beijing city government,
which is investigating the project for
violating preservation rules.

City and district government offi-
cials declined to comment.

Soho’s version is somewhat dif-
ferent. “That [conservation] alone
is not the issue,” Ms. Zhang, Soho’s
chief executive, said in an interview.
Instead, she said the problem is pri-
marily with a government austerity
measure put in place early last year
when the Chinese real-estate mar-
ket was heating up. That made it
harder for foreign-listed companies
to invest in Chinese real estate.
When that policy is lifted, she said,
Soho will gain the assets.

Soho hasn’t lost money on the
project because it hasn’t paid for
the assets. Overall, analysts said the
company is sound, with $1.4 billion
in cash. It recently bought back
some shares, which has helped stabi-
lize the stock price.

But the project remains off So-
ho’s books, crimping its prospects.
Soho said that by the end of 2009, it
will develop another 13.5 million
square feetof gross floor area. With
the Qianmen project, that amount
would have increased 30%.

Worse might be the potential
damage to Ms. Zhang and Mr. Pan’s
image in the West. The couple won
awards and notice for their build-
ings’ architecture, but are now in-
volved in a project that is destroy-
ing an old neighborhood and replac-
ing it with a replica.

“A lot of other people, me in-
cluded, had a very different view of
what conservation was,” Ms. Zhang
said. “Qianmen is a headache.”

Activists ask China to free dissident

By Gordon Fairclough

SHANGHAI—Parents of children
killed when an elementary school
collapsed in May’s massive earth-
quake in southwestern China said a
court has rejected a lawsuit they
filed alleging that shoddy construc-
tion was to blame for the deaths.

A judge of the Intermediate Peo-
ple’s Court in Deyang, the city in Si-
chuan provincewhere the school was
located, told representatives of the
dozens of parents involved in the suit
last week that the court wouldn’t
hear their case, parents said.

Sang Jun, one of the parents,
said the judge told them that govern-
ment “internal documents” made it
clear that “no court should be in-
volved in such cases.” The court in
Deyang declined to comment.

The parents’ complaint, presented
tothecourtonDec.1,demandedapub-
lic apology and 7.68 million yuan, or
about $1.1 million, in compensation,
said Xu Peiguo, a lawyer who helped
prepare the suit against the school,
thetowngovernment,thecountyedu-
cation bureau and the boss of the con-
struction team that built the school.

Parents said it was the first time a
group of parents has attempted to
bring the school-collapse issue be-
fore a court.

Local authorities in Sichuan have
worked to silence complaints and sti-
fle protests by parents unhappy with
officialinvestigationsintowhyschool
buildings weren’t strong enough to
withstand the 7.9-magnitude quake.

The quake left nearly 90,000 peo-
ple dead or missing, including thou-
sands of students who were in class
when the temblor struck in the after-
noon of May 12. The government
says about 7,000 classrooms and
dormitory rooms were destroyed.

In some cases, school buildings
collapsed when other structures
nearby remained standing. And
many parents complain that poor
construction and negligence by local
officials were major contributors to
the schools’ structural failures.

Mr. Sang and other parents in
Wufu, the town in Deyang where the
Fuxin No. 2 primary school collapsed,
alleged in their complaint that a sub-
standardbuilding andinadequate res-

cue efforts led to unnecessary deaths.
The collapse killed more than 120 stu-
dents, according to official figures.

Mr. Xu said parents were told
last week the case was rejected. He
said he has requested but not re-
ceived formal notice from the court.

Some parents participating in
the Fuxin No. 2 school suit said they
faced pressure from local authori-
ties not to pursue the matter.

Mr. Sang, reached on his cell-
phone, said he is moving around in
an effort to avoid the police, fearing
that he will be detained. He said an-
other parent was held briefly by po-
lice at the weekend and warned not
to talk to foreign reporters.

Mr. Sang’s 11-year-old son was a
student in the Fuxin school. After the
earthquake, Mr. Sang rushed to the
site.Heandhiswifejoinedothersdig-
ging through the debris. He said they
rescued several trapped children and
uncovered 10 corpses. They found
thebody oftheirown childhuddledin
a corner of the fallen building.

The Fuxin school parents have
been especially vocal in calling for an
investigation of the causes of the col-
lapse. While careful to say that they
don’t blame the central government
ortheCommunistPartyforwhathap-
pened, they said they believe local of-
ficials didn’t do enough to ensure the
quality of construction.

In June, the Mianzhu county gov-
ernment warned parents in a letter
not to do “things hurting the na-
tional dignity.”

The county also offered parents
a one-time payment and increased
monthly pension disbursements if
they would sign an agreement not
to participate “in any activities that
will affect overall rebuilding ef-
forts.” Parents interpreted the lan-
guage of the agreement as an effort
to force them to stop speaking out.

Mr. Sang said that he and others
plan to keep fighting to overturn the
Deyang court’s refusal to try their
case. He said families who lost chil-
dren have each received an average of
about60,000yuan,orabout$8,800,in
payments from government agencies.

“But no one has ever apolo-
gized,” Mr. Sang said.
 —Ellen Zhu in Shanghai

contributed to this article.

Chinese court rejects suit
over earthquake deaths

A father holds a photo of his daughter in the ruins of the Fuxin No. 2 Primary
School in Wufu. She was among thousands of students killed in the May 12
earthquake. A court has rejected a lawsuit filed by parents seeking compensation
and an apology.

Soho hits political snag
From glitzy projects
to Beijing headache;
what is conservation?

After initial success and world-wide acclaim, Soho China has been hit hard by the
global financial crisis, with its stock down 65% from its high.

Zhang Xin

FOCUS ON CHINA

By Shai Oster

BEIJING—More than 150 interna-
tional scholars, human-rights activ-
ists and Nobel Prize laureates
signed a letter to China’s president
calling for the release of one of the
country’s leading dissidents, Liu
Xiaobo, adding new international
pressure on Beijing over its human-
rights practices.

Mr. Liu has been held by Chinese
authorities since Dec. 8, according to
human-rights groups, in apparent re-
sponse to his involvement with an
open letter issued by Chinese activ-
ists earlier this month calling for ma-
jor political reform in China. China’s
government has refused to comment

on the whereabouts of Mr. Liu, a
former university professor who pre-
viously spent time in jail for his par-
ticipation in the 1989 Tiananmen
Square prodemocracy protests.

The letter, dated Monday, urged
President Hu Jintao to “honor your
commitment to ensure the civil
rights of citizens who peacefully ex-
press their views on public affairs.”
Among the letter’s signatories were
Chinese scholars and several au-
thors, including three winners of the
Nobel Prize for literature: Nadine
Gordimer of South Africa, Seamus
Heaney of Ireland and Wole Soyinka
of Nigeria.

A spokesman for China’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs said that he didn’t

know the specifics of Mr. Liu’s case,
but that China wouldn’t tolerate in-
terference in its internal affairs. “I
can tell you that China runs the coun-
try according to law and will handle
the relevant issue according to law,”
the spokesman, Qin Gang, said Tues-
day at a regular briefing. An official
at the Beijing Public Security Bureau
declined to comment.

Mr. Liu was one of 303 Chinese ac-
tivists who signed the so-called
“Charter 08” document issued ear-
lier this month to commemorate the
60th anniversary of the United Na-
tions’ adoption of the Universal Dec-
laration of Human Rights.
 —Sky Canaves in Beijing

contributed to this article.
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Investor seeks SEC relief
Woman who suffered
Madoff losses claims
agency was negligent

THE MADOFF FRAUD CASE

By Kara Scannell

A New York woman who lost
nearly $2 million investing with
Bernard Madoff has filed a claim
against the Securities and Ex-
change Commission alleging the
agency was negligent in failing to
detect an alleged decades-long
fraud.

The administrative claim for re-
lief was filed with the SEC on Mon-
day and is believed to be the first
attempt by an investor to recover
lost money from regulators. Phyllis
Molchatsky, a 61-year-old retiree
from Valley Cottage, N.Y., is seek-
ing $1.7 million in damages from
the agency.

The SEC’s “statutory purpose is
to protect the public interest. We
feel they fell down on the job in this
instance,” said Howard Elisofon,
the lawyer representing Ms. Mol-

chatsky and a former SEC enforce-
ment attorney.

The SEC declined to comment.
An administrative claim for re-

lief is the first step in filing a law-
suit against the government. If the
SEC doesn’t negotiate or respond
to the claim within six months, the
investor can file a lawsuit in fed-
eral court.

The doctrine of sovereign immu-
nity limits the kind of cases in
which a U.S. citizen can sue the gov-
ernment for damages.

“It’s an uphill battle to succeed
with this,” said Gregory Sisk, a law
professor at the University of St.
Thomas School of Law in Minneap-
olis. He said courts are reluctant to
find that government agencies
should act as insurance against
any losses.

Last week, SEC Chairman Chris-
topher Cox admitted that the SEC’s
examination staff had missed red
flags over the years. He said the
agency had credible and specific al-
legations about Mr. Madoff’s al-
leged fraud going back nine years.

An SEC enforcement investiga-
tion in 2006, prompted by com-

plaints from a former competitor
to Mr. Madoff, found that Mr. Mad-
off had lied to SEC examiners dur-
ing a routine review of his invest-
ment advisory business. The SEC
closed the investigation without
any public punishment and said it
found no fraud. Previous SEC exam-
inations of the Madoff trading busi-
ness also didn’t detect any invest-
ment fraud.

According to Ms. Molchatsky’s
claim, the SEC’s “failure enabled
Madoff to perpetuate and expand
the scheme, drawing in more and
more innocent investors.”

In 2001, on the suggestion of her
broker, Ms. Molchatsky invested $2
million—nearly her life savings—in
hedge fund American Masters
Broad Market Fund LP, which is as-
sociated with Mr. Madoff. Over the
seven years, she took out $300,000
from the fund. Her broker wasn’t
named in the legal action.

By October 2008, her account
statement said her investment
was valued at $3.8 million. On
Dec. 11, Mr. Madoff was arrested
and confessed to a $50 billion
Ponzi scheme.

Madoff inquiry looks at aide
understand how Mr. Madoff’s al-
leged fraud took place. A person fa-
miliar with the situation said inves-
tigators believe Mr. Madoff initially
had a trading strategy that failed,
and that he had made very few, if
any, stock or options trades for cli-
ents over the years. Instead, the op-
eration consisted of taking money
in from new clients and paying it out
to existing clients, said people famil-
iar with the matter.

Over the past year or so, as insti-
tutional investors and other
wealthy clients were getting
bruised by a sharp downturn in the
stock market, the amount of redemp-
tions probably rose too quickly to
sustain the alleged Ponzi scheme,
which may have begun as early as
the 1970s, these people said.

Mr. Madoff’s sons told the Federal
Bureau of Investigation that their fa-
ther believed client losses would be
“at least approximately $50 billion,”
but that figure includes the alleged
false profits that Mr. Madoff’s firm re-
ported to its customers for decades.
It is unclear exactly how much inves-
tors deposited into the firm. The
sons also said Mr. Madoff told them
$200 million to $300 million was all
that remained at the firm.

Investigators are looking at the
roles that may have been played by
members of the tightknit Madoff
family. Mr. Madoff’s brother, two
sons and a niece worked at the firm,
but not in the investment-manage-
ment business where the alleged
fraud occurred.

Andrew Madoff had money in-
vested with his father and received
the same account statements as
other clients, according to a person
briefed on the matter. Mark Madoff
hasn’t had money invested with his
father for roughly eight years, accord-
ing to this person. The two brothers
have said they didn’t know anything
about their father’s alleged fraud.

“Mark and Andrew Madoff are
economically and emotionally devas-
tated by what their father has done,
which among others things has de-
stroyed the valuable market-mak-
ing and proprietary trading busi-
nesses they spent 20 years build-
ing,” their attorney, Martin Flumen-
baum of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Whar-
ton & Garrison, said in a statement.

Other family members involved
in the firm include Peter Madoff, Ber-
nard’s brother, who was the chief
compliance officer.

—Dionne Searcey
contributed to this article.
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